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Berkeley 1994: Paradise Lost
or

Did The Drugs Just Finally Wear Off?

Sometimes I wonder whatever became of
Flam. He was the first good friend I made in
Berkeley that summer of 1968, a veritable
beanpole of a boy, with impossibly thick and
bushy hair that billowed out from his emaciated
face in the shape of an enormous lightbulb.
He seldom if ever ventured out of his
room at the back of the basement until well
after sunset. Invariably dressed, regardless of
the weather, in a preposterous ankle-length
overcoat, and sporting an ornately carved walking stick, he would disappear wordlessly into
the night. Few of us were ever up when he
returned, but once or twice I saw him slipping
stealthily back to his lair just before the first
rays of morning sunlight came crashing down
from the Berkeley hills.
It was a month or two before I was to learn
where Flam went on these all-night jaunts, and
in order to do that I had to follow him without
his knowing. Or so I thought. It was one of
those impossibly soft and foggy nights in late
July. Not warm, not cold, just perfect. the way
Berkeley can be when we least expect it.
I was barefoot, as I often was in those
days, and I could walk without a sound. I could
see Flam a block or two ahead of me, not so
much walking as scurrying. He led me on a
long expedition, up one side of the street and
down the other, looking completely purposeful
the entire time, as though he were following a
minutely detailed itinerary, even though I could
tell he was making it up as he went along.
Finally. after an hour's worth of backtracking and shuffling about that must have
covered three or four miles, he stopped at the
comer of Bancroft and Grant, only a few blocks
from where this odyssey had started. He
looked all around, up at the sky. down at the
street, before sitting down on the curb beneath
a streetlamp. Hiding behind a bush a half block
away, I watched as he pulled a thick stack of
books from his pack, chose one, and began to
read.
I was new enough in Berkeley that the
simplest things seemed amazing and the oddest
things were meant to be taken for granted. It
seemed the most natural thing in the world to
sneak up on Flam, to tiptoe so closely to him
that I'd be able to look over his shoulder and
see what he was reading. Thinking about it
logically, that would hardly be possible; the
street was so quiet that he was sure to hear me.
But as I drew nearer and nearer, he showed no
sign of being aware of my presence.

And in fact he let me think, or rather ing another Berkeley that no longer exists, a
tricked me into thinking that I was getting away Berkeley that perhaps no longer can exist.
with it. Barely breathing and at that the same
I wonder about such things when I see the
time trying to appear so nonchalant that if he hangdog expressions of the beggars, the holturned around it would look as though I just low-eyed longings of those who seek nothing
happened to be walking by, I crept to within more elaborate than oblivion, the stoopedtwo or three feet of him, until I could clearly shoulder despair of the dazed refugees whose
see the page he was perusing.
home is a downtown doorway, the defiant,
I couldn't understand a word of it, howev- forced exuberance of the career drunkards, the
er. It was all in Latin. I let out a sigh of exas- obliquely prying glances of the professional
peration, simultaneously intending it to be a predators. Was it always like this? Did the
signal for Flam to turn around and greet me. youthful hordes who flooded the streets of
But it was if he never heard a thing. He had to Berkeley in the 1960s, the influx of newcomers
be deaf or in a trance, I thought, as I cleared my that included harmless eccentrics like Flam and
throat a couple times, tired now of this game.
future members of the bourgeoisie like myself
Still he refused to turn around, and only look anything like this to the established citimy own stubbornness prevented from simply zenry of tl10sedays?
grabbing hold of his shoulder and shaking him
I know that we ourselves never gave a secuntil he agreed to acknowledge that I was there. ond, or perhaps even first thought to how the
So we stood and sat, in a quirky. absurd stale- working people and homeowners and taxpayers
mate, for at least another five minutes, until he felt on seeing their streets and plazas turned
said in the quietest of voices and still without into a countercultural theme park. If we had
looking up, "Do you read Latin?"
reflected upon it at all, I suspect we would have
Of course I didn't. I was a 20 year-old assumed that they should feel fortunate to live
dropout with an attitude who hadn't even in a place where history was being made or at
looked at a book in months. I wasn't here in least rewritten. Never having had a front yard
Berkeley for the education or the culture; I was of my own, I couldn't imagine why someone
here because it was the end of the road. There would be disturbed to find a stranger or three
wasn't anywhere else left in America for some- asleep in his. When an elderly Japanese man
one like me. My situation was precisely the on Grant Street threatened to shoot us for pickreverse of the Frank Sinatra tune; if I couldn't ing roses from his garden, we feigned shock
make it here, I couldn't make it anywhere.
and outrage at the tyranny of private property,
Flam was an entirely different story. He and smugly congratulated ourselves for being
looked ten times more like a freak than me, but his moral superiors by virtue of ownmg nothhe might have been perfectly happy living in a ing.
monastery in Kansas City. He was reading the
Self-centered and sometimes simply selfcomplete works of Thomas Aquinas in the orig- ish as we were, it didn't occur to us that the
inal Latin, and before that he'd plowed through people of Berkeley were being unusually tolerSt. Augustine as well. He was almost entirely ant, which is odd, considering that so many of
self-taught, too; he'd never set foot inside of a us were escapees from towns and cities that
college or university.
would never have dreamed of allowing such a
If I think about Flam these days, it's usual- multicolored ragtag mass of misfits to lounge
ly when I'm wandering the streets of Berkeley about in its public spaces. With the passing
and passing the strange array of bizarre, won- years, as Berkeley became more of a home and
drous, and sometimes repulsive characters who, less of a playground to me. I realized how forlike me seem inevitably drawn to tl1islast resort tunate ·I had been to find this place, and later
of a town, this best of all possible worlds, this still, began to genuinely cherish this city for its
hodgepodge of unrealistic expectations and willingness to take a chance on someone like
uncertain demands, this constant illusion of me. When I arrived here, I was by any reasonnot-quite-paradise that, for want of a better able standard, a bum with no money and little if
word, I've come to call home.
any future. A quarter century on. I'm what
I find myself asking what it is about this they call a respectable citizen. I play my part in
place that causes characters like Flam and the local economy and have a contributing role
myself, different in so many regards, yet united in the local culture . Once I was drawn here by
by our common strangeness, to gravitate here, the Berkeley mystique; now I help to create it.
to sometimes even thrive and prosper here,
Young people still flock here from all over
when all the rest of the world seems determined the country, some in search of the long-vanto drive us into exile. And then I find myself ished community of the 60s. others looking to
asking if I am thinking about the same Berkeley become part of the new 90s counterculture
I see today, or whether I am only fondly recall- being made famous by the Gilman Street bands
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and magazines like this one. Naturally I have a to support the latest imperial adventure.
district Shopping malls in adjoining suburbs
certain sympathy for them in light of my own
At the same time, I'm not so naive as to can provide the goods and services no longer
experiences; at the same time I wonder what think that the Downtown Berkeley Association available downtown, but they can not provide
sort of Berkeley they're finding , what sort of has only the best interests of the city at heart. what every city needs if it is to be a true city: a
future they're likely to encounter here. Perhaps Some of its members are small. struggling mer- living, beating heart.
it's merely the passage of time and an increased chants who are being genuinely hurt by the
You needn't travel far to see examples of
conservatism on my part. or perhaps Berkeley shabby and sometimes unsavory atmosphere of cities without a heart. Right next door is
has genuinely changed for the worse. but I'm the Berkeley's commercial district. Others are Oakland, with nearly four times our population,
no longer so sure I could unhesitatingly recom- developers who don't even live in the city and and a downtown that barely functions by day
mend it as a place to try and make one's dreams who would like nothing better than to see the and is almost completely deserted by night.
come true.
streets swept clean and Berkeley turned into a Lacking a true focal point, Oakland is more a
On the other hand, I can't easily think of conventional, more profit-oriented suburb.
collection of neighborhoods than a real city;
Is there a middle ground? A way of mak- lacking a gathering point where people from
anywhere else to recommend; to a large extent,
Berkeley's problems are America's problems ing Berkeley a more comfortable, livable place throughout the city meet and intermingle, those
as well. I'm outraged when I don't feel as safe without turning it into a police state? It sounds neighborhoods too often exist oblivious of or
on the streets as I used to, but then I
even in opposition to one another.
Berkeley has already gone too far
remind myself that as a boy I used to
walk the streets of Detroit without fear.
down that same road. Many of the comI despair at the growing, seemingly
munity-mindcd activist5 who 20 years ago
permanent underclass inhabiting the
envisioned Berkeley as a more humandowntown and south campus areas,
scaled urban environment have now either
and remember that the same thing is
fled to the suburbs or begun to treat
happening in nearly every city across
Berkeley like one. Seemingly forgotten
the land. There are severe limits to
are the plans to minimize auto traffic and
what Berkeley can do on its own to
maximize mass transit, to close or narrow
reverse this trend, and yet because
streets and reclaim them as urban gardens.
America is now a colder, harder place,
It's easy for those in the privileged
does it follow that we must become
·enclaves of North Berkeley to turn their
one too?
like a ludicrous question anyway: whoever
backs on the less appealing quarters of the city,
In times like these it's understandable that heard of a comfortable, livable place that was a to hop in the car for a trip to the mall instead of
we would begin to question the broad-based
police state? Some will argue that our current working to create a healthy mix of housing and
tolerance that has long characterized Berkeley. problems are the price we must pay for free- business in their own immediate neighborhood.
What exactly is it that we are tolerating? Is dom; others will insist that the problems themLike Berkeley's problems with crime and
there such a thing as too much freedom. a point selves are eroding our freedom.
poverty and homelessness, this is not an isolatIt sounds, and probably is mean-spirited to ed trend. America as a whole has continued to
at which the untrammelled rights of the least
privileged begin to impinge on the fundamental suggest that the average citizen is injured in any suburbanize, continued to fragment into smallrights of the many?
meaningful way by being subjected to plea5 for er, more detached, and more self-interested
In Berkeley as almost nowhere else, sim- money or the sight of down-and-outers sleeping unit5. Berkeley has done a better job than most
ply raising the question of whether there can be on the street. Even in the case of a merchant places, perhaps the best that it could, in resist"too much" freedom will elicit howls of out- who loses business because customers arc ing this pattern.
rage. Owing no doubt to our radical heritage. frightened off by beggars or loungers, it is
But it's not enough, not for me anyway. I
rhetoric and symbolism play a much larger role tempting to say, "Well, yes, but at least he's got want the Berkeley I discovered as a boy, the
here than in most cities. People are fond of a home and a business, and the person on the Berkeley that welcomed me into its heart and
upholding absolute principles, even at the cost street has nothing at all."
made so many things possible, to live forever,
of making pragmatic solutions impossible.
But what about when businesses fail, what and part of living forever means forever growThe current debate over begging and loi- about when it creates a ripple effect that puts a ing and changing for the better. And not just
tering illustrates this frustrating tendency all too damper on the entire downtown? Even then for my own selfish enjoyment, either, though
well. On one side are groups of merchants and some old-time Berkeleyans will scoff at the that of course part of it.
homeowners. understandably frustrated at the notion that there's any cause for concern. After
But perhaps even more important, I want
deteriorating quality of their neighborhoods. and all, it's only capitalists that we're talking about the Berkeley I found when I most needed it to
commercial districts; arrayed against them are here, capitalist5 and the petty bourgeoisie. Let be here for all the present and future generagroups like the cleverly (if not completely
Walnut Creek and Concord worry about their tions of visionaries and malcontents who elseaccurately) named Real Berkeley Association, business climates; Berkeley has loftier things where might perish and here might flourish.
who see any attempts to further regulate public on its mind.
An environment like Berkeley, with its plenibehavior as a clear and unacceptable case of
I recognize that sentiment because during tude of possibilities and paucity of restrictions,
property rights being given precedence over the many years I've lived in Berkeley there is a national, an international treasure. It is
human rights.
have been times I've felt that way myself. But here that things get imagined that anywhere
In most cities such a debate would not while I'm not prepared to see Berkeley turned else would be discarded as unrealistic fantasies,
even be taking place; in Berkeley it risks being into Walnut Creek with cappuccino, I no longer here that people can look back upon a history
insoluble. I admit to being befuddled by the think that the well-being of downtown and that instructs them, as history should, that nearquestion myself. I don't want to see people south campus businesses is irrelevant to the ly anything 1s possible. All these years later,
being arrested for begging or sitting on the well-being of the community as a whole. I'm and for me one thing remains eminently clear:
sidewalk; at the same time, I can see that to not thinking primarily of the tax base they pro- if we can't make it here. where can we?
simply leave things as they are is no solution vide, either, although that's of course a factor.
either. I resent the so-called Real Berkeley
More important, though. 1s the essential role
Association trying to monopolize the moral played in the life of a city by its commercial
high ground; in implying that someone who and cultural gathenng places.
disagrees with them is a traitor to the spirit of
If downtown Berkeley comes to be regardBerkeley. they have more in common' than they ed as unattractive, even slum-like - and accuwould like to admit with those who hurl the rately or not. it already is seen that way by
charge of "un-American" at anyone who fails many people - we lose far more than a business
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She looked across the table at me in
between large spoonfuls of her avocado stuffed
with baby shrimp. "When you get down to it,"
she confided, "people are just like cockroaches.
You're never going to get anywhere if you're
afraid to step on a few now and then."
She dabbed at the comer of her mouth with
a paper napkin that in her hands somehow
looked like linen, and smiled slyly. I was used
to that smile. She'd always flash it right after
delivering one of her pronouncements. It didn't
matter whether she was telling me about the
new way she'd discovered to have an orgasm or
discussing how it might be arranged for a mutual friend of ours to be run over by a large truck.
The smile meant, I supposed, that I wasn't
to take her entirely seriously, though I did, and
I never doubted that she took herself that way
too. "When I want something, I go and get it,"
she liked to say. "If any slack-jawed knockkneed little twerp wants to get in my way,
that's his problem."
It was interesting how it was always "his"
problem. She talked almost exclusively about
men, whether delineating ways to exploit them
or sneering at their predictability and weakness.
Women existed in her world only as ornaments
and servants. Any woman interesting enough
to even momentarily steal the spotlight from
her was dealt with in one of two ways:
befriended and neutralized, or attacked and
ostracized. Needless to say, she had no female
friends, though there was a small coterie of
hangers-on who thought some of her glamor
might rub off on them. "My ladies-in-waiting,"
she called them.
You're probably-thinking by now that I'm
talking about some high society debutante or
movie star or model or somesuch. Not really.
Not really at all. Unlike most guys, I actually
knew her real name, where she'd come from,
knew in fact that she was broke half the time
and scared to death of being broke the rest of
the time. The first time I'd met her she was a
gap-toothed, spaced-out hippie chick hitchhiking with her brain-dead boyfriend near Malibu
Beach.
They were headed for Berkeley, and so
was I. She let me park my van in her garage
until I found my own place, and maybe I was
fooling myself, but I felt special because alone
out of all the guys she knew, she never asked
me for anything, at least not until years later.
She'd even do things for me without being
asked, though it wasn't long before I started
sensing that she was keeping a running tab on
her benevolence.
It was a peaceful time in Berkeley, aside
from the occasional riot. There'd been a lot of
rain and the vegetation was lush, giving an
overgrown jungular look to the place. Peeking
out from behind the rampant foliage, the ramshackle hippie houses looked charming, showing only a hint of incipient decrepitude. We
walked everywhere with hardly a care in the
world, but mostly we lingered on Telegraph,
where it seemed like everything that mattered
was happening or about to.
In reality there's no such thing as just
hanging out; there always has to be some
underlying purpose, even if it's only to decorate

other people's daydreams. Our own mission
was usually twofold: to show off our latest finery and to pick up boys. Well, she did most of
the former and all of the latter; in all those
months or years or whatever it was, I never
picked up anyone of either gender, but I
watched her go through what... dozens? hundreds? I don't know, they all ran together in a
bleary wave of sun-pink faces and cascades of
frowzy hippie hair and pretentious white boy
Afro-curls, all dressed up in rich deep colors of
velvet and adorned with garish rhinestones and
unnatural colors of eyeshade.
Thinking of the sullen Deadheads and des4

perate hustlers who populate the Avenue today,
it's hard if not impossible to imagine the carnival array of glam, glitter and acid-tinged fantasy that seemed to permeate it a couple decades
previous.
But the stroll from Dwight to
Bancroft and maybe up past Sather Gate and
then around and back the other side of the street
was one long flounce down the catwalk of an
ultrachic fashion show, with admiring eyes and
lustful glances spilling out of every doorway
and open-ended possibilities rushing down the
spillway like Strawberry Creek after a late winter's rain.
She'd eye a prospect with the sharp glance
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of a circling eagle, her beak keying in on his
wide-open innocence while her cash register
vision rang up his pluses and minuses. This
was where I'd come in: too skinny, I'd report,
or maybe a little too spaced out, probably a
junkie, might not even be able to get it up, oh
but he might be worth it, maybe you could even
talk him out of that Prince Edward jacket, and
besides, it's getting too hot to stand around out
here in the sun much longer.
When in doubt she'd usually go for him;
most of the time she'd come back relatively satisfied, after an hour or two. It was rare that
she'd stay away for the rest of the day. though
one time she disappeared for an entire weekend
and came back to declare she was in love, a
condition which lasted till a bit after noon on
Monday.
But mostly it was wham-barn sort of
action, going to his place usually, because hers
was a half-hour's walk away and besides, she
didn't want them coming around later to bother
her. Then she'd be back on the Avenue by dinner time to begin part two of the day's quest. I
remember how flushed and smug she was the
time she was able to brag about going through
three boys in a single day, but of course she'd
had an early start, around 9 a.m., while I was
still off somewhere in my hippie bed.
You might think I led sort of an empty life,
just following her around and then having to
disappear into a cafe or the student union to
brood and write bad poetry while she consummated her conquests, but it wasn't like that at
all. Most of the time this was going on I lived
with someone who was content, obsessed even,
with staying home and smoking and sewing
and staring at the smog-ridden horizon, and
who much preferred that I spend my days away
from the house. And I was still young enough
that mundane things like sitting in the eucalyptus grove or watching the last of the summer
fog dissolve like March snow under a warm
rain were fraught with a romance and charm
that, like most people who were young once,
I'll spend the rest of my life trying to retrieve.
I don't know when everything started to
change - yes, I do, really; I just don't want to
admit it because that might imply that I in some
way acquiesced to it - so yeah, it must have
been 1972, sometime between spring and fall,
and I don't mean summer, either, because I was
away during those months, and like a lot of
people, I prefer to believe that real things don't
happen in my absence.
What it was was that the costumes started
to turn to clothing, and no, don't get me wrong.
they didn't become any less splendiferous . If
anything the clothing and the attitudes got more
opulent. only now it started to be for real
instead of dress-up play-acting. Stuff that came
from dumpsters and junk stores was now in all
the boutiques and at high-style parties up in the
hills. Money had entered the picture in a big
way.
It wasn't as cute to watch. but she transferred her pursuit of sex to the pursuit of cash
with the same deft energy she'd apply to undoing the fly of an unsuspecting boy. It wasn't
that sex was out the window, just that it no
longer existed only for its own sake. Now it

give way to the first inklings of Dior or one of
those other Frenchified substances that to my
unschooled senses smelled mainly of money. I
still had enough innocence ·to be both charmed
and awed by my surroundings, though I crept
around the house with the trepidation of an
orphaned beggar summoned to an interview
with the king or, more likely, a sometimes
vengeful, sometimes benevolent deity.
There was just such a person occupying the
upper floor of the mansion-in-wanting, a cantankerous old fool who as it turned out was
barely older than me but who looked as if he'd
survived the March on Moscow, Napoleon's ,
that is, not Hitler's, and as though he'd done
the whole thing, there and back, with a sack of
gold on his back. It wasn't just his stoopedshoulderness or the cackling glint in his eyes at
the mere mention of any exploitable .human
frailty, nor was it the arrogant contempt with
which he dismissed any human endeavor which
didn't redound to his immediate or long-term
benefit. More than anything, I suppose, it was
the overwhelming mustiness, the stench of centuries that washed across the room every time
he began to flap his bony arms and swivel his
birdlike neck at the prospect of some new
acquisition.
Had I seen these traits in a conventionally
turned-out businessman, I would have been
swiftly and suitably appalled, for my own ethos
was still firmly rooted in the sparse simplicity
championed by seekers of truth and the willfully unemployed. But because he cut such a
strange figure, with his hideously miscolored
bell bottoms and his tasteless snakeskin boots
and his unkempt strands of stringy unwashed
hair that was already growing very thin around
his perpetually furrowed brow, I attributed
powers to him that brooked at least fear and
possibly even respect. I was stupid, but it often
takes many years to learn these things.
She had printed up cards with the name of
a fictitious business, followed by her own name
and the abbreviation for proprietor, "prop." He
found no end of amusement in that legend, for
as he never tired of pointing out, that was
exactly what she was, a prop useful, indeed
essential, to carrying out his ever-burgeoning
schemes of financial legerdemain. What precisely they were I never was able to ascertain,
though I always assumed drugs played a central
role. At one time he showed me what was purportedly twenty pounds of cocaine, worth a half
million buck at the time and double or triple
that at retail, but knowing what I know now, it
wouldn't surprise me in the slightest if he had
gone to the trouble of filling twenty bags with
baking powder simply to impress me.
Well, that wouldn't have been the only reason; he never tried to impress anyone for reasons of ego gratification, being after all, a nearhermit. The real point was that if I should ever
become "useful" (" useful" was far and away
the highest compliment I ever heard him
bestow on another human being). I would be
She had always drenched herself in scented sufficiently awestruck to willingly put myself at
oil , changing the flavor approximately once his disposal.
each year. When I'd met her it was patchouli;
I was never clear on how I might become
by now we'd progressed through frangipane
useful. I had no money nor prospects of
(Continued on page 47)
and I think jungle gardenia was just about to

had to fit into a larger picture that encompassed
potential gain.
Maybe it meant something, or maybe it's
merely ironic, that it was in the iniddle of that
transition that we ended up in bed together for
the only time. It was actually more than a
"time;" it stretched out into three, nearly four
days. practically a lifetime romance by her
standards. To tell you the truth, the thing that
killed it, aside from the fact that she wasn't
really my type, was the way she insisted on
telling me how different this was from all of
her other affairs, how I was the only one she
could be herself with, how I was the only one
she didn't want anything from. That combined
with the herb tea and the ever-present reek of
peppermint soap, and I was out the door by
midweek.
But we always shared a special understanding after that, or at least we liked to imagine we did. It's probably time, though, to think
in terms of retiring the "we," because it was
becoming evident that I had no idea what was
going on in her half of the equation, and possibly never had. She had a car now, where I was
still walking or hitchhiking most places, and
when she'd give me rides, she'd enjoy reminding me of how special I was because I was the
only person she didn't ask for gas money. Of
course eventually she did start asking for gas
money and more than that, but a lot of that took
place far away from the Avenue and I'm not
sure it's even connected anymore.
Telegraph society was settling out in different directions, polarizing, I guess the social
scientists would call it. The drug dealers and
the musicians and the hipster designers, the
ones who stayed lucky and/or smart (to hear
them tell it, it was all smarts, and to hear everyone else, it was all luck), were getting rich and
moving away from the Avenue. They'd stop
by once or twice a week to sip their caffelattes
on the ground floor of the Med, while the down
and outers groused on street corners or in the
smoky upstairs balcony, muttering about the
dark prospects of minimum wage jobs and welfare and coaxing a few more bucks out of mom
and pop back in the suburbs.
Eventually she went to Marin County,
which even then was a mysterious and fabled
land, and this was long before the days of million dollar tract homes and Dom Perignon on
tap at the candystore soda fountain. The first
time I visited her there, in some enormous
house on the side of the hill buried in a treechoked cul-de-sac, she brought me in through
the servants' entrance; I never knew whether
that was inadvertent or meant to be symbolic.
There were no servants really, except for a
twice-a-week maid, but there might as well
have been. Her bed, which I shared with her
that night - only for sleeping - was bigger
across than my room, and it was the first - only,
I guess - time in my life that I slept between
satin sheets.
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Anarchy in the Redwoods!!! That was
some revolution at South Fork High School,
when a significant portion of the student body
marched out of class to demand, among other
things, the right to smoke marijuana on campus.
"We are embarking on a mission," declared the
rebels in a manifesto, parts of which could have
been scripted by Bill and Ted, "a mission to free
our minds from our parents."
But kidding aside, it's a refreshing change
to see students taking an active interest in the
content and conditions of their education.
Although the marijuana issue was obviously the
sort of thing most likely to grab the attention of
sensation-seeking rags like this one, there were
other more substantial demands as well.
Lookout/Outlook... I know I haven't been
very faithful about keeping the Lookout on the
newsstands of the Emerald Triangle (or anywhere else) these past couple years, but that's
still no excuse for those upstarts from the coast
to try glomming onto my glory (and perhaps permanently seducing my dyslexic readers) by naming their magazine Outlook. Once you've examined both magazines, though, I don't think you'll
be in much danger of confusing them. The
Outlook is cotton candy journalism; lots of
bright colors but almost completely without substance (as is also the case with cotton candy,
what little substance there is, is probably bad for
you).
Meanwhile, back in the more cultured
corner of the county... While the Outlook's
pretty looks mask its lack of content, just the
opposite is true of Edgewise, which seems to
have settled down into a regular monthly schedule here in the north county's hotbed of independent publishing, Laytonville. With its slapdash
layout and production values, and its unstinting
support for the sorts of people who don't have
much of a voice anywhere else, Edgewise makes
up in heart what it sometimes lacks in "professionalism."
The quality of the writing varies widely;
each issue I've seen has contained one or two
articles of sprouthead raving that read very nearly like satire, but there are also articles and some
fiction that I wouldn't hesitate to publish here in
the Lookout. You can usually find Edgewise at
various locations around Laytonville, the Good
Food Store and Albert's Texaco being two.
The things you hear at KMUD... On my
way into the station for my Saturday afternoon
show a couple months back, I was both bemused
and annoyed to hear a phone interview being
conducted with self-styled guru "Baba Ram
Das," nè Richard Alpert. Bemused that the old
fart was still selling his brand of spiritual snake
oil when anyone over the mental age of 12 and

not influenced of psychedelic drugs could proba- tants, we recommend that you pass up the Skunk
bly derive more enlightenment from pair of rov- Motel.
ing Jehovah's Witnesses. Annoyed for much the
I suppose most people would anyway, with
same reason, aggravated by the fact that self- a name like that, but skunks are big business in
righteous hippies who dismiss with a sneer the Willits for reasons that, like most ot
other things
irrationalities of Christianity suddenly become Willitsian, make little sense to outsiders. I've
marvelously open minded when some huckster stayed at the Skunk myself, and at least half a
comes spouting similarly warmed over bafflegab dozen other Willits motels, on nights when snow
with a Hindu accent.
closed down Highway 101 or prevented me from
"Ram Das" was able to send me into near getting up the mountain. The Skunk wasn't the
hysterics with an account of his spiritual experi- worst of them; that honor would have to go to
ence with a parking meter; it seems that he had the Edgewood, where, as I attempted to open it,
gone to put money in it and noticed that it had the door to my room fell out of its frame and
"exactly one minute and eight seconds on it, you nearly crushed me.
The Skunk was pretty shabby, though, with
know 108, the number of the goddess of the universe" or somesuch. True, I didn't know about not enough heat, hot water , or blankets. But
108; who hands out these cosmic numbers any- what really turned me against the place was the
way, and why wasn't I informed? All the times sign recently added to its front: "American
I've missed the opportunity to move into a house Owned And Operated."
Nothing against
with the address of 108 or to drive 108 mph Americans, mind you, but I couldn't help susdown the freeway
or
South Fork
peeling that said sign is
or to pray to the
directed against the
man at the cafe
ONE TOGETHER
Chinese folks who run
when he c~arges GOOD MORNING FELLOW FREEDOM FIGHTERS
the Pepperwood motel
next door. (Are they
me $1.08 (mcludAmerican citizens or
ing tax) for a Weareembarkingonamission . Amiss1ontofreeoursoulsfromourparents·. you believe South Fork High School can be changed for the betbagel! No wonder ter, with yours and mine energy, please DO NOT GO TO FIFTH PERIOD recent immigrants? I
AFTER LUNCH. Stay on
lawn We will have an open forum where
,
is
my life
life is SOsor- anyone can take on any issue that effects our generat,on 's lives. Even if don t know or care.)
did· the signposts you don t agree with some of the organizers· views, or even if you hate
Anyway, it's most
•
them, please stay out anyway. And EVEN if you are totally happy with
fG
O
od have been every policy ie WEeD, LOVE, HONESTY, SHARING, AND ONLY POSI- unseemly, and confirms
my impress,·on that
all around me and FIVE HOU HTS FROM EVERYONE). Therallyforyoutoexpressyour
,
views_and you_rproblems. If all of you, or any of y_ou,do not fully co-operI haven t known ate wrth the PEACEFUL, NECESSARY, COMPLETEING LOVING meet- "American Owned And
how to read them• tingoughts
we have arranged, it won 't work. WE need all of your positive
Operated" is generally a
working for us. Just come and be human, NO BULLSHIT
The
guy Allowed!!!!!
code phrase for bad
interviewing Rum SPECIAL NOTE FOR CRINGER$ WHO BROUGHT s Js Please slyly
quality, surly attitudes,
Dum was remark- place your items in every god damn nook and cranny in South Fork
and mean spirited
BEFORE LUNCH. WE WILL PREVAIL, WE OWN THIS SCHOOL, THIS
ably respectful, County, THIS LAND, ALL OF us "2nd generation hippies or whoever racism. Not to mention
FREEDOM.SO
that I've stayed at the
too respectful, I LET US LIVE FREE!!!
1
thought, considerPepperwood
·ng
that
he
and
the
WE
ARE
ALL
ONE,
LET"S
USE
OUR
CELLS
TO
DO
SOME
GOOD
a coup
l
times and found
it fare
KMUD !is teners PEACE LOVE AND ETERNAL HAPPINESS
more comfortable, and,
were being sub- DON'T FIGHT US, WE LOVE FREEDOM TOO MUCH TO COMPROif I'm not mistaken, a
to the nat- MISE OUR VALUES FOR SOME OUT-DATED LAW THAT DOESN'T
couple bucks cl1eaper,
J·ected
.
APPLY IN THIS DAY AND AGE.
tenngs of a man
too.
BOUNDS EVERYONE GETS TO TALK
who sounded like NO ISSUE IS OUT OF BOU
one of those outFurther
notes on
you
work together
skunkdom...
There
patients wandering the streets of thanks a lot for any energy you give to helping us live
isn,
lot of entertainevery American remember : "Don't condemn what you don·t understand". And true
ment to be had in
city in
wake of UNDERSTANDING comes _onlythrough experience. So how can they
Greater Willits but I
Judge us and make our decisions for us, when they haven·t experienced it.
the Reagan-era please destroythis. PLEASEDON'TFIGHT THENATURALORDEROF was r eceived
ti y bl t
me nta! health cut THINGS> THANKSAGAIN
derive a full five or ten
backs. He did get
minutes of amusement
off a good line later, when the guru was off the at the expense of some visitors from London.
air, saying that he'd just been looking through
It being their first visit to America, let alone
his pockets and found that they contained pre- to the unique physical and cultural environs of
cisely a dollar and eight cents. "Better put it in the Emerald Triangle, they were naturally
the parking meter," opined his partner.
intrigued by some of our quaint local customs
108 indeed; I was unavoidably reminded of (for instance, they'd never before seen man in a
the 420 cult, an obscure association of mostly cowboy hat or a pickup with a gun rack except
high school and college-aged Humboldters to on TV).
When they asked in all innocence what on
whom the number 420 has inexplicably come to
refer to getting stoned on marijuana. You hear earth a "Skunk Train" was, I couldn't contain
your teenager muttering cryptically about 420 to myself, and unreeled a protracted tale about the
his friends, follow him and confiscate his stash. skunk nesting and breeding grounds, where
Smoke it up, bow to the nearest parking meter, entire square miles of terrain were turned black
and hit yourself in the head with the collected and white by a unbroken blanket of the smelly
(preferably hardbound) works of Baba Rama little furbearers.
The Skunk Train. I told them. ferried
Ding Dong. Whoa, dude, it's KOZMIK!!!
tourists in carriages hermetically sealed against
Where not to stay... Well, the whole city the smell, through this remarkable skunk con of Willits, actually, but should you find yourself vention center, the only one of its kind in the
forced to seek shelter there by inclement weath- world. They bought the entire thing, but then
er, exhaustion, or a great, unreasoning passion again. they'd never seen a skunk either. with the
for one of that sordid burg's unfortunate inhabi- exception of Pepe La Pew.
6
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tive views don't have some common ground.
I've long had a sneaking suspicion that the
Catholic church remains so adamantly opposed
to birth control and abortion because it has a
vested interest in misery. Ever-growing number of desperate people with nothing to look
forward to in this world make excellent customers. for someone selling salvation in the next.
One could go overboard attempting to
establish parallels between Catholicism and
communism, but one inescapable similarity is
that they both stand to gain the most converts
among the wretched and hopeless. Conversely,
neither religion nor radicalism do so well in the
Dellums goes to bat for the redwoods... East modem, developed countries where population
growth has leveled off and people enjoy at least
Bay Congressman Ron Dellums' imaginative
proposal to toss the ultimate monkeywrench in a modicum of economic security.
Cockburn castigates what he calls "neothe works of Hurwitz and Co. comes as both
Malthusians," and attempts to link them with
refreshing and frustrating news.
Refreshing because Dellurns is pushing for advocates of eugenics and forced sterilization.
just the sort of solution many of us have been Certainly not all attempts to control population
advocating for years: to simply take back are well-intentioned, but for Cockburn to tum a
Maxxam's ill-gotten gains, including the blind eye to the results of overpopulation in, for
Headwaters Forest and other redwood holdings, example, Africa, very nearly calls into question
to compensate the public for the savings and his own benign inclinations.
As near as I can understand, his claim is
loan fraud (engineered in part by convicted thief
Michael Milken) that allowed Maxxam and that the only necessary antidote to runaway populations is economic justice, i.e., a more equiHurwitz to take over the Pacific Lumber
table distribution of wealth. In principle he's
Company.
Frustrating because it's a shame that politi- quite right; one of the general rules of democal leadership on this vital issue would have to graphics is that birth rates fall in inverse proporcome from someone completely outside our tion to rising levels of education and income.
It's worked that way in Europe and North
area. Even our own Dan Hamburg, who in most
America, and seems to be beginning to work in
regards is turning out to be an excellent
Congresman. is pushing for the taxpayers to buy Asia and South America as well. ' But particularout Hurwitz, and thus reward him handsomely ly in the latter case, and even more so in Africa,
it's doubtful that development can keep up with,
for his crimes.
Also frustrating is that Hurwitz, who should or even sustain itself in the face of, current popuconsider himself adequately compensated if he lation growth.
Desertification in Africa and the destruction
manages to get away without a lengthy jail term,
will no doubt be able to stall the issue in litiga- of the rain forest in South America provide
tion for many years to come, meanwhile sustain- graphic evidence of this. The resource base necing his profit margins by liquidating redwoods essary to support existing, let alone future, popuoutside the Headwaters Forest. At least, howev- lations is being rapidly destroyed; without it. the
er, it looks increasingly likely that Headwaters more advanced technological development necwill be saved, and that possibly this once the tax- essary to a modern society is next to impossible.
payers won't be stuck with the .bill.
True, Europe and America have wreaked
havoc on their own resource bases, but the fact
Still not enough people? Living on the remote that they did it in a time when their populations
were much smaller made it possible to transmute
north coast may be getting to Alexander
Cockburn, America's most distinguished leftist those resources into the foundations of a more
writer. Although Cockburn's erudition remains advanced economy. In the much more densely
as evident as ever, and his diction and style just populated and disadvantaged sectors of the third
as scintillating, he's lately been taking up his world, non-renewable resources are being concudgel on behalf of causes that seem ... well, if sumed at a dizzying pace to provide little more
not downright odd, at least a bit tangential.
than a bare sustenance.
Cockburn is right to point out that the
One of them has been his readiness to heap
scorn on anyone who suggests that the global developed countries are responsible for many if
population might be growing at an unhealthy not all of the economic pressures causing third
rate. Granted, to a resident of Petrolia (popula- world populations to act in apparently selftion of what, 75?), it might seem ludicrous to destructive ways. The rain forest, for example,
suggest that there are too many people. But is primarily disappearing into the maw of
Japanese and American industrialism.
But
Cockburn is well-traveled and well-informed;
it's hard to imagine that he has any reason other pointing out an evil does not rectify it, and while
than a purely ideological bias for claiming that we are waiting for or working toward greater
all attempts to control population growth are rul- justice, millions of children continue to be born
ing class plots to suppress the masses.
into a world where they know only the agonizIt's doubtful that his readers would mistake ingly slow death of malnutrition and starvation.
Cockburn for an ardent papist. but the line he's
Nature herself appears to have stepped into
been pursuing brings him dangerously close to the breach in Africa. In the absence of family
sharing sleeping quarters, if not hopping right in planning programs, endemic disease and genocithe sack with John "Be fruitful and multiply" dal tribal wars have now joined with starvation
Paul himself. And I can't help wondering,
to limit population growth. Somehow I can't
despite the plenitude of terrain separating our help but think that widespread availability of
Alex from the Vicar of Rome, if their reproduc- birth control and abortion would be a bit more
I once spun a similar yam to some different
tourists about the pioneer who woke up one
morning in the midst of an endless sea of rattlesnakes and had to spend the entire day cowering under his blankets in the baking sun, and was
only .able to make his escape by cutting his trusty
lariat in two and using the pieces to form a ropebordered pathway (which, as every old cowhand
knows, snakes are afraid to cross) to safety.
That. I explained, is how Rattlesnake Creek got
its name. And you know, I think that story
might be true, I just·can't remember where I
heard it...
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humane, and, not incidentally, perhaps buy some
time for Africa to get on its feet.

Solar powered warfare... The gloves seem to
have come off in one local trade battle: the
Advance Power Company over in Calpella, specializing in solar, hydro, and wind generated
electricity, has been running newspaper ads calling the Mendocino Power Company and Real
Goods ("Real Gouge" in their words) as the
"undisputed bullshit king." They even urge
readers to report their competitors
to the
California Attorney General for alleged fraud in
advertising something as a "true sine wave
inverter" (a technical distinction which I admit is
lost on yours truly, though it may be of importance to those who understand it).
Without taking sides - Real Goods is the
only one of the three I've ever bought anything
from, and I usually shop at Alternative Energy
Engineering in Garberville - it's refreshing to see
businesses cutting through the namby-pamby
obfuscatory rhetoric normally found in ads, and
saying what we know they really want to say:
"Those guys suck and we rule!" I have heard a
couple of good comments about Advance
Power, it's true, and apparently they're alone
among the "alternative" energy companies in
Mendocino County who actually power their
own business with independently generated electricity.
I do have one serious gripe with Real
Goods: the volume of junk mail they dump on
the public. Hardly a week goes by that I don't
find either a catalog or press release stuffed in
my box, and it doesn't speak very well of a company allegedly committed to living in harmony
with the environment. At last calculation, I'd
gotten more unsolicited paper from Real Goods
than the Sierra Club and the World Wildlife
Federation combined.
While I'm on the subject. I notice that Real
Goods has chosen lovely downtown Hopland for
its new headquarters. I'm sure the proximity to
the Hopland Brewery and the Fetzer winery will
be convenient, but talk about "living lightly on
the land;" locating in Hopland means virtually
any business transacted with Real Goods will
involve a long journey in a fossil fuel 0 powered
truck or automobile.
Not that Ukiah or Willits are meccas for
public transportation; but one of the most elementary rules of ecological land use is to avoid
unnecessary decentralization. Not that I'd wish
living or working in Ukiah on anyone, but until
residents and businesses commit themselves to
developing and improving towns that already
exist rather than fleeing to the suburbs as soon as
they can afford it, places like Ukiah will continue to sprawl chaotically and destructively into
the countryside, chewing up prime agricultural
land and turning it into more Walmart-style
wasteland. I'd figure the Real Goods folks have
about ten years to count their "alternative" cash
down in Hopland before the Greater Ukiah Strip
Mall comes cascading over the hill.
From out of the fog ... We see it all too seldom
in Laytonville, but Marco McClean 's Memo is
still going strong over there on the Coast. Memo
had its beginnings when a series of shady machiMendocino
nations put the long-running
Commentary into the hands of a new owner,
who promptly ran it-into the ground. At the time
it was said . that Marco had provided the real
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brains and energy behind the Commenlary, and
subsequent developments proved it to be true:
the Commentary lasted about two issues without
Marco, while Memo just published its 42nd
more-or-less bi-weekly edition.
I see the Memo rarely enough that I invariably experience a twinge of excitement when I
run across a copy. It looks a lot like the old
Commenlary, only better, with each of the many
articles and features adorned with its own handdesigned header. It's also as chaotic and irreverent as we have come to expect from Marco. One
slight problem, though: at least half the time I
don't understand what the hell anybody is talking about.
I'm willing to accept personal responsibility for that. Over the years I've made numerous
attempts to penetrate the dense and trackless culture that, much like the perennial fog, shrouds
the Mendocino coastline. I've always sensed
that something, maybe quite a lot, is going on
out there, but after more than twelve years in the
county, I've all but given up trying to find out
what it is. Before the white man came, each of
this region's many valleys might have its own
tribe, with a language and culture completely
distinct from that of the folks just over the hill.
I'm inclined to think that perhaps
things haven't changed all that much.
I can usually figure out what
Marco himself is talking about. and
some of his longtime contributors as
well, like Raven Earlygrow. But
with many of the other features, I
frankly haven't got a clue as to
whether they constitute some sort of
dadaistic post-linear assault on conventional thought patterns or are simply the ravings of cranks with axes
badly in need of grinding.
I hope that doesn't sound too
harsh; I wouldn't want to discourage
people from expressing themselves
or Marco from giving them a forum
3:
to do so. But the way I figure it, perhaps my writing will make as little
sense to them as theirs to me; thus no cause at all
for ruffled feathers. And even if I'm too thick to
get it. the Memo is a rich part of the Mendocino
cultural mix, and I hope to see it for many years
to come. By the way, though, as an illustration
of things I don't quite understand: was the fact
that every page of issue #40 was dated "June 30,
1955." Typo, or Marco making some kind of
Statement? You tell me; the way I figure it,
either one is equally likely.

Good ol' boy vs. earnest young enviro... A
gross oversimplification, of course. the sort of
thing we journalistic types specialize in. I'm
referring, of course, to the contest between John
Pinches and Ellen Drell to replace retiring Third
District Supervisor Jim Eddie.
Pinches very nearly ran away with it in the
primary, thanks to widespread support in the
north county, especially around Laytonville,
where the Pinches family have long been numbered among the local gentry. What surprised
me was that Pinches seeme\J to run nearly as
strong among the hippies, pot growers, and other
woolly types who might have been expected to
go for outspoken environmentalist Drell.
Pinches is popular, there's no denying that.
and he often does a better job of expressing himself than Drell. whose rhetoric occasionally

reveals an unfortunate tinge of new age airyfairiness. My sympathies lie with her nonetheless, though I don't give her much chance to
win. Pinches' favorite son status will probably
gain him an insurmountable lead in Laytonville
and environs, a region with a perpetual chip on
its shoulder that comes from being ignored and
overlooked by county government.
It's remarkably similar to the situation a
couple years ago in Humboldt County, when
Roy Heider was elected to represent Southern
Humboldt largely by virtue of being from
Garberville. Fortunately Heider has turned out
to be a reasonably good Supervisor, pleasantly
surprising many of his opponents. Though I'll
probably stick with Drell because her positions
more closely approximate mine, here's hoping
that Pinches, assuming he's elected, takes alesson from Heiderand remains open to all segments of the community.

Hanging in the balance... The Board of
Supes will be undergoing other changes this
year, ones which could bode reasonably well or
very ill for the county. Out in la-la land, aka the
mostly coastal Fifth District, semi-lib space
cadet Norman De Vall is retiring, and will likely

be replaced by another semi-lib who will hopefully not be a space cadet. Meanwhile, in hardcore doofus land, aka the Fourth District, a
mean-spirited gaggle of timber nazis and fast
food fascists managed to circulate enough petitions to force Liz Henry, possibly the most
decent and honest politician hereabouts, into a
recall election. Assuming that Henry survives,
and that either Drell wins the Third District or
Pinches turns out to be even half as good as his
supporters assure me he is, we might for once
see a Board of Supervisors dominated by rational human beings, with Republican corporate
hack Frank McMichael the only remaining representative for unbridled barbarism.

Punks? In Laytonville? That was some front
page editorial, with Observer publisher Jim
Shields inveighing against various middle school
delinquents who've been making life unpleasant
in downtown Laytonville (coals to Newcastle,
anyone?) by verbally abusing all and sundry who
cross their path .
Shields• righteous ire leaves no one in
doubt where he stands on the issue, and in general he's probably right, even if his choice of
words ("punks," repeated about 20 times) and
his concept of the sacrosanct nature of womanhood are a bit archaic.
8

Living in a small town that's more than a
bit out of the cultural mainstream,. Shields can be
forgiven for being unaware that hundreds of
thousands of young Americans identify postively
with the notion of punkdom, and that among
them are many ardent feminists who would
never countenance the abuse of women. A little
harder to fathom is his implication that women
as a species are such fragile creatures that they
need strong men to protect them against the danger of being sworn at by smart-mouthed little
boys.
Naturally I agree with Jim that no one
should have to put up with any kind of abuse,
verbal or otherwise, . from our homegrown junior
gangsters, but it sounds rather quaintly Victorian
to presume that your average female would be
automatically reduced to a quivering mass of
jelly merely by hearing words like "fat ass" or
"bitch." Surely Shields has lived around here
long enough to know that in and around
Laytonville are many strong and self-sufficient
women who wouldn't let anyone, boy or fullgrown man, talk to them that way.
What to do about the rising tide of young
hooliganism (assuming of course that Shields
isn't magnifying a few intemperate remarks into
an entire crime wave)? Shields himself stops just short of advocating a
vigilante approach, expressing the
wish that the miscreants be given a
sound thrashing by any "aggrieved
husband, boyfriend or civic-minded
citizen." Extemporaneous thrashings having long been a part of
Laytonville's social climate, however, I rather doubt that they will suffice.
There are at least two factors at work here. One is a general
erosion of civility in American society that grows out of what most citizens, consciously or not, perceive
as the wholesale breakdown of the
social contract. It's much more evident in the big cities, where looking
at someone without proper deference can quickly degenerate into gunplay, but no one should be
surprised to see a watered-down version of such
atttitudes surfacing even in Laytonville.
The other side of the problem, though, is
more specific to our own town . Downtown
Laytonville is, to put no finer point on it than
necessary. an ugly and unwelcoming place. The
great majority of people come there only to
transact business; few of them linger to enjoy the
amb.ience. That leaves the field clear for
lowlifes and dirtbags of all ages and persuasions
to set the cultural tone, making it even less likely
that anyone else will want to hang about.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not suggesting
that downtown is a full-fledged slum or anything. In all my years of shopping and visiting
there, I've never once suffered any kind of
harassment. On the other hand, I. and many
people I know, make a point of visiting
Laytonville as little as necessary. I get the mail
and sometimes gasoline, I shop at the Good
Food Store, Geiger's, and Gary's Building ,
Supply. That's about it; I don't go there for
social reasons , nor is it the kind of place where
I'd go at random just to see what might be going
on.
Granted, a ramshackle town of 1000 sitting
astride a major truck route is not going to trans-
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fonn itself overnight into an inviting oasis. But
there's no reason that downtown Laytonville's
overall image has to be that of a treeless expanse
of dust·and asphalt. If the citizenry show so little
respect for their own town that they can't be
bothered to replant some of the trees that were
removed to make room for the wonders of architecture that constitute our commercial district, if
they don't show enough imagination to do a little decorating, maybe put in some flowers, create
spaces where people can gather and talk without
having to stand in a Sahara-like parking lot
shouting over the roar of passing diesels, well,
they shouldn't be too shocked that no one else
thinks very highly of Laytonville either.
No, I don't expect a Beautify Laytonville
campaign to inake any large dent in our overall
social problems. But I've traveled in enough
European and Canadian cities and towns to have
observed that the surest way to guarantee comfortable and safe streets is not to bring in more
police or to lock up anyone who shows the
slightest sign of being disorderly. but rather to
create an evironment where people will gather.
It might be argued that European cities
have so much more street life than do American
ones because the streets are so much safer, but it
could just as well be said that they are safer
because they have so much life. Granted, this
whole discussion may seem to be ranging rather
far afield; Laytonville is not Paris and it' s not
likely most people want it to be. But I think the
principle is more or less the same : people are
most likely to act in a civilized fashion when
they find themselves in a civilized environment.
It's safe to say downtown Laytonville falls a bit
short of providing one.
Ukiah South Central ... Then on the other hand,
we live in paradise, especially compared with
that malignant excrescence that has attached
itself to the other end of the county. I refer of
course to Ukiah, a place that Bruce Anderson
recently referred to as so a wful that he suspected
it was possible to contract cancer by simply driving past it.
If it is true that fear eats the soul, the sheer
magnitude of the horror that continues to bludgeon its way across the once spectacularly beautiful Ukiah Valley could very well tum anyone
who dares to look it full in the face into a blithering zombie. Whole tribes of the latter can in fact
be seen staggering in a somnambulatory haze
across the Wal-Mart Memorial Desert and
Parking Preserve.
As one who all too frequently has to journey on the White Man's Highway that bisects
the Valley, I normally deal with the spectre of
Ukiah by driving as rapidly as possible and
keeping my eyes fixed straight ahead until I am
safely past the spectacular formaldehyde plume
that the Masonite company so kindly provides to
mark Hell's northern gate. But several times
recently a combination of unfortunate circumstances has forced me to descend into the very
bowels of the beast, and as a (perhaps permanently) scarred survivor, I am here to sound a
warning to those tempted to dismiss Ukiah as
merely another example of franchise-driven,
esthetically bankrupt corporatism run amuck.
I had always thought of the quintessential
Ukiah experience as being stuck somewhere in
the treeless and trackless wastes of South State
Street in 110° heat, under the merciless sun scattering malignant melanomas like manna over the

parched and desperate land, choking on exhaust
fumes from the passing parade of pasty -faced
junk food junkies, amphetamine cowboys, random psychotics and county officials.
Then I had the occasion to visit Ukiah in
the small hours of the morning, encountering an
entirely new fonn of terror. My first indication
that something was amiss came when I pulled
into the Safeway parking lot at about 2 a.m. and
noticed an armed guard patrolling the front sidewalk. I had always thought that the most dangerous thing about Ukiah was its overwhelming
ugliness, a condition at least partially alleviated
by darkness. Had it now been been overtaken by
an urban-style crime wave as well?
As it turned out I didn't witness any driveby shootings and no one even offered to sell me
crack, but neither were the looks of Ukiah' s latenight denizens likely to encourage me to linger a
while to enjoy the refreshing breeze that had
cooled temperatures all the way down to the
mid-80s. Frankly, the place (and I don't just
mean in and around Safeway, but the length of
State Street) had the look and feel of inner city
Oakland or Los Angeles . The racial mix was
different, and there were none of the ubiquitous
barred windows and alarm bells that characterize
big-city slums, but there was a palpable air of
tension and hostility that was not at all mitigated
by a pair of prowling police cars.
I'm sure I could be accused of exaggerating
my particular experience; I'm equally sure that
someone else might visit downtown Ukiah at a
similar hour and see none of what I saw. But to
me it was merely a particularly glaring example
of something I have been noticing in towns up
and down the Redwood Highway: that our distance from major population centers no longer
enables us to escape the social problems of the
big cities. There is a growing and increasingly
alienated underclass here as well.
Many of us - myself among them • originally came here at least in part because we felt the
cities were becoming unlivable. What I, and, I
suspect, most of us, didn't realize at the time was
that it's not the concentration of large numbers
of people in one place that causes crime and
slums, but the social and economic relationships
among those people. Those relationships have
not only been exported wholesale to the countryside; if anything they are more polarized on the
North Coast than in the city.
Critics, myself included, have long been
pointing out that our local economy often has
more in common with the third world, where a
privileged elite rides roughshod over an impoverished peasantry, than with the traditional (if
vanishing) American economy in which the
great majority of working people can at least
aspire to, if not completely achieve middle class
status. It's easy, especially for those of us who
live in green and pleasant hillside enclaves, to
ignore the umistakable signs of rot, but we do so
at our peril. It costs a great deal to keep flagrantly unjust social and economic systems in place,
not only in ever-increasing expenses for police
and jails, but even more so in the loss of freedom
and the squandering of human potential.
One place to start... Stop wasting our tax dollars on pointless harassment of the county's
down and out population. Reading the weekly
crime report in the Observer, is doubly depressing. First because it displays a graphic and
unpleasant portrait of a county in trouble; no
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healthy society would produce so many wifebeaters, so many alcoholics and junkies and
pathetically petty criminals . Secondly, because
while much of the behavior drawing the attention of our local police forces is unpleasant and
unwelcome, constantly draggin ,g the same
drunks and pill-poppers off to County Jail and
running them through our court system chews up
immense amounts of time and money that could
be far more effectively applied.
If an offender is violent, whether toward a
spouse or a stranger, lock him up. I have no
problem with that. If someone is drunk or
drugged enough to endanger others, let him
sleep it off in a drunk tank. There's no reason to
constantly drag such people into court, though;
trying to cure drunks by such means puts me in
mind of the old saw about teaching a pig to tap
dance: it wastes time and annoys the pig. And
any sheriff's deputy or town cop who goes
through the rigmarole of arresting someone for
simple possession of marijuana or personal use
amounts of other drugs deserves a special dunce
stripe for his or her uniform. There is real crime
out there, and much of it is not being committed
by the crew of perennial lowlifes and losers
upon whom the justice system fixes a disproportionate amount of its attention.
How much money could we save if the
county changed its law enforcement priorities? I
have no idea, but I'm willing to bet it would be a
lot, especially if we also discontinue all local
participation in the annual CAMP and COMMET boondoggles. That amount of money
invested in education, welfare, and economic
development would buy us far more in the way
of safety and security.
And speaking of priorities...
Just as the
Lookout was preparing to go to press, there was
a sniper attack on the Sylvandale Nursery and
the Mitchell-Redner center in Phillipsville.
Someone shot into those (occupied) buildings,
and it was sheer luck that no one was injured or ·
killed. The Sheriff's Department and Highway
Patrol, responded, of course, but failed to tum up
the culprit, who, it appeared, was firing from the
hill across the river.
A helicopter would have been an invaluable
tool for finding someone hiding in the woods,
but none was available . That might not have
been so galling if a law enforcement helicopter
hadn't just spent much of the day prowling nearby ridges in search of, you guessed it, marijuana
plants.
Freudian slip? Paul Encimer, hosting KMUD's
Politically Correct Week In Review, referred to
the "invisible fist" theory of Adam Smith.
Smith's metaphor for the forces driving a market
economy was of course the "invisible hand," but
in light of how the good old free market has
been functioning of late, Paul's misstatement
may have been inadvertently accurate.
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Once Upon A Time
ln The Mountains
She stared at Danny until it seemed as
though he might disappear into the background,
the same background into which the rumble of
the passing cars and the shriek of distant sirens
and birds rasping overhead and the children calling and the soft wind on her face had receded.
She didn't want to say anything because she
knew that once she did everything would
change. She wanted Danny to stay forever
frozen in time as he was at that moment, a territied but soft look spread across his face, and his
eyes searching desperately for every last bit of
her soul.
Finally, when she was beginning to believe
he really might disappear, she forced herself to
ask, "Dead? Murder? What do you mean?
What are you talking about?"
"I came home and found Leah on my bed. I
tried to wake her up. She was dead. Cold. She
must have come there and shot up some heroin.
My needle was lying next to the bed on the
floor.''
"Your needle! What were you doing with a
needle? Have you been shooting drugs too?"
"No, no," Danny protested. "I mean it
wasn't really my needle, I just always used to
joke that it was, and I sort of got used to calling
it that."
"What are you talking about?" Melissa was
feeling distinctly sick to her stomach.
"When Leah used to stay here, back when
we were going together, that's when she first
started using drugs. And she used to keep her
needles and stuff here too. When I made her
move out, she accidentally left one here, and I
never. threw it out because I used to think it was
funny to show it to people and pretend that it
was mine. You know, kind of shock them. Like
a punk stereotype or something."
"You didn't ever show it to me."
"I guess I knew you wouldn't be impressed.
Anyway, I don't do that kind of thing anymore, I
forgot that it was even there. Leah must have
come over and been looking through my room
and found it."
"But what's the problem, then? What did
the police say to you?"
"The police didn't say anything to me. I got
the hell out of there. I was hiding in the back
yard when they came, and I heard what they
were saying to my roommates. They were all
like, 'So who's this Danny guy that lives in that
room? Where we can find him?' I didn't think
it was a very good idea to stick around."
"What are you going to do then? You have
to talk to them."
"What for? If they start asking around,
they'll find people who'll say it was my needle.
And the next thing they'li figure is that it was
my drugs too. That's murder."
"You're crazy. They weren't your drugs.
Were they? No, of course they weren't. How
could the police prove they were?"
"They can prove anything they want.
Where am I supposed to get a lawyer. Besides,
I'm a punk, with funny colored hair and a nose
ring. You think some judge is going to take my
word against the police?"
"You're not making any sense. You have to
defend yourself. What else can you do? Spend

Part Five

I,

the rest of your life hiding? Then they'll really half gone and Melissa caught herself thinking of
of
all the homework she still had to do before
think you're guilty."
"I'm sure they already think I'm guilty. tomorrow. Danny, meanwhile, was busy makI've got to get out of here, find someplace to dis-. ing plans. "I know someone who lives near
appear to until this dies down. Will you come here. I could probably stay there a couple of
days while we figure out where to go next.
with me?"
"You're an idiot!" she practically screamed Come on, I'll show you where it is."
at him. "You're trying to wreck your own life,
Melissa didn't feel like arguing; she was
hoping instead to find some graceful way to get
and now you want me to wreck mine too!"
He looked back at her like a puppy that had away from Danny for a little while so she could
unexpectedly been kicked. She got the feeling think things out for herself. Luckily, he presenthe was exaggerating that facial expression just a ed just such an out himself. When they got to
little. "OK, never mind, I'll go by myself. I just his friend's house, he told her that she should go
thought I'd ask. I guess I thought I meant a little back to Berkeley and act as though everything
were normal until he got in touch with her.
more to you than that."
Rather than fight anymore, she agreed, thinking
"More than what?''
"Face it, what you 're saying is that you that in a day or two he might come to his senses.
don't want to go because you have to go to She stopped by the dorm to pick up her books,
school. I mean, school's always there. I might and spent the rest of the day in the library.
not be."
It was the longest study session she'd put in
Melissa was so angry that she could hardly in months, but as she walked back home she
speak, so she started to walk away in disgust. realized that she barely remembered a thing
But she couldn't bring herself to leave him there she'd read, that the entire time in the library, just
alone. "In the first place, school is not 'always as now, her thoughts kept turning back to
there' for me. Getting to go to the university is Danny. From annoyance to pity to anger to an
the chance of a lifetime for me. If I blow it, I unreasoning ·fear that she might be losing him
might never get another one. Besides, this is all forever; in that relentless circle her mind travstupid. You're mad because I won't drop every- eled, no matter how she tried to restrain or redithing and run away with you on some adventure rect it.
Back in her room, she lay on her bed, still
fantasy that's just going to get you in more trouble than you already are. I just don't understand unable to stop the malignant visions that haunted
how you could be so dumb. Or how you could her, realizing that some part of her was attracted
to the wildly irrational, yet undeniably romantic
expect me to be so dumb."
She would have kept yelling at him for a idea of throwing everything away to be with the
good deal longer, but he had started crying. No boy she loved. Perhaps it was the fact that never
longer did he seem like an arrogant and annoy- in her life had she been thoroughly incautious,
ing punk rock brat; now he was just a scared lit- never had she done anything deliberately, magtie boy. "Can we just stop arguing for a little nificently foolish.
"You're young," she heard herself saying,
bit?" he asked. "Let's just walk for a while, go
somewhere else and talk about it after while."
"You 're supposed to do crazy, idiotic things."
It was the least she could.do. They started Rising from her bed, she emptied her pack of
walking in the direction of Berkeley, moving schoolbooks and replaced them with some
slowly, talking hardly at all. It was fully dark clothes and other seeming necessities. The last
now, and the night was quiet. From time to time northbound BART train of the day was just
she'd notice their footsteps echoing down the pulling in when she arrived at the station.
If she were expecting Danny to be overempty streets.
They walked all the way through North whelmed with gratitude or even pleasantly surBerkeley, and about lO p.m. wound up at prised when she turned up at the house in El
Winchell's Donuts on San Pablo Avenue in Cerrito, she would have been disappointed. But
Albany. They sat there for an hour nursing a she knew him well enough by now to be able to
single donut and two cups of coffee. Still they predict that he would greet her as though there
talked little, and not at all about Danny's situa- had never been a doubt in his mind that she'd be
tion. They had a brief moment of terror when a there. He was even more casual than usual,
police officer came in for some coffee but he barely even saying hello, instead just sort of nodhardly glanced at them: After he left, though, ding at her. She wanted to be furious with him,
Danny wanted to leave as well. "What if he but at the same time knew that the more Danny
hears my description from one of the other cops felt, the less he showed it. His brusqueness, his
and remembers seeing me here?"
diffidence, stirred feelings in her that another
Melissa felt her anger flaring up again boy might have been able to awaken only with
"What, do you think you're on the FBI ten most an hour's worth of kisses. ·
wanted list already? You don't even know if the
But he pushed his luck when he demanded,
cops are looking for you. This is just some big "How come you came tonight? I told you to
game you're playing."
wait at your place until I called you?"
Nevertheless, she agreed to walk someShe glowered at him, and in measured tones
where else with him, and they headed nortl1until reminded him that she was not the sort of person
they were somewhere in El Cerrito. Then they to sit around waiting to be called. "If you want,
doubled back, and eventually found some bushes I can leave right now," she told him. "But don't
under the BART tracks where they lay down and bother calling me later."
"No, no, it's all right, I'm glad you're here,"
slept for a few fitful hours.
By the time they woke up, the morning was he answered, that being a fairly passionate decla10
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ration by his standards. "Anyway, the police
have been around to all sorts of people's houses
looking for me. I'm leaving first thing tomorrow
morning. Are you coming?" She nodded, all the
while feeling that there was something terribly
unreal about this, wondering why she didn't feel
more upset or frightened over the drastic step she
was taking, wondering, in fact, why she didn't
seem to feel anything at all.
The morning dawned hot, almost unpleasantly so. It was going to be one of those blistering autumn days that are so uniquely
Californian, the sort of days that sometimes still
hang about in late October or even early
November, tempting you to believe, in the face
of all evidence to the contrary, that summer will
never end.
Melissa both liked and hated such days.
They made her want to stretch out languorously
and luxuriously, like a lazy cat in a pool of sunlight, yet at the same time they reminded her so
much of the mountains, of the amplified, hectic
state of being that accompanied those last days
of harvest, when everyone rushed not only to get
in the marijuana, but to gather firewood, to
repair leaky roofs, to make ready for the long
and sometimes brutal winter that nearly always
struck with sudden and unpredictable vengeance.
In Berkeley, of course, winter seldom meant
muc.h worse than a few days of nagging rainstorms. but as she and Danny made ready to set
off that morning, her thoughts were more
attuned to life in the mountains. She could very
nearly feel the irritating buzz of insects swirling
about her sweaty brow as she struggled, both
hands invariably full, with some obnoxious task
or other. They were already on the highway
hitchhiking before she thought to ask Danny
where they might be going.
"Northeastern .California. Modoc County.
By a town called Alturas. Have you ever been
there?"
"I'm not sure I've even heard of it. What's
the story? Did you just pick the name off the
map because you liked the sound of it?"
He looked wounded, but then he was good
at that. "No, there's a place there where we can
stay. This guy Dave, his family has a cabin up
there in the mountains, and he says nobody ever
goes there. And hardly anyone lives in that part
of California anyway, it's like we can totally disappear."
That didn't sound right to Melissa, who
from her experience knew how a stranger's
appearance in a small community was quickly
noticed and much commented upon. But she
had decided not to intrude upon Danny's fantasies, perhaps because she hoped that she herself would begin to believe in them.
Everything went smoothly, effortlessly that
day, much as though they were being borne
away on the wind and had nothing more to do
but to gaze fondly upon the swiftly changing
scenery as it went careening past. They never
had to wait long for rides, people shared food
and drink and happy stories with them, and by
the time they found a warm and comfortable
place to sleep in an almond grove somewhere
east of Redding, both Danny and Melissa
couldn't help but feel that this great adventure
was turning out far better than they would have
dared hope for.
Everything seemed different with the morning light. Although the air was still warm, the
sky off to the east had a chilly grey feel about it,
a feeling heightened by the wind that sprang up,

that first slapped them into full wakefulness, and
then began to seriously buffet them about, as if
to say, "It's my kingdom that you enter now."
Still, they didn't have to wait long for a ride,
and the morning's bit of foreboding was soon
forgotten as, comfortably ensconced on some
bales of hay in the back of some farmer's pickup, they watched the road rise out of the valley
and into increasingly barren hills, quite unlike
the lush green coastal mountains Danny and
Melissa were used to. When the farmer finally
dropped them off, they were in another land altogether, and the chilly east wind had become a
howling northeastern gale, one that spoke of
vast, numbingly empty Canadian tundras, and of
a bitter winter preparing to rush down upon
them.
For a long time almost no cars passed, and
the few that did showed no signs of stopping or
even slowing down. At Melissa's urging, they
walked rather than sit there waiting, even though
the wind, constantly in their faces no matter
which way they turned, made the going fairly
unpleasant. Around eleven a.m. a very old and
even more decrepit station wagon stopped and
they gratefully got in.
It was full, or very nearly so, with a
Mexican family who, as far as they could tell,
spoke no English. Since neither Danny nor
Melissa understood Spanish, they sat in an
uneasy silence while the various children ·who
filled the back seat stared curiously. Eventually
the family seemed to forget about them and
resumed a rapid-fire conversation interspersed
with squabbly bursts of laughter and tears from
the children.
Melissa had never seen, nor even imagined,
a place so desolate. The towns, such as they
were, grew fewer and farther between, and there
was a desperate loneliness about them that very
nearly made her want to cry. She'd peer out the
window at the closed, boarded up remnant of yet
another store or restaurant, the dream of someone's life now gone to ruin, and she'd try to
imagine what it must be like to grow up in such
a place, to have never known anything other than
emptiness and failure and isolation. It hadn't yet
sunk in that the pity she felt for this land might
better be reserved for herself; somehow the idea
that this was to be her new home didn't seem the
slightest bit real.
Her reverie was abruptly interrupted as the
car ground to an ungainly stop . A sudden
crescendo of voices from the Mexican family
made her aware that they seemed to have broken
down. The driver, a small, worried-looking man
in his early 30s, was peering bewilderedly under
the hood.
Danny joined him, and the two made an
unlikely looking pair of mechanics. Melissa,
thinking Danny knew nothing at all about cars,
was going to tell him to stop messing around
before he really broke something, but she
stopped when she realized that he appeared to
have some idea what he was doing. Within minutes he had taken charge, when it became clear
that the Mexican man was as much in the dark
about automobile engines as was Melissa.
They were stuck by the side of the road for
nearly an hour, during which time the sky quickly covered itself with some very wintry looking
clouds. The landscape took on an almost funereal quality under this sudden onset of darkness.
Melissa shivered, and went looking in her pack
for a sweater.
The engine stirred briefly, causing smiles to
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flicker across the faces of all but the tiniest children, but it died away again. At least there was
hope, and Danny dived back under the hood, his
usual self-confidence restored by this hopeful
sign. He had just directed Melissa to try turning
the ignition again when she heard a vehicle
approaching.
It was a large pickup truck, the kind favored
by ranchers, the kind Melissa was quite used to
seeing back in her own mountains, the kind she,
in her less charitable moments, would refer to as
a redneck truck. As it drew near, she could see
that it was fitted with the standard-issue gun
rack. It carried two men.
She waved her arms for the truck to stop. It
slowed to a minimal crawl, but gave no signs of
stopping altogether. Instead the two men merely
regarded Melissa with blatant interest, letting
their eyes linger only briefly on the Mexican
family. Their attention was distracted only when
Danny came out from under the hood; they
clearly hadn't expected to see anyone looking
like him.
The man in the passenger seat was
mouthing some words, but what they might be
was impossible to say. He didn't look especially
friendly. It was at that point that Danny realized
that the truck wasn't going to stop, wasn't going
to offer any assistance, and suddenly began
yelling insults at the men, of which "Redneck
dirtbags!" was one of the mildest. The Mexicans
looked genuinely frightened, and Melissa started
toward Danny to try and calm him down.
Before she got there, the passenger window
of the truck had rolled down, and the man inside
stuck his head out slightly to display a malicious
half-grin, the effect of which was heightened by
a tooth that was either missing or blackened.
Seconds later, an empty beer bottle came sailing
toward them, just missing Danny's head, and
crashed into the station wagon's windshield.
Luckily the windshield did not shatter, though a
fairly substantial crack appeared .
Danny was besides himself, yelling and
shaking his fist at the rapidly departing truck.
Melissa tried to quiet him down, and so did the
worried-looking Mexican man who'd been driving.

"Son muy malos, estos hombres. Yo los
conozco ." Danny nodded his head as if he
understood, and slowly the level of his curses
dwindled to an occasional expletive as he
resumed tinkering with the engine. Moments
later it started, and ran smoothly, as though there
never had been a problem.
A couple of fat raindrops came splatting
across the windshield as they started off again,
and Melissa wondered if the last part of their
journey would find them slogging along, cold
and wet, in this increasingly unpleasant looking
wasteland. She still had no idea how much farther the Mexican family was going, nor how far
she and Danny had to go.
Up ahead she could see a town, the biggest
by far that they'd seen that day. Unlike the others they'd passed through, this one actually
showed some signs of human habitation.
"This must be Alturas," Danny announced.
That means we 're almost there.
The Mexicans, hearing him say Alturas,
repeated, "Si, Alturas," giving it the Spanish
pronunciation that made it sound a whole lot
more romantic and exotic than it looked. Still, it
wasn't an unattractive town by the standards of
this part of the state. It had, in a few spots, the
flavor of an Old West town, and a number. of
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brick buildings, unusual in most parts of
California because they have a tendency to come
rapidly undone in earthquakes, made the place
look more permanent and solid than the typical
minimall and parking lot that passes for a
California town these days.
The Mexicans pulled their car into an empty
space on what appeared to be Main Street and
made it clear that this was as far as they were
going. They were pretty nice about it, or so it
seemed; they still hadn't managed or attempted a
word of English.
Melissa and Danny thanked them and set
off down the street in search of food and coffee.
The pickings appeared to be slim. Realizing
fairly quickly that they weren't likely to find a
vegetarian cafe that served cappuccino, they settled on a not especially repulsive diner where
they ordered cheese omelettes and the fat, redfaced waitress kept refilling their coffee c,ups
without being asked.
The woman had a motherly look and manner about her, but Melissa found herself studying
her face and thinking that there was something
about it that she didn't . like. It was a hard face,
that's what it was, one that would extend the
necessary amount of compassion and courtesy to
friends, family, and paying customers, but was,
not far beneath the surface, as harsh and unforgiving as the desolate landscape surrounding the
town.
Danny was studying a map and some written instructions, telling Melissa that it was now
only about ten miles to the dirt road where they
were to tum off and which would take them up
.to their mountain hideout. "We should be able
to get there before dark, no problem."
Melissa heard the front door open, and she
immediately felt sick. Entering the diner were
two men, one of whom she immediately recognized as the gap-toothed goon who•d thrown the
bottle at their car. He didn't recognize her, at
least not at first, and she hissed at Danny, "Don't
look, but those guys who were in that truck just
came in. Don't let them see you."
Telling Danny not to look could have only
one, very predictable result . He immediately
turned around, stuck his head out of the booth,
and stared right at the two men. They remembered him immediately, not that they'd probably
seen that many boys with orange and green hair
and a nose ring so far that day. Melissa had tried
to talk him into adopting a more normal appearance, considering that they were supposed to be
hiding out, but he wouldn't listen to her.
Judging from the evil grins that immediately
lit up their faces, it seemed that they lived for
just such moments. Striding over to Danny and
Melissa, they stood beside their table glaring,
one of them finally saying, "You got a pretty big
mouth for such a stupid looking kid."
For some reason stuff like this didn't faze
Danny. He seemed to thrive on it, in fact. "I'd
rather look stupid than be stupid," he shot back.
"That's pretty funny, you little faggot. Now
maybe you ought to get the hell out of here
while you 're still in one piece. Go back to
Frisco or wherever sissies like you hang out."
"Sissies like me hang out wherever they feel
like," Danny answered.
"Maybe that's what you think," the man
said, his voice growing colder and more intense,
"but that's not how it works around here."
With that, he reached out with one hand,
grabbed Danny by the neck and forced his head
up and back against the wall of the booth. Out

of the comer of her eye, Melissa saw the wait- continued to droop lower, until they threatened
ress coming toward them with her steaming cof- to envelop the entire landscape. By the time
fee pot and her vacant attempt at a cheery smile. Danny and Melissa were a quarter mile out of
When she saw what was going on, what there town, they could see only the vaguest shapes of
was of a smile vanished as quickly as the buildings through the swirling grey mists.
momentary sense of comfort Melissa had felt
Nobody would stop to pick them up. For a
from the warmth and seeming normality of the long time, Danny stood at the roadside and
cafe.
cursed every passing car, but finally Melissa perThe sound of Danny's head being none toe suaded him that they should start walking, just in
gently thumped against the wooden wall seemed case. It was a good thing she did, because as it
to resonate throughout the room. The waitress turned out, they had to walk the entire ten miles
was suddenly nowhere in sight, and none of the to the road where they were meant to turn off,
other customers seemed to notice that anything and once there, a two mile climb up a rutted dirt
unusual was going on. Danny's usual air of track still lay ahead.
bravado seemed to be fading fast, and his eyes
By now it was nearly dark, and the rain had
looked as though they might soon bulge out of grown less sporadic and more constant. The
their sockets. Without a·thought for what might exhaustion produced by their long hike had
happen next, Melissa grabbed the man by his helped them to forget about the day's earlier
unpleasantness, but every so often Melissa's
shirt and pushed him.away from Danny.
She did it with ,enough force that he stum- thoughts strayed involuntarily back to the frightbled a couple of steps backward. His partner ening faces of Jesse and his friend. What were
laughed loudly and self-consciously before sud- the chances, she wondered, that in such a small
denly realizing that such a reaction mighrnot be community she'd be lucky enough not to see
appreciated. Melissa mentally prepared herself them again?
to be punched, kicked, or worse, but after a long
It was dark enough now that cars passing on
pause, the man she had pushed let a smile curl the highway below had ,begun to turn on their
across his sinister features. It was not a pleasant headlights. She tried, without success, to recall
smile, but neither was it threatening, at least not exactly what Jesse's pickup truck had looked
in the immediate sense.
like. Nearly every other vehicle on the road was
"Pretty spunky there, ain't you, little some sort of truck anyway, and they all looked
mama?" he leered. The other man laughed loud- suspicious. But no one, as far as she knew, had
ly again. Danny seemed to have been struck seen her and Danny leave the highway and head
dumb, and for all intents and purposes, Melissa up this wretched excuse for a road. They'd be
was alone in the world with these two horrid safe, at least for the time being.
men. She tried to tell herself that they were just
They rounded a sharp bend, after which the
loud-mouthed bullies, the same sort of men highway was no longer visible. Instead, just in
she'd encountered often enough as a girl in the front of them, they could see a fair-sized and reamountains. But there was something about them sonably well-preserved wooden cabin. Danny's
that made them a good bit more frightening. It flashlight beam played across the not-quite welwas their eyes, she quickly realized. There was coming features of their new home as he talked
nothing there. no spark of life or humanity, just a excitedly - for the first time all afternoon ° about
brooding sort of darkness. It was all she could the adventures that awaited them. Neither he nor
Melissa heard the sound of an engine starting up
do not to look away in terror.
"Bet you and me could have us a good time far below, nor the sound of rocks and gravel
once your sissy boyfriend's out of the way," he being ground beneath the wheels of the battered
was saying. Melissa stared back at him with all red pickup as it slowly wound its way up the
the contempt she could muster. It seemed to egg lonely mountain road.
him on.
To be continued ...
"Pretty little face you've got there," he said,
Ed. Note: the preceding is the fifth and next
reaching out with his hand as if to caress it.
Before he could touch her, Melissa lunged for- to last installment of a story that started running
ward sunk her teeth into the space between his in Lookout #35 in the summer of 1990. A numthumb and forefinger. She bit down hard and ber of readers have understandably grown frusrefused to let go. He screamed so loudly that no trated at the glacial pace at which subsequent
one in the restaurant could continue to ignore installments have appeared. As has been pointwhat was going on. The waitress reluctantly ed out to me, not only have some of them died
shuffled over to their table, with the air of a without ever knowing how the story comes out;
weary schoolteacher.
others who have joined the saga more recently
"Jesse, we don't want no trouble in here, all might not yet have learned to read when it first
right? You know your parole officer was just in began to be published .
here last week telling me I was supposed to call
in response to numerous questions and
him if you so much as set foot in town. Please complaints, Once Upon A Time In The
don't make me call him."
Mountains will be published in its entirety in a
Jesse turned and looked at her with the cold magazine sized issue that will be made available
disdain usually reserved for those we know very at about the same time the final installment
well or not at all. "I'm sorry, mom," he said at appears in Lookout #40. Those who can't wait
last. With a nod to his friend to follow him, he till then to catch up on past installments are
turned and headed out the door. As he left, he advised to send for back issues of Lookout #35
gave one last look at Melissa and Danny. It was through #38.
the kind of look that suggested they weren't
worth the bother, that he was ashamed of himself
for taking any notice of them in the first place.
Only trouble was, Melissa reflected, it wasn't a
very convincing look.
Except for a few showery bursts, the rain
had continued to hold off, though the clouds
12
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singular pronouns is that it allows us to speak
Dear Larry,
I read your recent account of the time we that much more precisely. Using a plural prospent together in Eastern Europe with interest. noun like "they" in place of a singular subject
As usual I was impressed by your ability as a is simply speaking inaccurately. It is not a matstory teller and polemicist, but somewhat disap- ter of mindlessly obeying pointless rules, but of
pointed in the accuracy of your reporting . I'll maintaining the expressiveness of our language.
leave it to others to critique your rather quixotic Of course, by itself such an error will not sudenthusiasm for the sorely tested economic and denly turn us into a bunch of inarticulate idiots.
political institutions of these newly liberated However, stemming the flow of sloppy speech
nations. Of course I agree with you that the is, I think, worthwhile. Sloppy speaking. often
Eastern Europeans, as well as we here in the betrays sloppy thinking. You, as a writer,
United States, would be well advised to adopt a should appreciate this point.
robust social welfare system like that of
Anyway, Larry, despite the tone of this
Germany. However, the fact remains that what letter, I really don't care all that much about the
success
such as Poland have in pro- he/they issue. In my own writing, I generally
viding their citizens with a decent standard of alternate "he" and "she" or just use "he or she."
living will be determined by their adoption of You may feel these solutions to the problem are
free market reforms, not by retaining the social- stylistically awkward and therefore choose to
ist constructs of their erstwhile Soviet masters. use "they.'.' Popular usage is certainly on your
In any case, I'm really writing to correct your side, not to mention William Safire, so I'm
misleading account of our conversation about almost tempted to acquiesce. My real objection
the desirability of adopting "they" as a gender is that you misrepresented what I said to suit
neutral singular subject pronoun to be used in you own ends. If you are going to use private
place the more grammatically correct "he or conversations as material for your writing, at
she."
least have the decency to report them accurateYou quote me as saying," It's not the ly.
Keep on rockin' in the free world,
function of grammar to redress social grievances." You then report, with evident smugAaron Rubin (Mr. T Experience)
ness and self-satisfaction,
your reply that
Oakland
"breaking down sexual stereotypes [is] certain- Dear Aaron,
ly a higher cause of than the punctilious mainIf you want a reporter, call the New York
tenance of archaic and frequently pointless
Times. Although I would like to think of myself
rules of grammar." You make your point and as simply a "writer," "sJory teller" and
come off looking clever, but unfortunately you "polemicist" are not inaccurate With respect
to the latter, you should not be surprised that I
also completely misrepresent my position.
Firstly, I distinctly remember explaining to attempt to cast my own argument in the most
you that if I believed using "they" in place of favorable terms, just as you have done with
"he" when referring to a person of indetermi- yours.
nate gender would really improve the Jot of
We' II pass quickly over the politica/!ecowomen in our society, then I would gladly nomic commentary, which also comprised a
ignore grammatical niceties. My point was. not large part of our discussions in Poland. Simply
that breaking down stereotypes is less impor- put, for you in one sentence to advocate a
tant than grammatical correctness, but that the social welfare system like that of Germany and
change you advocate would not have the effect in the next to bad-mouth socialism is either
you think it would. Certainly there are aspects naive or ideologically blinkered. The German
of our language that perpetuate sexism. An social system, contains many elements of clasobvious example is that most women rightfully sical socialism. Other Western European
object to being called girls. Calling an adult countries, particularly Holland and Sweden,
woman a girl is disrespectful and insensitive. I are even more socialistic, and not to their
maintain, however, that referring to a person of noticeable detriment, since they both enjoy a
indeterminate gender as "he" is neither of these higher standard of living than we here in the
things . I simply do not believe that saying, United States.
"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion" will
Also, while I've never been a defender of
cause any greater misery or oppression of Soviet-style communism, to paint the East-West
women. We may disagree on this point, but I conflict in pure good vs. e1·il terms was misthink you can see that my position is quite dif- leading during the Cold War era and remains
ferent from the one you attributed to me. I so today. Regardless of how badly the Soviets
resent that you made me appear not merely may have flubbed their mission, their initial
direction was at least as well-intentioned as
pointy headed and pedantic, but also sexist.
Secondly, I must point out that the rules of any program put forth by western-style capitalgrammar are neither pointless nor archaic. The ism: Furthermore. if the United States and
reason our language contains both plural and other capitalist powers had left the Soviet
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Union alone instead of al/empting at every turn
to subvert or overturn its socialist revolution,
murderous tyrants of Stalin's ilk would have
been far less likely lo come to power. Despite
its well-documented failings, Soviet socialism
managed in 75 years to transform a feudal
society into a modern industrial one capable of
at providing its citizens with their basic material needs (some of which, medical care and education.for example, remain unmet for many citizens here in the good old free market USA).
I'm glad lo see Eastern Europe freed from the
Soviet Union; I don't think, however, that we
should assume there's nothing of value to be
learned from the Soviet experience .
As for grammar: a casual perusal of these
pages should make it obvious that I have a fundamental grasp of and a healthy respect for the
principles of grammar. Your statement that
"sloppy speaking often betrays sloppy thinking" could have been cribbed from various diatribes of my own. So I think we can safely set
aside the notion that either of us is a more
steadfast champion of grammatical orthodoxy.
But when it comes to sophistry, a realm in
which both of us also excel, one aspect of your
argumen/ provides a particularly notable
example /hereof. True, saying "Everyone is
enlilled lo his own opinion" will no/ necessarily "cause any greater misery or oppression of
women." By the same token.failing 10 recycle
your aluminum cans will not in and of itself be
lhe ruination of the environment . In both cases,
the action is but one small slep that only makes
sense in a much larger context. Just as each
individual's actions or inactions, small as they
might be, add up to environmental degradation
on a scale that now threatens human existence,
in thousands of subtle , often barely noticeable
ways, our language trivializes women, renders
them invisible, and relegates them to secondclass status. It's easy enough to shrug off individual examples of such usages, as you have
done with your reductio ad absurdum of one
particular phrase. But the overall pattern of
such usages does, in my opinion, great damage,
both to women who become conditioned to
think of themselves as some sort of adjunct to
"mankind," and to men, who are encouraged
to believe that all human existence revolves
around them.
Dear Lawrrrence this is important,
Guess what ok I'll tell you what: I'm
responding to your little piece "Riot Frrrumps"
in lookout 38. Let's start with your impression
that "riot grrrls are the kind of girls who didn't
make it on lo the cheerleader squad in high
school and decided to start their own club that
was cooler." Or maybe Riot Grrrls arc the kind
of girls who get sick lo their stomachs thinking
about the heteropatriarchal amusement park
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that is high school. Maybe Riot Grrrls never
wanted to be cheerleaders shaking their asses
on the sidelines for the boys. Maybe Riot
Grrrls found that demeaning. Or maybe Riot
Grrrls bought the whole thing hook line and
sinker and are now pissed about all the soul
sucks and force fucks. Maybe. Maybe you
should ask. Maybe you should bark like a journalist and not like a dog. Not that I don't like
dogs. Not that I don't like you. But, you
know, you're way off on this one.
Here's my point: You seem to have the
sexist notion that feminists are feminists
because we tried to play the good girl / male
approval game and lost rather than because we
understand that there is no such thing as "winning" a system of oppression. What are you
thinking? That we couldn't cut it as mainstream teenaged sex objects so we turned bratty. And now we're bratty teenaged sex objects,
and our sexual objectification says something
about us and our behavior rather than the sexist
bullshit that is the reality we 're gagging on?
Sounds like it: "I realize their intentions were
nobler and they've accomplished a bit more,
but the long term effects seem much the same:
it's just that a different clique is now getting the
attention and, most importantly, the boys."
Most importantly to who? Get a clue: queer is
here and queer is rad. You also completely
ignore the articulated politics of Riot Grrrl
which are clearly not about wanting to get
fucked by boys but about wanting to end rape
and intimidation and harassment and inequality
in the punk scene and in the world and in your
mind.
But what you're saying is that what we're
saying doesn't matter and what matters is what
you think and what you think is that 'this is not
about genuine political struggle but about us
fucking cute-if-confused young boys. "Put less
kindly, the grrrls could be seen as petulant
frumps who've hit upon a great gimmick for
picking up cute if confused young boys who are
willing, even eager to do as they're told."
Although this "observation" of yours about
punk neo-feminist heterosexual predation may
be entirely consistent with your male feelings
of empathy for the shaky egos of gentle punk
boys in the face of an emerging movement of
totally bad-ass girls, your statement still runs
counter to social and political realities, i.e.,
there's a woman being raped right now, Larry,
and what the fuck are you doing about it
besides writing snotty articles about young
feminists?
I have to quote this peach of a paragraph
in its entirety: "Yeah, it's good that girls, or
women of any age are encouraged to see themselves as strong, independent human beings
capable of setting their own agendas and not
needing male approval for their validation. If
the riot grrl movement were capable of providing that, I would be an unabashed supporter,
but simply creating a different standard for
female beauty (the dowdy, fake nerd look in
exchange for the perfectly coiffed and made up
standard American .beauty) or reordering the in
and out crowds doesn't accomplish anything."
By reducing the accomplishments of riot grrrl
to the trivial inception of a new fashion fad you

just reveal yourself as either ignorant about or
scared shitless of the true implications and significance of a girl power movement. This is
also a perfect illustration of the different standard by which you evaluate girl culture; everybody has an aesthetic. Like Punk. Like the 60s
antiwar movement. But because we're girls our
cultural identification is assigned the integrity
of a Mary Kay makeover. And then you accuse
us of creating a new beauty standard not qualitatively different from the old one. Look, if
girls had the power to create or destroy beauty
standards things would be butt different around
here. Beauty standards are about the male
objectification of women and girls which keeps
us starving and puking and preoccupied and
wearing shoes and clothing we can't run or
fight in. It's time for you and your gender to
take responsibility for this sexist lookist bullshit
and stop misinterpreting it as another indication
of the ultimately shallow nature of girls.
Then you start whining about reverse sexism. , For such a left left boy one would think
that you wouldn't be clinging to such a simplistic view of oppression. I might talk shit about
you and your gender and you might think that's
sexist. But no way does it compare to the sexism I am confronted with every day in the
media, on the streets, in fanzines, cafes, etc.
No way does it compare to the systematized
sexual discrimination and ass·ault produced by
the US judicial system, the fashion, pornography and sex work industries, etc. It's ridiculous
for you to to lump myrage for boy culture and
its acquiescent boys together with the misogynist machinery of this country both as "sexism." That linguistic categorization disguises
the fact that the two phenomena are qualitatively different: one is an expression of sexual prejudice backed by institutional power and historic
oppression, the other is an understandable reaction to that injustice. Among the super PC the
former phenomenon is referred to as sexism
and the latter is called sexual prejudice. I think
it's a useful distinction because it acknowledges the political nature of what to you might
seem psychologically similar phenomena. So
maybe you should rethink what you perceive to
be a power-brokering clique of punk girls since
like it or not, and deep down inside I bet you do
like it, you belong to the biggest baddest club
of all: the White Boys Club. And dressing
frumpy fake-nerd with a cool dye job doesn't
amount to jack shit compared to the privilege
you enjoy. Face it, Larry, Riot Grrrls aren't
oppressing you. And, incidentally, neither is
Spike Lee.
Anyway, your whole "Riot Grrrl is sexist"
argument falls apart in light of the fact that you
I at first argued that the whole thing was about
getting male attention. And then after you
whine that grrrls are "excluding males or relegating them to second-class status," you whine
that Riot Grrrl is not even consistently separatist because you've seen some grrrls fall all
over Calvin Johnson and the Nation of Ulysses
boys. Grow up.
It would be sad if Riot Gml was co-opted
and commodified by bullshit media and corporate forces, but it's uncool for you to use that
possibility as supporting evidence for your triv-

ialization of Riot Grrrl as a fleeting trend
Regardless of which grrrl bands sign with what
labels and what happens, your dismissal of this
political and cultural movement is aa d1smissal
of countless grrrl musicians, zine editors and
punk females trying to remake what it means to
be a girl and figure out how to riot against a
silencing world ofinequality and sexual violence. Educate yourself.
Till Queendom come
Johanna Fate
Portland OR
Dear Johanna,
There aresome points in your letter that I
could argue with, and I will, but first I think I'd
better clear up what I was trying to say in ·my
original article.
No, never mind; much of what .I wrote in
the original article was just plain stupid.
That's not to say everything in it was stupid,
but the overall theme of it was more to vent my
own frustrations and to piss people off than i.t
was to broaden or deepen people's understanding. I used to do a lot more of that afew years
ago, and rationalized it with the idea that if I
got people mad by saying outrageous things, it
would make them think about and question
their preconceived assun1ptions. In reality it
just made them mad, and mad people don't do
much thinking at all.
Although it wasn't my intention, I realize
that I insulted and trivialized the efforts of
many people who identify with riot grrrl. That
doesn't mean I think riot grrrl is above critiwould
cism, just that I did a bad job of it.
be sad," you say, "if Riot Grrrl was co-opted
and commodified by bullshit media and corporate forces." I co11ldn'tagree more.
Riot grrrl has meant a great deal to many
girls and women already, and co11ld still
accomplish a great deal more. That's why it
would be a shame if it were to become just
another media or fashion trend B11tif it does,
please don't blame me for being the messenger
who brings the bad news.
"
The main thing I take issue with in your
letter is your implication that by criticizing
some aspects of riot grrrl I am attacking
women and feminism in general. While riot
grrrls have made a val11able contribution to
feminism, they don't have a monopoly on it;
feminism has been around at least since the
19th century, and if one wants to take the
longer view, all the way back to the days of
Lysistrata and/or the Amazons. A criticism of
riot grrrls is simply that: a criticism of riot
grrrls, just as a criticism of me shouldn't be
extrapolated into a criticism of ·white males in
general.
Which is why I take umbrage at your
demand that I (and my gender) "take responsibility for this sexist lookist bullshit" that "keeps
us starving and puking and preoccupied and
wearing shoes and clothes we can 't run and
fight in,'' Look, I can't talk for any other man,
but any woman wearing spike heels or
miniskirts or fishnet stockings on my account is
sadly deluded If she wants to impress me (and
I'm not saying she should, b11tif for god knows
whatever reason she wanted to), those would be
the last things she'd wear.

it
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When I see a woman dolled up in what is
generally stereotyped as bimbo-esque, manpleasing altire, I can assume one of two I hings:
a) that she likes looking that way, which is her
right and her business, but of no particular
interest to me; or, b) that she wants to attract
men who respond to that particular style. If it's
the latter case, my experience tells me that most
of the men she a/tracts will be jerks, or at least
hopelessly mired in traditional sex roles and
standards of beauty. If.those aren't the kind of
men she wants, hopefully she' II reach the same
conclusion and stop pandering to them.
Are riot grrrls oppressing me personally?
No , not especially, though I might feel differently if I were younger and still trying to navigate my way through the shoals of socialization. But as a result of not having the right
look and not being in the right kind of band,
I'm pretty much a nonentity in the riot worrrld.
I've gotten used to that; in fact it's not really
that different from when I was in high school
many years ago. Butif I were inclined to brood
about it , one question that would come up
would be how girls judging me by my appearance and style differs that greatly from the
"sexist lookist bullshit" that you accuse me of.
But I digress. While I disagree with some
points in your letter, most of what you say
needs to be said, and you 've done a good job of
it. While I wish I could have done a better job
of expressing my own views in my initial article, I'm glad that it has elicited the response
that it has. Believe it or not, I don't feel threatened or "scared shitless of the true implications of a girl power movement." In the long
run, more freedom for women means more freedom for all of us, because whether people realize it or not, men are victims of stupid sex roles
as well. Those of us who aren't macho or
aggressive endure both harassment and even
violence from our more "manly" brothers and
at the same time are often rejected or ignored
by women who've been conditioned to fall for
good old~fashioned brutes of the Cro-magnon
variety.
Revolution girl-style or boy-style is not
going to make a huge difference to me personally; at least not the kind of difference it would
have if it had been around when I was a boy.
But it will make a great difference to younger
people and to future generations, and that's
why
, believe it or not, I wish the very best to not
only riot grrrls, but to all feminist movements.
Any criticism I make should be considered in
that context.
LL
Lawrence,
Nice zine. You do a good enough job.
You failed, though. to adequately respond
to Jack Straw's criticism of your political position of supporting the Democratic Party. Jack
raised several issues that you did not address. I
realize that you do not consider the Democratic
Party to be a panacea, but your argument that
the Republicans are "infinitely worse" simply
does not stand up to logic for the following reasons: First, as Jack Straw argued. many of the
Republicans' worst policies were initiated by
the Democrats . Second, the Democrats serve
the same corporate interests as the Republicans.

Third, the rights that you claim the Democratic
Party champions should be basic human rights
that no entity out there somewhere should have
the power to take away in the first place.
Many of the policies which the
Republicans are blamed for were actually initiated by the Democrats. Jack Straw raised the
example of COINTELPRO, which was the
government program of political repression
against social movements ... the antiwar movement, the Black Panthers, the American Indian
Movement, the Socialist and Communist
Parties. This program began under Democrat
Lyndon Johnson. Johnson, probably the most
liberal president ever, was also responsible for
the massive escalation of the Vietnam War.
I'm sure we know about JFK: Bay of Pigs,
attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro, modest
escalation of the secret, dirty war in Vietnam.
How about the humanitarian Carter? Jack
Straw referred to the fact that Reagan really
continued the policies of Carter. Of cour se
adding massive military spending that made up
for Carter's cutbacks in social programs [sic].
What was left out was Carter's continued support for US corporate interests abroad. From
supporting the Shah in Iran (against the democratic opposition as much as the religious fundamentalists) to continued support for Indonesia
in the aftermath of external aggression against
East Timor (which continues today) to support
for Israel to EI Salvador and the National Guard
in Nicaragua. Where is the evidence for "infinite" betterness, Lawrence? Clinton has
already promised to continue the foreign policy
of his predecessors along with more "cutbacks." Where do you suppose those cutbacks
will come from?
The reason why the Democrats are not
much better then the Republicans (and one
could argue worse since they provide an illusion of democracy and choice) is that both parties serve the same interests : The Democrats
are just as beholden to corporate ·interests as the
Republicans. Do you doubt this even in the
face of the "Friends of Ron Brown" bash that
several major corporations ·were going to throw
for the former chair of the Democratic National
Committee? Look at the Political Action
Committees that fund these characters ... virtually the same money. And that money buys
power and influence in the corrupt, unrepresentative process that goes on in Washington DC.
You claim that Democrats are better than
the Republicans are threatening a right so fundamental as the right to abortion. Where do
these men, controlled by tobacco and timber
and etc. interests get the power to take away
that kind of basic human right? It is absurd in
the first place that any entity has that kind of
power over individuals.
Just because the
opportunistic Democrats are making political
hay out of it, "defending" the right doesn't
mean anything. Any attempt to take away that
right is completely illegitimate and should be
resisted, with force if necessary.
Lastly, I'd like to say a word about community control which you belittle so much. I
submit that if the people of South Central Los
Angeles -controlled their own community and
owned the businesses instead of some parasitic
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owner outside the community that would help
solve a lot of the problems there. In fact, I
think that those communities should simply
take over their own resources and oust the outside owners . This would keep more of the
community's wealth and resources inside the
community, would build community pride and
identification.
Community ownership, or
worker ownership, should replace the parasitic
owner class. Then factories, businesses , etc.,
would serve the community in a very real
sense. I am not, of course, here advocating
STATE control of anything.
These are just some comments I had after
reading Lookout #38.
Dru Becerra
Coastal Range
Dear Dru,
Thank you for the history lesson, but if you
don't mind me saying so, you haven't told us
anything about recent Democratic Presidents
that any reasonably well-informed American
doesn't already know. And if you don't mind
me saying something else, so what?
As you noted at the beginning of your letter, I never said the Democrats were a positive
force for good, but rather that the Republicans
were "infinitely worse." Perhaps was carried
away saying even that ; let me amend it to
"much worse." After a few paragraphs, however, you had managed to transmute my opinion into the Democrats being "infinitely better." Not at all the same thing.
But we don't need to split semantic hairs
here. The crux of your misunderstanding is
revealed in your statement that . "the rights that
you claim the Democratic Party champions
should be basic human rights that no entity out
there somewhere should have the power to take
away in the first place" (emphasis mine).
And you're quite right, no entity should
have the power lo take away basic human
rights. Bui wishes aren't horses, and beggars
are still hitchhiking; the fact is that the government and the corporations you disdain do have
power , very great power, lo affect our lives.
Much of what we do politically is aimed, necessarily, al defending ourselves against that
power. Even if it were true that all Democrats
only defend human rights as a mailer of political opportunism (and you must know that such
a sweeping statement could not be true) , we
sometimes have to make alliances with those
who have the power to protect us. Many of us
don't suppor/ everything the police do, either,
but that doesn't mean we wouldn't call them if
someone were trying to kill us.
Here's the big problem I have with moreradical-than-thou ideologues: they' re playing
macho word games and engaging in ego-gratifying posturing at a time when our most fundamental freedoms are in grave danger. It's fine
to say how bad things already are, but you've
go/ your head up your ass if you think they' re
anywhere near as bad as they can gel. The
Republican Party, unlike the Democrats, is in
the process of being taken over by quasi-religious fascists who differ only in nomenclature
and imagery from German Nazis or Iranian
mullahs. A big part of why those reactionary
movements succeeded was that leftists and
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socialists were too pure and unyielding to form
coalitions with anyone who didn't measure up
to their specific moral and political standards.
You can refer to your history books if you're
curious about where their high and mighty
stance got them.
The Democratic Party and the electoral
process is only one tool we need to use to safeguard and advance the cause of freedom and
justice in this country. We'd be idiotic to rely
on the elected leaders of either party to do all
our work for us; we'd be equally idiotic to
skulk off to cloud-cuckoo land muttering "a
plague on all their houses." If you doubt that,
look what the past 20 years or so of greatly
decreased citizen involvement in politics has
accomplished.
As far as your ".not advocating STATE
control of anything," well, except in the realm
of civil liberties, that puts you smack in the
Reagan-Thatcher camp. With all its faults,
government regulation has been one of the few
forces powerful enough to curb the excesses of
corporate monopolies. I agree it's not an ideal
solution, but what's yours? Romantic ideas
about people's resistance, "with force if necessary"? Fine, you and what army?
Ditto for your concepts about community
control (where, by the way, did I ever suggest
that I was against such a thing?).
"Communities should simply take over their
own resources," you say . "Simply" is the
operative word here. What communities? Who
defines them? Who gets to be in charge? How
is that any different from the "community" of
Louisiana-Pacific
and the city fathers of
Eureka ramming a stinking pulp mill down the
throats and lungs of an entire city? Your
notions are long on theory, very short on execution.
Dear Larry,
I read your most recent issue of Lookout
and was very disappointed. For the last two
years I've been reading it and found it very
informative and entertaining. But the_new issue
Jacked a Jot of stuff. The most obvious thing
was that there was hardly any graphix or artwork. What's up? You usually have a Jot of
cool art. What happened with this one?
Also, your electoral politix are more than
disappointing. I can't believe someone as intel.
Iigent as you has gone the way of cynical, selfrighteous liberal. Any time anyone criticizes
your support of the Democrats and Clinton, you
spend a page justifying the entire party and
putting down anyone's attempts at building
alternatives to capitalism and consumer culture
as being bourgeois and counter-revolutionary.
You admit yourself that the Democrats are just
as evil as the Republicans, yet continue to support them. It sounds like hypocrisy to me.
There are people who also agree with your criticisms of the Democrats and the US government in general and have chosen to devote their
time, lives, money and love toward building
alternatives that reinforce the values of life and
cooperation, rather than reinforcing those of
capitalism and oppression. I am one of those
people. There is no way in hell I'd give one
minute to the Democrats when I could be

spending my valuable time doing something
better, more creative, and more productive.
Are you aware that Clinton supported the
Gulf War? Are you aware that he wants to
build MORE prisons and wants to employ
100,000 more police? Are you aware that he
wants to keep troops in Somalia and make it
basically another US colony? Are you aware
that he wants to build camps for "drug offenders" in California? I'm sure if you heard Bush
was going to do this you'd freak out, but when
I tell all my liberal friends that voted for
Clinton, Feinstein (Frankenstein), and Boxer,
they just shrug and try not to think about it.
How come liberals always excuse the wrong
doings and oppression of Democrats just
because they're from that sacred party? I
remember when it was big news a year or two
ago how Cuba was imprisoning AIDS patients.
When I brought this up to my liberal friends,
they said, "Yeah, but..." Oppression is oppression, no matter WHO is doing· it. Recognize it
for what it is and denounce it. Otherwise, you
are supporting the oppressors with your silence.
Well, I'm sure you'll just slag me off as
another anarchist who does nothing without
even having talked to me. What price was your
"education" at UC Berkeley? Has it made you
into a cynical old man who just complains,
complains, complains? II hope not.
When I started reading your writings three
or four years ago, I'd learn something from
them. They challenged my values. Now you
sound like a fucking parent scolding his children for staying out too late. Have you finally
become an adult? I hope not.
On a different note: I was listening to my
Jawbox record the other day, and I thought,
"Gee, it would be so easy to market pop
punk/emocore, whatever you call it. I love the
music because it is catchy, jumpy. fun, etc., but
I can also see how some executive from Capitol
Records could think the same thing and try to
market it. They've done this to Jess "commercial" music in the past, and I 'think it's only a
matter of time before . some pop punk band
takes the opportunity to sell out the scene for
fame and glory. It seems like it's happening to
all the LA female hardcore bands these days
(Hole, L7, Babes in Toyland, etc.), but then that
just might be LA. Let's hope we never see
Jawbreaker or Mr. T Experience going in that
direction.
Skot! Steppenwolf
Bong Leach CA
P.S.
Nation of Ulysses ain't so· bad.
Sometimes you can be pretty intolerant and
closed-minded when it comes to different forms
of music. and experimenting. Is it another sign
of aging?
Dear Skat,
I ask myself many of these same questions.
If we can leave the Democrats and all their
nefarious works out of this (and I'm very near
deciding that this is the last letter I will print on
the subject) and turn instead to the more pertinent issue of Whether I Have Become An Old
Fart, I think there might well be a case to be
made for my university education having
changed my outlook. And not always for the
better, at least not in the sense of preserving my
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own intellectual comfort.
Before returning to UC Berfeley, you see,
I was blessed with an all-purpose set of
answers to virtually any question that might
arise in my relatively sheltered lffe. Society
was to blame, and if not that, it was the government or the fascists or the corporations or the
CIA plot to kill Kennedy that was responsible
for any and all ills I encountered On top of
that, if we would only abolish all borders, let
p out free marijuaeveryone out of jail, andpass
na to the homeless, then peace and harmony
would guide our planet. and love would find a
way, or something like that
I learned a lot at college, and one of the
most dist11rbing things I learned was that
almost nothing was as simple as I would have
preferred. At the same time, I learned to
appreciate subtleties and gradations of value,
and to realize how essential it was that we find
ways in which people with widely varying opinions and understandings could cooperate in
building a society that worked for the largest
possible number of people and did the least
possible amount of harm. I stopped believing
in absolutes, which I suppose is a form of getting older, though I don't know why mad,
11nreasoningdevotion to a principle has to be a
hallmark of youth, or the desire to be "reasonable" one of age and experience.
There are ways in which one should
endeavor to be young forever, and among them
is lo remain open to new possibilities and lo
never abandon hope that a better world lies
waiting for us if we can only learn how to live
in it. By the same token, there are ways in
which perpetual youth is not only unseemly, but
self-defeating. A stubborn refusal to compromise, a persistent inability to see the viewpoint
of another: hardly a young person exists who at
times does not exhibit these traits, but they are
not ones that/. would recommend cultivating.
Is it possible to grow old gracefully? In
my own case it's too soon yet to say; the years
advance but my sense of grace lags demurely
behind. I do grow increasingly certain that it's
impossible to remain permanently young in all
the conventional senses of the word . Two or
three years ago I still felt like the world's oldest
teenager, but times have changed, and you are
very astute to have noticed . But before you
jump on my case, please note that while I may
have grown more reflective on one hand, and
more tolerant on another, I haven't yet succumbed to total dumbness. I may even learn to
like the Nation o/Ulysses one of these days.
Dear Lawrence Livermore,
Okay, so let's talk about militant
reformism. I attended the infamous MRRmeeting and was one of the people you called sheep
for siding with Tim. Had I and the majority in
attendance taken your side, I suspect that we
would suddenly, miraculously be considered
"open minded" and "liberal" by you. Aside
from the fact that "liberal" is a curse word in
my vocabulary, what you had to offer at the
meeting was a wishy-washy
militant
reformism, with all the waffling contradictions
that such a term implies.
(Continued on page 45)
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steamy
and
smoky (yes, in
those
days)
upstairs at Sam
Wo. Because
of the decor, or
the
room's
shape, I imagined I was in
the cabin of a
steamboat far
at sea, a reverie
sharply broken
by the bellows
and guffaws of
A long day's journey into San Francisco...
I'm sometimes tempted to give up writing about Edsel Ford Fong, the waiter whose loud insults
San Francisco altogether. I don't go there that and patronizing treatment of white customers
often, and only occasionally bother to keep up earned him big tips and legendary status. Geez,
with the Frisco dailies, on the theory that the Bay this is starting to sound like a Herb Caen Sunday
Guardian. the SF Weekly, and the East Bay column. Yessiree, folks had more style in those
Express provide cheaper and less time -consum- days, and the hills inclined more gracefully to
the bay, and we were never going to grow old
ing ways to insult my intelligence.
" In fact Frisco might have been completely etc. etc ...
Meanwhile, back in 1994, Aidan and Katie
absent from this issue if some tourists from
England hadn't turned up a couple weeks ago waited patiently while I examined the esthetics
and asked me to show them around. Always of every available wind chime in the China
eager for the opportunity to blacken the city's Bazaar and found them all wanting. Another
reputation in the eyes of visiting foreigners, I thing that was better in the old days, I guess.
immediately took them in hand. We got off Meanwhile some sort of dancing dragon went by
BART at the Embarcadero station, and set off to the accompaniment of a great deal of crashing
across the plaza, which seemed to be in a state of and (to a Western ear) arrhythmic drum beats. I
thought the Englanders would be impressed with
great chaos.
About half of it was taken up with some that, but no dice. Apparently dancing dragons
sort of athletic activity, something along the are a regular occurrence in North London, either
lines ofa vast Budweiser commercial, dozens if that or they're too far beyond the pale to register.
We strolled as far as Maiden Lane and
not hundreds of disgustingly healthy-looking
white people bouncing volleyballs or something Union Square, over, not through the Stockton
Tunnel. I attempted to point out some of Sam
of similar roundess. The usual skateboarders
Spade's haunts, to no avail, since I was the only
were in evidence too, theit territory greatly
one who had heard of him. Then down into
reduced and their surliness commensurately
North Beach and the Caffe Trieste. At least
increased.
Aidan and Katie had greatly divided opin- they'd heard of Kerouac, Ginsberg and a few of
ions on the Vaillancourt Fountain. She thought, the other subterraneans who'd been known to
correctly, that it was an atrocity against art and congregate there, but Aidan seemed more
the public taste (please don't call the oxymoron impressed that San Francisco cafes, unlike those
in Berkeley, stili allowed smoking. I myself was
police on me); he found it "interesting."
Earthquake rubble has a certain charm too, don't bemused and gratified that for the only second
you think? Still, I'd just as soon it not accumu- time in 25 years of visiting the Trieste, the counterman greeted me in an unmistakably friendly
late in my vicinity.
The main pretext for this visit to San manner. Had I finally been accepted into San
Franciso, in addition to seeing the sights, was to Francisco society?
Then it was up the Filbert Steps to
purchase some wind chimes for my house. Yes,
the ones that go ding-a"ling-ding all day long Telegraph Hill, always a sure bet to wow the visand drive the neighbors nuts. I don't have a lot itors. The wind was cold and howling, typical of
of excitement in my life. Listening to bells ring June, but it didn't bother the flocks of tourists
aimlessly is about as dramatic as it gets. photographing each other in varying configuraAnyway, Chinatown seemed like the place to go. tions with the Golden Gate and Alcatraz and the
I've been to Chinatown enough times that East Bay hills for backdrops. Aidan and Katie
very little about it seems remarkable, but it's dif- were no exceptions. I didn't even mind it that
ferent when you 're seeing it through the eyes of much. except for the ferocious wind, and the
a stranger. If you 're like me, memories come way the sun kept getting in my eyes.
We clambered down the side of the hill via
flooding back of a time when it was all new and
wondrous. In my own case. it was a warm, sort my favorite route, which had been made a good
of misty October night in 1970, when Grant deal more difficult by some bozo's decision to
Avenue was lit up with red and green paper install a fence across it. Wandered through the
lanterns. and the place was positively swirling bleak, bland and treeless Marina, then backtracked up Russian Hill and over to Nob Hill as
with people celebrating some sort of festival.
Some San Francisco natives. or at least the sun was going down. Noticed with great dissome people who• d been in the city a year or satisfaction that Grace Cathedral was radically
two longer than I had, were guiding me around defacing the whole block in front of it, including
and enjoying the sight of my eyes lighting up in pulling down the elegant little Parisian style conamazement. They didn't have this sort of thing vent or whatever it was. What great improve in Michigan; nor did they have the hallucino- ment can we expect to see here: a parking strucgenic variety of marijuana that we'd smoked in a ture? minimall? religious theme park?
Still, it's hard to remain curmudgeonly
garbage-choked and rat-infested alleyway somewhen the sky turns pink and gold and even pur where between Grant and Kearney.
Around two a.m. we ended up in the ple, and all around you, above and below, the
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lights come on in dazzling configurations of purpose and vanity. Sometimes, just for a moment,
all is forgiven, San Francisco is young again, and
everything is possible.
Everything, that is, except getting back to
the East Bay without first threading one's
depressing way through the menacing fringes of
the Tenderloin and down the desperate, tawdry
corridor of Market Street. I tried explaining how
glamorous it had been at one time, but ended by
recommending various books and movies so
Aidan and Katie could· see for themselves that
our downtown had not always resembled the
seedy back streets you expect to find somewhere
behind a bus station.
Even with that unsettling conclusion to our
afternoon and evening out, l had to admit that
much of the several miles we'd walked had been
pleasant, even exhilarating . It was something of
a letdown climbing the stairs out of the downtown Berkeley BART station . Usually I hit
Shattuck Avenue with a sigh of relief, but this
once I almost wished I were still in San
Francisco, at least for a few more hours.
It wasn't exactly like falling in love all over
again, but at least for a while I remembered what
San Francisco had meant to me over the years,
and why, despite .all my complaints, I still care
so passionately about the place . I might even go
back there again one day.

BART To Public: Let Them Drive Cars ...
Normally I have an almost knee-jerk loyally to
workers and labor unions, but the recent troubles
and strike threats al BART have sorely taxed my
patience.
Here we have what is in essence a public
utitility, one built and operated largely with tax
dollars and subsidies, and, which, despite its
faults, should be increasing the quantity and
quality of service it provides. Instead we see the
entire system, and the needs of the public it is
meant Lo serve, held hostage by two groups of
obstreperous, obtuse, and self-centered blockheads.
I stand second to none in my desire to see
the working people of America do well for
themselves, but BART employees hardly constitute an oppressed class. Earning $35,000 to
$60,000, plus a good benefit system, they are
already heller off than many if not most of the
passengers they are inconveniencing.
The
unions, on the other hand, claim that their real
grievance is that management is grossly overpaid and inefficient.
In this the workers are completely right;
BART management is and has been a disgrace,
collecting salaries up Lo $200,000 and cruising
around in company cars, never even deigning to
use the trains they provide us with (if a BART
director actually rode the trains, for example, he
or she would quickly learn without spending
megabucks on "studies" that Berkeley is grossly
underserved by the system). But couldn't the
unions address this pro)?lem by some more creative means than simply demanding a better
place at the trough for themselves?
One is tempted to assume that most BART
employees don't use the system either, hence
their failure to understand how much a strike
will hurt thousands of other working people,
many of whom earn far less than they do and
don't enjoy the option of hopping into a car if
the trains stop running. A healthy and growing
system of public transportation is in the interest
of everyone. especially working people; by shutting it down the BART unions are simply engag-
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ing in the same sort of me-first behavior that has skid row. People support programs like Jordan's
long divided and rendered nearly useless the because they appear to get results, however
superficial or temporary. I'm convinced they
American labor movement.
Alternatives? How about the unions taking would support more intelligent and humane promanagement to court and demanding reductions grams aimed at permanently breaking the cycle
in executive salaries and greater efficiency of of poverty, were such solutions forthcoming.
service? Or insisting that labor take a greater But with so much radical energy spent on
role in managing the system? Or reaching out to defending panhandlers and establishing guerrilla
workers in other public transportation sectors soup kitchens, I'm not confident they will be..
and the labor movement in general to work for
better public transit and an end to the auto-cenAnother victory for the philistines... And
tric policies of development that favor the rich in this case I'm on their side. I'm talking of
and upper middle class at the expense of nearly course about the rusting junkpile the local art
mafia very nearly succeeding in dumping at the
everyone else?
Not too likely, of course; the BART work- front entrance of the otherwise elegant Legion of
ers have already been bought off in the past by Honor Museum. It very nearly restored my faith
salaries that put them within tantalizing reach of in humankind, at least the San Francisco variety
being upper middle class themselves. They'Ube thereof, to hear so many people point out that the
bought off again this time, with higher pay that, alleged "sculpture" by Richard Serra was an
in the fonn of higher fares, will be taken out of insult both to the beautiful site where it was
the pockets of all of us who use BART. And meant to stand, and to the citizens of San
BART will lose riders, more cars will be on the Francisco whose tax dollars would be going to
already clogged roads, and all of us. in the long promote further uglification of their city.
That's not - surrun, will be worse off.
prise, surprise - the
way Chronicle art critMayor Matrix... Frank Jordan has been
every bit as much of a disaster as he promised
ic Ken Baker saw it.
to be. Kind of a two-bit version of Pete Wilson,
Baker, a consistent
really, masking a malign neglect of the city's
champion of the ugly
infrastructure with attacks on the weakest, most
and pointless, patientdefenseless, and least popular segments of socily explained that we,
ety.
the vast unwashed and
Just as Wilson has targeted Latin
untutored,
simply
don't understand what
American immigrants (and anyone, who by
virtue of an accent or a dark skin, can be sussculptures like Serra's
are about. And perpected of being one). Jordan has gone after the
haps we don't; I for
beggars, homeless and layabouts who have
one don't even under-.
been increasingly visible on the SF streets in
stand why bolting
recent years. And just as Wilson may succeed
in gaining another four years to wreck the state's some steel plates together qualifies as sculpture educational system, provide tax breaks for mil- unless, of course, we 're prepared to welcome
lionaires, and turn California into the world· s thousands of automobile assembly workers into
largest penal colony, Jordan, wildly unpopular as the sculptors union as well.
he has been through much of his administration,
Call me old fashioned, but someone who
just may slither his way into City Hall for anoth- uses a chisel to uncover the beauty hidden within
a stone is a sculptor. Someone who arranges
er term.
Not only has no clear opposition candidate junk in an unusual or thought-proving way might
emerged; Jordan's Matrix program, aimed at be considered a conceptual artist - if you 're will,
arresting, harassing, or otherwise sweeping those ing to even accept that such a thing does or
viewed as undesirables off the city's streets, is should exist - but the talent of most such
nowhere near as unpopular as its opponents "artists" is generally limited to the art of the
would like to believe. Worse, those who have scam.
been most active in opposing Matrix have generNevertheless, Baker, who regularly proally failed to offer credible alternatives to it.
vides Chronicle readers with a ready-made cariJust as in Berkeley, the issue has turned cature of emperor's-new-clothes art criticism,
into a debate between those who want beggars denounced those who dared to point out the
off the streets, and those who champion panhan- obvious, that the thing was butt-ugly, by calling
dling as the hallmark of a free society. As con- them victims of "the romance of 'views."'
temptible as Frank Jordan's program has been, Brainwashed by television, he claims, they have
he's got his finger on the public pulse in one acquired "the unconscious mental habit of lookregard: the great majority of San Franciscans ing at the world as if it were a picture." As a
want something done about conditions on the result they become so confused that they start to
city streets, and Frank Jordan has done it. His believe it's good for the soul to look at beautiful
plan may be mean-spirited and even unconstitu- and pleasant things.
tional, but it has had visible results; how much
One wonders. of course, how sculptors like
support, on the other hand, are activists likely to Michelangelo and Leonardo were seduced into
generate with demands that seldom go much the dirty and misleading habit of figurative, repbeyond leaving beggars alone, handing out free resentational beauty when they didn't even have
food in the parks, and taking over abandoned cable TV. But perhaps it's unfair to judge them,
buildings to provide housing?
living as they did in a primitive age when art was
Such measures are stopgap palliatives to a nearly always confused with beauty. It's temptdesperate situation; they 're no foundation for a ing to wonder, though, what the Renaissance
self-sustaining society. In order to provide sculptors might have accomplished if they had
opportunities for the disadvantaged, a broad base had the benefit of Baker's more evolved theories
of support is needed, and there is not, nor is there of art. Perhaps then their sculptures would have
ever likely to be, a broad base of support for achieved the "elevated, precarious weight" and
allowing the streets of a great city to resemble "planes sloping at differing, dizzying angles"
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that Baker attributes to the Serra work.
Who knows? Maybe Michelanangelo 's
"David" then would have been able to "make
newly vivid the sensation of standing right there,
at that unique spot at a specific momeht in time"
instead of being pretty statue of some naked guy,
whose "picturesque vision and the sentimentality
it encourages blot[s] out the ground-level experience of life."
I could go on, but I won't. Doubtless Baker
will. In a society that appears to have devoted
itself to obliterating "views" and conventional
beauty in favor of all that is crass and commercial, it seems that he will never run short of new
enterprises to heap praise upon. I must admit
that I'm curious, though, why Baker has not yet ·
written any paeans to shopping malls, fast food
franchises, or auto wrecking yards. Isn't it true
that they too "set [themselves] against picturesque vision," that they provide "intense
physical sensations not all of them pleasant,"
and "refer vision directly to the viewer's own
body as the true touchstone for sorting out what
is real in experience and what notional"?
In slightly plainer language, I'd like to
point out that any McDonald's restaurant is
capable of assaulting my picturesque vision and
arousing intense physical sensations, i.e., making
me sick. And, it's worth noting, one can probably be had for a good deal less than the $2 million Serrra was asking for his junkpile. Maybe
that's what should go in front of the Legion of
Honor.
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ing jokes about the goofy punks
who thought they could pass
through an all-American place
like Coos Bay without ingesting
a hefty dose of animal byproducts.
One thing there was no
shortage of was *espresso*, or
at least the orange neon signs
boasting that *espresso* was
available. Every town of more
than 50 inhabitants had at least a
couple establishments offering
*espresso*: gift shops, ·gas sta"Get lost before I punch your lights out"
All right, it's hardly original; just about every
other zine has a travel diary, and Cometbus was Ben's response (please note, I'm only mak- tions, even one auto parts store. Considering
might as well have copyrighted the concept, but ing a broad estimation of the dialogue, this hav- that only a few years ago asking for espresso or
I can't help myself. This doesn't even cover ing happened three years ago, but I think it cap- cappuccino in these small towns would be tantamount to declaring oneself a communist homoeverywhere I went, but it's a fair sampling. I'm tures the general tenor of things).
sure many of your trips are more interesting, but
The thing scuttled away on its train , but sexual, I had a good time musing over how the
when it came back to deliver our pizza, couldn't *espresso* revolution had so quickly and comI did the best I could.
resist starting in again, and this time Bert started pletely triumphed.
Had everyone seen "Singles" and immediJune 1993: Spy Rock - Eureka - Crescent to get up, looking, as far as I could tell, as
City - Coos Bay - Astoria - Aberdeen - Port though he were actually going to get in a fist ately decided to adopt that swinging Seattle
Angeles - Olympia - Portland - Claremont - fight with a stuffed animal. It's one of my more lifestyle? Did they think swilling *espresso*
would enable them to obtain a hairstyle like Matt
Ontario
cherished memories.
An alternative version of this trip can be
But the blue ox is about fifty feet tall and Dillon in his epic role as the lead singer of
found in Life With Picasso #3, published by my made out of cement, so even if I were so "Citizen Dick"? Ultimately I concluded it probtraveling companion Geoff Burrows. I wouldn't inclined, I wouldn't get far trying to thump some ably had more to do with some high powered
count on your being able to get a copy at this late sense into it. That's not really why Geoff and I sales outfit having convinced the backstate
date, though; my friend Tyson said he sent for it didn't stop, though. It just seemed like there yokels that they could make a mint peddling
might be more exciting things to see . Like *espresso* to the tourists.
and never got anything, so be advised).
The one time this tourist actually ordered
Nothing much happened the first couple Crescent City, for example, though now that I've
days, all I remember is that we hung around Spy seen it, I'm of the opinion that a great blue ox or some, at a Dairy Queen (a fine establishment,
Rock for a while and it was starting to get hot three would seriously improve the looks of the which, like Dunking Donuts, is in tragically
short supply in California), the poor high school
the way it does in summer, so we were glad to place. But then just about anything would.
Crescent City isn't really a city, it's a hell- girl charged with brewing the stuff looked at me
get out of there and to Eureka, where damp
clouds are nearly always hanging low over the hole with a maximum security state prison for a as though I were Satan come for her soul. It
town and a heat wave is when the temperature suburb, or possibly the other way around. The took her and two other girls nearly ten minutes
whole downtown was destroyed by a tidal wave to produce the desired cappuccino, which turned
gets over 60°.
Only trouble was that Sam's house, where in 1964, so what's there now has been rebuilt out to be not very desirable after all.
We stayed in some town that I don't
we were planning to stay, had turned into a rag- since, in a style of architecture best described as
ing drunkcore scene since the last time we were mid-period fast food franchise. I suspect, though remember the name of. It was late at night when
there, so we kind of barricaded ourselves in can't prove, that most people who live here are we got there, so I don't remember much about it
Sam's room (after spending about half an hour either on drugs, permanently drunk, or insane. I either, except that there were a lot of neon lights,
scraping aside debris and artifacts to make can't think of any other explanation. There was and they were very impressive against the backenough room for sleeping). We hurried north one magnificent ruined semi-highrise topped by drop of very dark clouds that kept billowing in
and out from the sea. The only thing I remember
an American flag. Not much else.
the next day.
We didn't stop at the giant blue ox, which I
There were a lot of small towns along the really well, and will probably always remember
kind of regret now, but the way I figured it, I'd Oregon coast, including Port Orford, where we is this place we stayed that was right on the
been there with Sam the year before, and had conducted an hour or two-long search for one of beach.
Between the roar of the ocean and the howl
been kind of put off when the blue ox started my more bizarre pen pals, the loony Gabe
talking to us. Normally I think I'm a reasonably Sanchez, but the address he'd given us didn't of the wind, you could hardly hear anything else
clever person, but when large inanimate objects seem to exist. Port Orford itself barely seemed in the room, and it made you feel like not even
try to make conversation with me, I'm often at a to exist; it was more like a few gas stations and trying to talk, and as if it weren't loud enough
loss for an intelligent response. The situation stores, a post office, and some side streets of already, suddenly a burst of rain would come
reminded me of this time I was with Ben Weasel houses, at best a slightly upscale version of sweeping sideways across the sands and pound
against the windows so hard that you'd swear
in this pizzeria-arcade in Sioux Falls. SD. This Laytonville.
Coos Bay I liked though, even if its main the whole building was being pushed inland.
place's gimmick was that your pizza was delivered to your table by some sort of stuffed animal charm was being sad and mopey and fucked up, Ten minutes later the sky would be clear and a
a lot like Eureka. The thing that impressed bunch of drunk college students would be rundriving a train.
The animal - an ugly coyote or similar fur- Geoff the most, especially if you go by the ning around on the beach just below our winball - would merrily chatter away as it drove account in his zine, was that on one of the down- dow.
What was especially eerie was how the
around the room, making comments to people town streets (almost completely deserted, as
seems to be usual with these northern seaside view reminded me so much of a place I once
who didn't look as if they were sufficiently
enjoying their visit to Sioux Falls' most exciting towns) there was a Coke machine with a free stayed in Santa Monica, also right on the beach,
attraction. Naturally Ben W. fit the bill, since he Coke just sitting there waiting to be drunk . and yet was so radically different that we might
has a deep-seated aversion to being seen smiling (Geoff is fortunately able to derive great satisfac- as well have been in a different world. Same
in public, and the creature started in with some tion from some of life's simpler pleasures. Or at Pacific Ocean, same beckoning white sands,
same heaving waters rumbling with mystery and
inane comment, possibly about Ben's Chicago least he was at the time.)
One problem we were beginning to run into muted power, except the power of these waters
Cubs hat.
"Get lost, I'm not going to sit here talking was that of food, i.e., finding something both was anything but muted. This northern ocean
to a goddam stuffed animal," he growled.
edible and vegetarian other than cheese sand- was ferocious, it made you feel like you'd better
"My. we're in a grumpy mood today. aren't wiches. We found a Mexican restaurant that was not turn your back on it for even an instant. I
we?" the animal answered, in a tone that was too OK, but I kept having visions of psychotic carni- slept an uneasy sleep, but woke up more rested
perky by half for anyone. let alone Ben, to put up vore chefs in the back room chortling as they than I had been in weeks.
We spent a few hours. in Astoria the next
poured extra gobs of lard into our food and makwith.
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day. It's th.e last town in Oregon before you
cross this gigantic bridge into Washington. It's
also another one of those tragic, ruined towns,
the kind you see all over the north of England,
where the boom times have long gone, and
nobody harbors much hope they'll ever return.
Brooding, that's the word I'm searching for, the
word that describes all these mill towns and seaports that have lost their reason for being and
don't seem .to think it worthwhile to search for a
new one. The best we could do here for vegetarian food was pizza, in a working class sort of bar
and restaurant underneath the bridge.
The rest of the day and into the night was
spent crawling up the coast of Washington, a
state that I always want to like but always seem
to find reasons not to. We made a slight detour
to see Nirvana's home town of Aberdeen, a
place which had a lot more written about it in the
wake of Kurt Cobain's death, and although our
visit was brief, I can confirm every bad thing
you've heard about the place. It is a shithole, at
least by all appearances. It makes Eureka look
like Newport Beach or La Jolla. They say it has
a very high suicide rate. I'm not surprised.
I had been looking forward to the next part
of the trip for a long time: we would be driving
through large stretches of the Olympic National
Forest, which I had been told was one of the
most beautiful places on earth. Well, it may
have been at one time, but someone had neglected to infonn me that in recent years it had been
transformed into the Olympic National Clearcut.
I'd never seen such vast reaches of moonscape
broken only by desolate stumps and bits of vegetation struggling to recover from the disaster that
had been unleashed upon the land. My disappointment gradually turned to fury. and it was a
relief when darkness began to fall, obscuring the
grotesque results of man's unbridled greed.
Geoff slept through very nearly this entire
part of the drive, so he had a hard time getting as
worked up about this outrage as I did, but he
gave it a try, coming up with at least a few
dispirited grumbles. We debated taking a detour
down to the coast to search for his friend Devin,
but it looked too far on the map, so we headed
on to Port Angeles.
It was yet another ugly town in a magnificent setting. We stayed on top of a cliff looking
out over this huge expanse of water, across
which was, I guess, Canada. I wanted to stay the
next day and ride the ferry over to Victoria, but
Geoff was for pushing on to Olympia (under,
standably, since he's an emo boy, with bangs). I
was looking forward to fizzy-pop land myself,
so we headed south.
I'd been in Olympia briefly the year before
with Sam, but we didn't know anyone, so we
only spent an hour or two looking around. This
time, though, we not only knew someone to visit
(Quilty, formerly of Arcata and Brent's TV. and
now part of K Records, making him about as
you're likely to find), but
bona fide a hipster
as it turned out, half the East Bay was somewhere in the vicinity.
All right, so I exaggerate, it was only Aaron
Cometbus, but that's almos the same thing. It
was both a surprise and relief to see him come
walking down the street after we had spent a
fruitless several hours searching for Quitty and
hanging out at the Smithfield Cafe (which is
apparently so hip that no one can bear to go there
but they do anyway). He was walking with
Quitty's roommate Brent, and soon we were
ensconced in the Lucky 7 house, which takes its

as

name from the convenience store on the comer
and has a pool table and a pinball machine (and
little else) in the living room.
Later that night David Hayes and Plaid
Retina turned up on the front porch and much
drinking and carousing ensued, and I honestly
can't remember if I participated much, so perhaps I did. No, come to think of it, I didn't
because eventually Geoff and I, frustrated,
because we had been told, erroneously, that
Olympia was a major donut city. had to drive
several miles to another city, someplace called.
oh what the hell, I don't remember, it was some
pointless place on the order of McKinleyville to
Olympia's Arcata, to find a genuine donut shop.
And we were the only ones there. Anyway, that
proves I wasn't drunk. because, honestly, I
wouldn't have driven if I was. Really. Sorry
I'm so boring. Even sorrier I feel like I have to
Having
apologizeJor not driving drunk.
fulfilled our quest for donuts, there wasn't much
left to do in Olympia, but I think we hung
around another day or two. We visited my
friend Cia. who used to Jive in Garberville, we
threw rocks into the bay, we saw a weird Johnny
Depp movie (is there another kind?), oh, I
remember, it was Benny and loon at the $1 theater, and. uh ... well, we must have done some
other hipster stuff, at least I felt pretty hip by the
time we left.
It's not very far from Olympia to Portland,
so we shouldn't have stopped there, at least not
for more tl1an a couple of hours. But heck, it's a
major metropolis. and about fifty times more
exciting than any of the places we expected to
see to the south. I suppose we could have kept
going to Eugene, but frankly, that town has
never done much for me. Portland, on the other
hand, strikes me as everything Seattle wishes it
were, or ought to wish it were.
Anyway, we wandered about various parts
of the city, looking for an excuse to stay there,
and finally found one when we discovered a theater showing a double bill of Citizen Kane and
The Magnificent Ambersons. I'd seen' the former, though I'd never gotten much out of it, and
the latter was new to me. I still didn't appreciate
Citizen Kane, thought it as overblown as its creator. I liked The Magnificent Ambersons much
better, but it seemed awfully long. I was amazed
to find that it was only a normal-length movie .
By the time we'd gotten through both films, it
seemed like we'd been in Portland a week.
We didn't do much else there except sleep
in this very low-class motel down by the freeway where at least no one tried to break in and
kill us. As a result of dallying in Portland, we
had to bust our asses the next day, and only got
to stop in Arcata and Eureka for an hour or so
before heading back to Spy Rock. It had still
been spring when we'd left, but it was definitely
summer now, and the stultifying heat. the kind
that makes it hard to do anything, or even want
to do anything, had set in with a vengeance. I
had a couple of tasks to finish around the house
before we could set off again. and I had to constantly resist the temptation to lie down somewhere and sleep until September.
When we finally left, we stopped overnight
in Berkeley as though it were someplace we
were passing through on a trip instead of the
place where we lived. and the next morning
headed down Interstate 5. Next stop: Hell, or
Southern California, if you prefer.
It's there where Geoff and I part company.
He thinks Southern California, or at least the
20

corner of it that he hails from. is a wonderful
place. Unlike me, he's capable of seeing it
through the eyes of a Raymond Chandler or a
Nathanael West, who in their time were writing
about a vastly different sort of environment.
True, in some of the outer reaches of the megalopolis, Claremont, for example. you can still
find remnants of old Los Angeles. and yes, you
have to admit that it must have been beautiful.
But such things exist in obscure and dwindling
corners; the overwhelmingly dominant paradigm
is that of piledriver heat, garish mini-malls, and
apocalyptic gridlock.
We wandered around the nearly deserted
campus of Claremont College, Geoff showed me
where he was planning to shoot various scenes
of a movie he was making, one that meant to
combine the plots of Oscar Wilde's The Devoted
Friend and West's Miss Lonelyhearts. Say what
you will about Geoff (and if you don't, I will),
you can't decry his lack of ambition.
At Nick's Cafe. which I've since heard
described as the one of the Southland's oldest,
we ran into Marco, Geoff's filmmaking partner
and best friend from high school. Then it was
off to Ontario, that vast amorphous suburb
which until recently I had never known had any
purpose other than being a place with an airport,
to watch a video version of Double Indemnity. I
used to laugh when my brother told me Fred
McMurray was a good actor. but apparently the
guy was capable of something beyond My Three
Sons.
Finally it was up into the Southern
California version of the mountains, a place
called Palmer Canyon, to sleep. In some ways it
resembled the mountains of Mendocino County,
except that a road which in Mendocino would
have been a dusty gravel track with a house
every half mile or so, here was paved and lined
with houses packed as close together as they
would have been in the heart of town. Plus the
heat was more oppressive than it would ever
dream of being in Mendocino County. making it
seem even odder that right outside our -windows
(which contained no glass. not important, I
guess, since there didn't seem to be any insects
still alive in this hothouse environment) there
was a roaring loud creek that nearly drowned out
all other sounds. Where was all this water coming from? Hijacked from the north, no doubt; by
late June our own streams and rivers have generally dwindled to a placid trickle.
The next morning was hotter than ever, and
though I'd planned on staying a few days to
explore the wasteland with the aid of Geoff's
native expertise. I suddenly was completely tired
of traveling. and didn't want to be anywhere but
home.
I dropped 111111 off 111 downtown
Claremont. and headed for Berkeley. A week
later I got a letter telling me how he'd chased my
car down the street trying to stop me because
this girl we'd spent the whole previous evening
looking for had just turned up. She's from
Iceland, and as some of you will know, Iceland
has been at the heart of one of my major obsessions for the past year or two.
Well. Geoff didn't catch me in time. and
history may have been changed as a result. She
left for Reykjavik later that day. and I've still
never met her, nor anyone else from Iceland.
When I got back to Berkeley. I didn't understand
why I'd been in such a hurry to get there. So I
got back in the car and went to Spy Rock, and
slept for what seemed like the rest of the summer. but was probably only a day or two. But I
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don't remember much else happening for a long
time after that.

I

October 1993: Eureka - Redding - Alturas Lakeview - Ontario - Boise - Missoula Glacier National Park - Calgary - Banff BantTNational Park - Kamloops - Vancouver
- Olympia - Grant's Pass - Eureka
Sounds like a pretty magnificent journey,
doesn't it? And it was, in an objective sense, but
as for how much I got out .of, that's another
question. Driven to the breaking point by stress
and overwork, and reeling out of control from
the most drastic case of a broken heart that I had
ever suffered, this trip was as much a panicked
flight as a leisurely and scenic vacation .
At various points when I would start brooding about my fate, I'd have to remind myself that
most people suffering from problems like mine
didn't have the freedom or the finances to take
off on such a great escape, but the consolation
provided by that very reasonable viewpoint was
nonetheless scant. I still rolled down the highway bemoaning my fate and wondering why the
world persisted in being so beautiful when all the
light and charm had'gone out of it.
Eureka has a twofold attraction for me:
because of its perennially gloomy skies and
atmosphere, it's an excellent place to brood, and
its tranquility and small town atmosphere make
it easy - sometimes - to forget the traumas
heaped upon us by big city life. I wandered
around in the fog for a few hours, then stopped
in at Amigas for a burrito (I seldom eat anything
else in E-town). Utrillo was working behind the
counter, and I told him I was going on a long trip
to forget about my troubles. He served me my
burrito and told me about his own troubles.
The next 1norning I headed east on
Highway 299. The last time I'd been out there
was in 1978,in misguided pursuit of a hippie girl
who was holed up with some river rats upstream
from Willow Creek. No, it didn't turn out well,
and I never went back, but it was the first time I
began to think in terms of living on the North
Coast. In a way, I guess, the people of
Laytonville have that girl to thank or blame for
my presence among them.
Willow Creek was as nasty a place as ever,
not nearly so cosmopolitan or sophisticated as
Laytonville or Willits, and I only stopped long
enough to phone home and to wonder at how. I
had once found the place - well, not pleasant, but
at least interesting. Next came Weaverville,
another tourist trap, with considerably more
tasteful architecture, but not enough to slow
down my eastward progress . I was in a hurry to
see someplace I'd never seen before, and the
first place . on my route that fit that bill was

Redding. As soon as I got there I found myself
in a hurry to get through it as quickly as possible.
I'd passed the outskirts of Redding a couple
times before, and I'd been astounded to see on
the city limits sign that this sprawling strip mall
on the outskirts of nowhere had a population of
well over 100,000. Even if California is the land
of fruits and nuts, I had a hard time believing
they'd found enough of the latter to populate a
semi-arid rural wasteland to that extent.
But that's the great thing about California:
you never cease to have your imagination boggled by realities more preposterous than anything you could have contrived. Redding is
indeed there, every bit as large and hyperextended as it advertises itself, broiling in 120°+ heat
every summer, and displaying no reason or
excuse for its existence.
I kept on going, anxious to see the northeast, the one part of the state I had never visited
before. An account I had read of the last Indian
Wars described how one tribe had fled out there
into a volcanic wasteland, and for months had
been able to elude the pursuing US Army
because the terrain was just too wild and inhospitable.
Perhaps the land had been tamed somewhat
since then, but it seemed as inhospitable as ever.
What towns there were appeared to be unnatural
and unhealthy intrusions, like misguided
attempts to cultivate a garden in a bed of gravel.
Most businesses seemed to be closed or abandoned, and there were few people to be seen.
The scenery was not spectacular in conventtional terms, not by comparison with the Sierra
or the Coast Range. It could best be described as
sullen and noncommital. There were vast
expanses of semi-barren fields, some undistinguished hills in the distance, and a blankness that
made one feel as though the land had turned into
itself, merely biding its time until these latest
human interlopers realized the futility of their
quest.
As you might expect, this was the first
place I thought I might like to stop and spend
some time, and I was sorely tempted to spend
the night in Alturas, the closest thing to a real
city up there. It's about the size of Cloverdale maybe 3000 or 4000 people - and has an Old
West or mining town kind of feel to it. But I felt
like I hadn't covered enough ground that day, so
I took about 15 or 20 minutes to look around and
then headed north toward Oregon.
Northeastern California is positively picturesque
compared with Southeastern Oregon, which is
mostly flat, dry, and dusty. I didn't expect to
find much there but farmers and hick towns, and
I wasn't far off. One thing that surprised me,
though, was that the towns were bigger and more
developed than I had expected. By that I mean
that they amounted to more than the usual collection of gas stations, motels, and garishly lighted grocery stores that we've come to think of as
small town America. They actually had downtowns, with some stone and brick buildings that
gave an air of permanence. People seemed a little more prevalent than they had in Northeastern
California as well.
Not that Lakeview was any great shakes as
a vacation destination. The motel was OK, and
there were enough restaurants to make my usual
search for vegetarian food a bit more promising
than I would have expected. Promising was all,
though; I think I ended up settling for the usual
pizza or grilled cheese sandwich. I can't imag21

ine how vegans survive when they go in search
of America.
The main point of pushing on to Lakeview
had been that it would leave me well positioned
to make it to Idaho the next day, and so I did, but
not without first devoting a couple hours to
exploring Ontario, Oregon, a drab, seemingly
soulless place that probably deserved about ten
minutes' exploration at best. But Ontario had a
special resonance for me, mostly because I'd just
written a short story by that name, that hung on a
rather drastic juxtaposition between the vast
province of Ontario, Canada and the vast collection of tract homes called Ontario, California.
Ontario, Oregon seemed to offer the worst
of both places. Few if any trees, a skull-pounding heat even this late in the year, a thin, unattractive layer of dust covering everything, and a
nearly deserted downtown where one of the few
signs of life consisted of suspicious matrons
scuttling between their station wagons and the
liquor store. I searched in vain for a postcard of
the place, but apparently nobody had ever
thought it worthwhile making one; the clerk at
the mini-mart looked at me very strangely on
hearing my request.
Ah well, later for that; I was headed for
Idaho, and this had real significance for me: it
would be the first time in some years that I had
visited a completely new state. Call me cheesy,
but I have a serious ambition to visit all 50
states. I'd been stuck at 37 for some time, and
this trip was going to offer me the chance to
knock two more off the list.
All I knew about Idaho was their "Famous
Potatoes" license plates, Evil Kneivel trying to
jump across the Snake River Canyon, and that
supposedly there were a lot nazis hiding out up
in the far northern mountains. I didn't expect it
to be a hotbed of civilization, but it wasn't half
bad. Well, at least downtown Boise - what there
was of it - had one good cafe. The only problem
with the cafe - and this is something that you run
into into towns that are not quite clear on the
concept - was that it also served good vegetarian
food, thus eliminating the need for me to go anywhere else in town.
Not that it looked like there were a heck of
a lot of other places to go. Like most cities these
days, Boise had begun to rehabilitate its old
town area, but in the case of Boise that only
amounted to about two blocks. Eureka's Old
Town was dynamic and exciting by comparison.
It was pleasant enough, though, and quiet. The
night was warm, the breeze rustled gently in the
leaves overhead, and I wondered how long I
could live in such a place without going insane.
One indication of how bored I was: I
picked up the local college paper and read a
woeful account from their alternative music
columnist - Boise's answer to Gina Arnold, I
suppose - complaining how poseurs and nouveaux scenesters had ruined the show for the
true fans when Alice In Chains or Pearl Jam or
somesuch band had come to town. Under normal circumstances, that would be good for a
chuckle, but with time on my hands and no
future in sight, I took it upon myself to write her
a letter explaining how much her lament reminded me of the way Gilman Street old schoolers
complained when the crowds started coming
over the hills from Walnut Creek and Concord to
see Green Day or Operation Ivy. I heard it got
printed in the paper there, though I never saw it,
which is just as well, because I probably would
have been embarrassed.
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Overall I liked Boise, though, and by the
time I left I felt more relaxed than usual, relaxed
enough to drive away with my suitcase on the
roof of the car, just like some tourist in a dorky
sitcom. Oh, in case you were wondering, it
wasn't tied to the top of the car, I had just set it
there for a minute while I was doing something
else, so it slid off and landed in the parking lot.
Luckily for me, someone honest saw it and
turned it in to the motel where I'd been staying.
Unluckily for me, I didn't discover this until I
was a few hundred miles away, in Missoula,
Montana.
As it happened, it was kind of lucky after
all, because it forced me to stay an extra day in
Missoula waiting for my suitcase to get shipped
up there. At first I was bummed, because it
meant that I would have to cut one place out of
my travel plans, but just as I walking down some
nondescript back street kicking imaginary rocks
and grumbling at myself for being so stupid, I
happened to see a flyer on a telephone pole. It
was advertising, of all things, a hardcore show.
featuring right here in lovely little Missoula.
Universal Order of Armageddon,. They were a
band I'd really wanted to see. but had been
reluctant to back in California because so many
of the people who'd turn up at their shows would
be the ultra-trendies who give me the heebie-jeebies for not being one of them.
I guessed the Missoula Elks Hall on a
Thursday night would be relatively free of
trendy scenesters, and so it was. Not .all the
bands were completely brilliant, and the crowd
was a bit lethargic, but the kids who were putting
on the show were really nice. Just the other day,
they even sent me a t-shirt to remind me of my
pleasant two days in Missoula, where about the
only other things I did were: a) walk around the
residential streets shuffling my feet through
enonnous piles of yellow leaves; b) drink slightly more coffee than usual; c) walk up some
mountain overlooking
the University of
Montana campus. from which you could see a
whole bunch of other mountains.
Oh, Universal Order Of Armageddon were
really good. They'd driven 14 hours to get there,
played 15 or 20 minutes, then hopped back in
their van to drive another 12 hours to Olympia
where I guess they were planning on playing
another 15 or 20 minutes. Talking about it like
that makes it sound kind of odd, but during those
few minutes they're playing, it all makes perfect
sense. Plus they were really nice guys. too.
The next day I got to see just how many
mountains there were in Montana (hell, the name
Montana is Spanish for mountain, which for
some reason I'd never noticed before). A lot, it
turned out, and I drove over most of them, some
more than once, I suspected.
The thing is, for Northern Californians like
myself, mountains have a tendency to get generic pretty quickly unless they are truly spectacular. Eventually some of the Montana mountains
turned out that way, but it took a while. Though
I didn't see much in the way of glaciers, and
what I did see looked more like dirty old snow
(hey, sorry for being picky; you're talking to
someone who's flown over Greenland about ten
times), Glacier National Park definitely had a
look and feel all its own. There was no mistaking it for California, or anyplace else I'd ever
been.
Now that I think of it, though, how can I
describe what it was like? Lots of rock cliffs,
sometimes dropping farther than the eye could

take in with a single look. Whole stretches of
terrain where trees grew only as stunted pygmies
or not at all. A depth of silence and a grandeur
of scale in which even the occasional passel of
Winnebago tourists didn't seem particularly
invidious. I got out at the top and walked off
into the wilderness for an hour or so. There
were no trees, only scrub brush and some weird
springy vegetation underfoot. The silence was
so intense that a distant waterfall - it must hav~
been five or ten miles away - was enormously
loud.
Thinking back on th.at experience is maddening: how is it possible to describe perfect
silence in terms of how loud things were? And
yet, that is the only way we can describe it
(unless you count the advertising slogan for the
movie Alien: "In space no one can hear you
scream"). Come to think of it, I could hear the
wind, too, wearily sighing all the way down
from the Arctic, and crunching reverberations of
my own footsteps, and the whistling and roaring
sounds of my own breath.
From where I stood, it seemed I could see
half of Canada, and suddenly I was anxious to be
there. Down the mountains, and onto the beginnings of the high plateau or great plains: whatever you call it, it was flat and there was almost
nothing there. This was not a heavily traveled
road, and signs warned that the US-Canadian
border was only open during daylight hours.
With hundreds of miles of wide open spaces, the
idea of a border being closed seemed ludicrous.
By the same token, I was anxious to get across.
There's nothing like an approaching border to
make you feel like a criminal; even though I had
nothing to hide, I have this recurring nightmare
of a immigration agent looking in his computer
or black book then at me, and going,
Hmmmm ...
Of course it didn't really happen like that.
But one thing I noticed is that even though the
border seemed (except for the little guard station
alongside the road) almost .entirely imaginary,
there was almost immediately a subtle but distinct feeling of being in a different place. On the
Montana side, the landscape had been almost
deserted; in Alberta there was a lot more traffic,
though it wasn't clear where everyone was going
or coming from, since there were no towns. only
occasional farms. Then I came around a bend to
see a long line of cars stopped at a police roadblock.
Just when I thought I'd cleared the border!
They'd caught up with me after all! No. it was
only a routine checkpoint, something I don't
normally encounter in California. but which
seems pretty common in Canada. It was a
reminder of something both I and others have
observed: that Canadians seem willing to allow
more police and governmental interference in
their lives in exchange for greater safety and
security.
The the first town I stopped in. Cardston, it
was called. looked at first glimpse much like any
of the nowheresville small towns I'd been passing through in America. But it was cleaner and
more vibrant. The sidewalks were packed with
people shopping and just strolling. and it lacked
the sense·you have in so many American towns.
that the whole place is on the verge of being
closed for lack of interest.
Calgary was massive; I could see its ultramodern skyline gleaming across the prairie at
least an hour before I got there. First I had to
crawl through many miles of American-style
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suburban sprawl, in which the neon was even
brighter and the buildings even newer than in
similar areas back home. There was obviously a
lot of money here.
I had been warned that Calgary was just an
overgrown cow town. so I wasn't expecting
much more than Dallas North, but I was pleasantly surprised. It wasn't Paris or London, or
even San Francisco, but the center city was full
of life, and in ,parts even downright cosmopolitan. Everywhere people were walking about,
even at midnight, as if they hadn't a care in the
world. If there were any real slums, I wasn't
able to find them; I did run across what appeared
to be their red light district, a one or two blocklong strip of a few shabby bars and some
unsteady streetwalkers.
Canadians who haven't traveled in the
United States probably can't appreciate this, and
Americans who haven't visited Canada can barely imagine what it's like to be able to wander the
streets of a major city without having to worry
about being robbed, beaten. or shot at. Yes. I
know that crime is not unheard of in Canada,
and to be perfectly fair, it has been some years
since I have been robbed. beaten or shot at in the
streets of America. But there was an almost palpable lack of fear in the streets of Calgary compared with any American city of comparable size
(about a million people) that I've ever visited.
OK, it's no cultural mecca, and most
Calgarians I talked to, especially the young ones,
were counting the days and/or cash until they
could escape over the mountains to the brighter
lights of Vancouver. But it's pleasant enough; I
could even imagine living there without immediately going insane, something I would never say
about most American cities of similar size and
location (read: Denver, Dallas. St. Louis,
Omaha. Salt Lake, etc.).
The first part of the journey across the
Canadian Rockies passes. through one of the
most beautiful places on earth. The spectacular
scenery starts at around Banff. an upscale, international-type mountain resort that probably best
compares to Aspen, Colorado. Once you get
past the traffic and attitudes that pollute the otherwise unsullied atmosphere, it's not that bad a
place, but it wasn't capable of holding my interest for more than a few hours.
Once out of town, though, it was impossi•
ble to look anywhere without having your senses
nearly overwhelmed. Because of the lateness of
the season - normally the snow would be starting
to fly - the Winnebago brigades had left me with
the highway very nearly to myself. That was
fortunate, because it was only with great difficulty that I could pay attention to where the road
was going or who if anyone was in my way.
One sight in particular sticks in my mmd.
though in reality it's probably an amalgam and
apotheosis of everything I saw that day. It was
an immense valley, a hundred miles long in my
reckless estimation. bisected by a silver stream
that along its undulating way periodically
widened into fjord-like lakes and narrowed into
ferocious rapids and waterfalls. Marking its passage were hundreds upon hundreds of miles of
unsullied pine forest. exuding waves of greenness set against a marvelously pastel-like red
soil. It was not quite red, to be perfectly accurate, nor any other color that I had ever seen
before: were I to attempt to mix it from a paintbox, I would expect to find it somewhere
between strawberry and sienna.
On either side were the mountains. ponder-
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ous, massive, in every shade of grey and purple.
topped with the still-pristine whiteness of last
year's snow. and above it all, the deep cerulean
sky. Already well on its way south in advance
of the approaching winter. the sun was more
notable ·for its cheery canary hue than for the
amount of heat and light it shed. The day was
almost unnaturally mild, and the landscape
almost perfectly illuminated, but the solar fires
were too well banked by autumn to burn or blind
the way they do at midsummer.
In the midst of this panorama I suffered
something as close to a panic attack as I have
ever known. I had to pull over to the side of the
road to escape the sensation of being unable to
control the car, of being completely detached
from the highway, of a sudden, overpowering
wish to then and there dissolve my molecules
into the cosmos.
At a tiny rest stop I sat gripping the steering
wheel, only gradually becoming aware of my
pounding heart and my sharp. spastic breath. As
I grew slightly calmer, I watched a couple of
tourists engaged in an animated discussion. One
of them, who I guessed to be younger than me
while looking older, was gesturing awkwardly,
attempting to make a point.
He was not an especially attractive person.
Under normal circumstances, I would have soon
looked away. But he held a morbid fascination
for me. in the sense that something about him
seemed terribly wrong. Then it hit me, an overpowering, awful realization. I was as certain as I
had ever been of anything that he was dying of
cancer and did not yet know it.
What's more I could see in his stiff way of
moving and carefuUy contained belligerence the
whole deadly pattern that had led him to this
fate. In that moment I also understood the reason I was seeing this: not so that I could warn
him or his soon-to-be-widowed wife, not so that
I could embark upon a new career as a professional psychic for the National Enquirer, but
because my own life was in danger of following
a similar patl1.
It was not a calming thought. It forced me
to reflect on feelings I would have preferred to
leave deeply buried. It also raised once again a
question that had recurrently troubled me in tl1e
preceding days: how great beauty can produce
great sadness, both in those who possess it and
those who behold it.
According to the vaguely Platonic ideals by
which I had been attempting to live my life,
there was no distinction among the good, the
beautiful and the true; they were in fact interchangeable. How. then, could a spectacular
vista of sea and sky, or mountain and river, or
even the subtle but no less beautiful sight of children playing or .lovers gazing at one another,
sometimes reduce me to tears?
When one's inner world is subsumed by
sadness, it's tempting to think of beauty as the
sun, and the loneliness or emptiness or pain of
separation as the clouds which obscure it from
our sight. How, then. can beauty. when it does
appear. sometimes make us even sadder?
Is it that we can see but not attain it? Or
that it mocks us with its perfection? Or is it
something far simpler. that beauty as we commonly perceive it is not really beauty at all. but
an echo. a resonance of remembered happiness
that we fear we will never know again?
Actually. it's none of those. Beauty is
active, not passive. and every moment we spend
waiting for it. or love, or truth. or justice to shine

upon us is a moment spent dying. We only live
when it is we ourselves who are shining.
With that I got back in the car and drove to
Kamloops. I'd wanted to go there for years,
partly because it had a funny name, partly
because I'd once met a band frqm there called
Desperate Minds, and partly because it was one
of the only cities of any subtance in British
Columbia outside of the Vancouver-Victoria
conurbation, where, of course, everyone goes.
I didn't have any choice anyway; Calgary
to Vancouver is too far to drive in one day unless
you're even a bigger masochist than me. It was
all right, a cowboy and logger town with a thicker veneer of civilization than you'd have expected. There was an excellent cafe serving vegetarian food, with tables out on the sidewalk. Some
drunken Scottish tourists had a good time telling
me how funny my accent sounded.
The nde down to Vancouver was uneventful. As I neared the coast mountains grew
greener, the parts that weren't clearcut, that is.
British Columbia, like Washington and Oregon,
is laying waste to its forest land, though from
what I saw they're doing it with at least a modicum more taste and discretion, at least in the
parts that the tourists see.
Vancouver was heavenly. The weather was
perfect. the view went on forever (I remembered
a Chinese man once telling me that he had spent
two months in Vancouver before the clouds lifted enough to reveal that the city was surrounded
by mountains), and I never wanted to leave. In
practice my "never" meant that I would stay an
extra day, canceling my plan to visit Victoria
and ride the ferry back to Washington.
Instead I rented a bicycle and rode it around
the entire city, twice. There is an excellent bike
path (no cars) nearly the entire way, much of
which travels right along the waterfront. including a spectacular stretch through Stanley Park.
Too bad nobody in San Francisco, which has a
similar geography, had the brains to think of
building something like it.
The following day Vancouver's weather
returned to form; it was the first time since
Eureka that I had seen clouds. I could feel the
winter coming on, and I felt terribly sad at the
prospect of setting out for the south, but time
was running short; I had only three days before I
had to be in California. I stailed around as long
as I could, drinking coffee, looking out over
English Bay, and imagining how pleasant it
would be sit there watching the days growing
shorter and the rain sweeping in from the sea.
Nothing much happened the rest of the day
except a minor run-in at the border with a US
Customs official who thought I should have
declared the box of old Lookout magazines, catalogs, and slightly damaged t-shirts I'd brought
along to give away to anybody I might meet. I
hadn't met many people. so ... I spent some time
trying to convince him that what he was looking
at was essentially worthless junk, and when I
realized that was getting me nowhere, shifted my
tack and adopted the role of a concerned citizen,
horrified to learn that I'd inadvertently done
something in contravention of our country's no
doubt important and essential trade laws. That
worked a lot better, and he sent me on my way
with a friendly smile.
I got to Olympia as it was growing dark.
and instead of going to any of my friends· l10uses, made a beeline for the Smithfield Cafe. I
don't know why. really. While I was sitting
there, the guy behind on the counter put on the

Smiths· first album, which of course begins with
"Reel Around The Fountain." I told him about a
project I had started a week or two earlier, which
involved writing a series of short stories about
lost love and alienation, each of which was
inspired by the title of a Smiths song. He told
me about the time he had kissed Morrissey (on
the cheek, I think, I don't remember for sure).
Later I visited the Lucky 7 house, which
turned out to be the psychic equivalent of
strolling nonchalantly into a buzzsaw. A group
of people, most of whom I knew, were sitting
around arguing about an incident that had happened a couple days earlier, when the Ne'er Do
Wells were supposed to play a show there.
Becca and a few other women made a flyer
branding Ne'er Do Wells drummer Al Sobrante
as a violent misognynist, and demanded, successfully as it turned out, that the show be cancelled.
At first it sounded like a bit of typically
implausible Olympia extremism, and I attempted
to laugh it off, but no one else seemed to sec the
humor. Against my will, I soon found myself in
the midst of the argument, a pointless place to
be, since I had no real idea who was right or
wrong. The relationship in which Al Sobrante
was supposed to have been abusive was with
Annie Creel, formerly of Blatz. Both of them
were friends of mine, but neither had ever told
me any details about what had gone on between
them. Complicating things further was the fact
that Quitty, who ultimately made the decision to
pull the plug on the show, is Becca's boyfriend
and spent several years in a band (Brent's TV)
with the other members of the Ne 'er Do Wells.
Nobody was happy. many loud voices were
raised, nothing was settled, and as I walked
home in the rain, I was glad something had told
me to stay in a motel that night. The next morning I went zipping past Portland without even
slowing down. I kept up a fairly breakneck pace
across almost all of Oregon; though I must have
stopped somewhere for gas and food, I have no
memory of it.
I made it to Grant's Pass at about sunset.
The chilly clouds and fitful rain I'd seen in
Olympia had given way again to the luxuriously
warm Indian summer that had characterized
almost my entire trip. I considered pushing on to
Eureka, but the thought of navigating the precipitous two-lane highway that leads down to the
California coast was not an inviting prospect,
especially after dark. Besides, I'd discovered a
motel that I just had to stay at. My memory may
be playing tricks on me, but I'm pretty sure it
was called the Flamingo (sounds plausible, anyway), and its classically garish neon sign, no
doubt dating back at least to the 1940s or 50s,
immediately drew my attention.
The entire place was a museum ·piece, a
kind of Hollywood pastiche of art deco design
applied to those white adobe bungalows where
Raymond Chandler characters always seem to
live. An excellent place for a struggling young
writer to move into with his portable typewriter
and churn out a pulp potboiler or B-grade
screenplay. I had a not particularly portable
computer, and finished the first of my Smiths
stories ("Reel Around The Fountain 1' - it was
published in Punk Planet #1 if you're interested).
In addition I walked around Grant's Pass
until I acquired serious blisters. I discovered
their one-block version of Old Town. streets and
streets of businesses and restaurants that were all
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closed, and finally a long and poorly lit dirt road
that led out to a shopping mall where Grant's
Pass' decidedly downscale version of Chevy's
was serving pseudo-Mexican food to a drunken
and oblivious crowd of louts. Well, in their
defense, they seemed to be having a good time.
Better yet, the food didn't even make me sick.
Morning dawned bright and sunny and
windy. I rode the rollercoaster road to California
feeling strangely cheery considering that going
home was the last thing I wanted to do. The
radio was tuned to an exuberant if mindless
country s tation and I sang along to all the songs,
even though I didn't know any of the words.
Then I heard a woman with a very pretty voice
singing about how her baby had abandoned her
for an 18-wheeler (this happens surprisingly
often in the country and western world). Being
not especially fond of diesel trucks, I decided to
write a song myself, only about trains, which I
greatly prefer.
And so I did, finishing three verses, a cl10rus, and a bridge before I hit the California line.
It was about how I used to hop the freight from
Arcata to Blue Lake to see my sweetheart, until
that fateful day when she had run off with, natch,
a truck driving man. Refrain:
Now/' m riding the rails just trying to stay out of
jail
My tears fall like rain on the floor
Oh I hang my head down when we pass through
her town
But this train doesn't stop there anymore .
Watch for it on an upcoming Potato men record.
I rolled past Crescent City, past the giant
blue ox, and due to some weird compulsion
stopped at Orick to phone Berkeley and warn the
Lookout Records people of my impending
return. They told me to take my time. I pulled
into Eureka in mid-afternoon and went straight
to Amigas for a burrito. Utrillo was there behind
the counter, right where I'd left him twelve days
and 3000 miles earlier.
"You 're still here?" he greeted me. "I
thought you were going on some kind of trip."

clusions here) , wherever a complete cultural vacuum exists, you're.liable to encounter a thriving
punk rock scene, and that's exactly what's happened in Harlow. A place called The Square has
been putting on excellent shows for years, and a
list of the English and foreign bands who've
appeared there would put many London venues
to shame.
But never mind, I'm not here to write an
apologia for Harlow. I do admit to having had a
fascination with the place, if only because everyone I met from there complained about how
awful it was. Anyplace that can inspire such
emotion, even if it's entirely negative, must have
something remarkable about it, I figured. It was
the same reason I had been so hot on visiting
East Berlin a few years previous.
Time slipped by, nonetheless, without my
ever having found sufficient motivation to take
that long train ride through East London and out
into the trackless wastes of Essex (a county that
can best described as the New Jersey of the
United Kingdom: everybody puts it down, even
those who live there, and if weren't next door to
one of the biggest cities in the world, nobody
would ever give it a second thought).
Until, that is, I learned that both Huggy
Bear and Skinned Teen would be playing at The
Square one chilly night in late January. It would
be my only chance to see either band , and since
we (Lookout Records) were getting ready to put
out a record featuring Skinned Teen (on a split
LP with Raooul), I figured it was practically my
duty to go.
I had heard a lot about Huggy Bear, much
of it not positive. Everybody had something to
say about them; depending who you listened to,
they were either the most important new band of
the 90s or a bunch of insufferably pompous and
pretentious art-wankers. Either way, I didn't figure they'd have much to say to me; if the former
were true, they'd want to talk to other important
people, and if it were the latter. .. well, we pretentious art-wankers tend to get on each other's
nerves, so we have a tacit agreement to give each
other a wide berth and stick to annoying the
0
bourgeoisie.
And my first impression was not good, I
admit. Chris, Huggy Bear's singer, came prancing into the room snapping his fingers to the beat
of a garishly coloured tape player perched precariously on his shoulder. He was dressed
0
divinely in a cute and spritely little cardigan. and
his hair was just perfect.
"He's from another planet," Sean confided . •
0
"Yeah, Planet Olympia," I said.
I was introduced to Chris and a couple
January-February
1994:
Harlow - other of the Huggies, but they were preoccupied
Manchester - Dublin - Cork - Dublin - with preparing for the show and so we barely
Letterkenny - Dublin
talked, except for my getting off on a glaring
wrong foot by telling Nikki that she reminded
If that sounds like an odd itinerary ... well, me of someone from the Laverne and Shirley
just wait a minute or two and all will become television show (which, oddly enough, I've only
clear. To begin with, I was staying in London at seen onc.e or twice in my life) . . I only made a
the time, so it doesn't count as one of the places point of sharing this insight witl1 her because she
I travelled. Furthermore, Harlow, which is a seemed the friendliest of the group. I figured I'd
new town (the slightly more tasteful British way cure her of talking to strangers ...
of describing a tract home development plunked
Skinned Teen were stupendously awesome
down in some ugly fields in the middle of god and awful, both at the same time . It didn't matknows where) is not usually considered a desti- ter too much what they did, because they had
nation for travellers, thrillseekers, or anyone enough attitude to make art out of anything.
besides middle-class commuters from London Months later one of them would tell me that they
who thought it would be good for their children had been horrendously drunk that night. but
to grow up removed from any and all cultural bands always say that about both their best and
worst performances. And this was indeed both.
influences.
Oddly enough (I'm not drawing any conBut while Skinned Teen helped get me in
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the proper mood, nothing _could have prepared
me for Huggy Bear. I was expecting some sort
of art damage project; I don't know why; I just
was. You see, while I had heard and read much
about the Huggies, I had never heard any of their
music . Such a minor detail had never stopped
me from forming strong opinions before, but in
the case of Huggy Bear, I was prepared to concede that they must be Important; how else could
they have managed to annoy and outrage so
many people? I also figured their music would
suck, but there I was to be proven wrong.
Chris, their singer, may have lollygagging
and foofing around backstage, but once onstage
he was fierce. He snarled, he leered, smirked,
preened, and spit fury mingled with contempt
and compassion at the dumbstruck audience .
Well, when I say dumbstruck, I don't mean all of
them; there was one small knot of what the
English call "lager louts" intent on mixing it up
in the nonexistent pit. The show stopped for
about 20 minutes while the band, the audience ,
and tl1e offending hulks engaged in a sometimes
very loud and aggressive dialogue.
I was at least as impressed by this as by the
music. Everyone in Huggy Bear is small of
stature and definitely non-threatening in appearance, yet they stood their ground in a way that
gave courage to the smaller and younger members of the audience who had been getting
moshed on. I saw one slip of a girl, who
couldn't have been more than 13 or 14. jabbing
her finger at a sodden lush twice her size and
giving him what for. "You have no right to take
over the whole dance floor and shove me out of
the way just because you're big and fat and old!"
she told him in a voice that soon had him slinking toward the rear of the room.
Together the band and their fans settled the
issue and the louts were effectively neutralized.
The show continued, the music pounded and
screeched. Over and over I kept thinking to
myself: "Now this is punk," and for once I
didn't mean it as an insult. It was though I were
witnessing the reincarnation of Darby Crash and
the Germs, not in style, but in substance.
Afterward I bought a beautiful green
Huggy Bear shirt (I never buy band shirts. and
usually don't wear them even when they're
given to me for free) . I tried to congratulate
Chris for his performance . He barely seemed to
notice me shaking his hand. but then he was the
star. not me. I went back to London with a plan
percolating in the back of my mind.
Garry at Wl lIJA (Huggy Bear's label) had
told me that the band were preparing to tour
Ireland. It so happened I was going to be there .
the same week. My original plan had been to
retrace my steps from an earlier trip, partly for
sentimental reasons, partly because they figure
in a short story I'm writing . But since my path
and Huggy Bear's would be crossing in the lovely city of Cork, I arranged to meet them there,
thinking that if we got along all right, I might
follow them along to a few of their other shows.
But first I had to make my long-planned
pilgrimage to Manchester, home of some of the
most renowned musicians in history (Buzzcocks,
Joy Division. and The Smiths. in ascending
order of importance), and also the setting of
Coronation Street, which apart from my love life
is probably the world's longest-running soap
opera. True to the city's reputation. the leaden
skies overhead spat, pissed, and vomited rain at
me nearly my entire time there, severely limiting
my sightseeing. I tried to go to an Elastica show
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at the University of Manchester, but it was sold
out. I took the tram out to Stretford on a frozen
Monday night and walked around the streets
where Morrissey had grown up. It was every bit
as drab as I'd been led to expect; no wonder he'd
been so depressed.
The highlight of my visit was the seedy little hotel I found after a long and frustrating
search . (Manchester understandably is not a big
tourist town; my capsule description of it was
"Eureka with a million people.") It was located
upstairs from an even seedier little gay bar that
featured perhaps the tackiest drag show ever
conceived. The stairway to my room was situated directly in front of the stage, and in order to
reach it I had to wend my way through a packedin throng of perhaps a hundred cross-dressed and
hopeful deviants. No, none of them took any
serious notice of me, if you must know .
After a couple days I went to catch the boat
from Liverpool to Ireland, only to find out that
the boat had been cancelled a couple years earlier. I didn't have time to go down to Holyhead to
catch the other ferry, and since the last time I'd
taken it I'd been surrounded and accosted by an
uproariously drunk Welsh rugby team , I didn't
mind too terribly about having to fly to Dublin
instead.
I don't usually care much for Dublin at all;
the looming grey tower blocks in the poorer
quarters always put me in mind of the old East
Berlin . But either I or the city was in a good
mood this day. I had a pleasant stroll around,
mostly looking at the drunks (it was almost the
weekend, well, Wednesday, anyway) and buying
an Oscar Wilde book . The next morning I set
off by train for Cork, and the Irish weather had
its revenge on me for the eight perfectly rainless
and mild days I'd enjoyed in the midst of winter
two years previous. The rain poured down so
hard at times to completely obliterate whatever
scenery miht have been passing by the windows,
and I was reduced to pondering with indignation
why tl1e stunningly beautiful girl with the milkwhite skin and the dazzling red hair would throw
herself away on the smirking retro-hippie with
the John Lennon spectacles and the smarmy
nun-like manner .
Such ruminations are not good for the soul,
I told myself. and yet they do serve to pass the
time. The rain had diminished to a persistent
downpour when 1 arrived in Cork, leaving me
entirely soaked by the time I had wandered
downtown in search of the hotel where I had
stayed last time, and found it closed . After
walking all the way back to the train station, I
found a perfectly wonderful and cheap bed and
breakfast right across the street from where I had
begun my sodden odyssey. The room did have
the one small flaw of being unheated, but that's
par for the course in Ireland. Luckily I had one
set of dry clothes remaining .
By then it was time to set off in search of
Huggy Bear. The rain had stopped for a while,
and the night was dark and electric. I found an
excellent (unfortunately not very cheap) vegetarian restaurant with trendy-looking waitresses,
and though they'd never heard of Huggy Bear ,
they knew the club. I wondered if the Huggie s
would even remember me, but they did, and
even acted pleasantly surprised thar I'd come all
this way to see them. The show was not the
greatest, mostly owing to a sluggardly and
uncomprehending audience who didn ' t really get
excited until the disco dancing started afterward,
but for the few of us who stayed up front and

paid attention, it was excellent enough .
The band, gluttons for punishment, were
heading back to Dublin that night (it's not that
far in miles, but the twisting two-lane highways
make it a lengthy and tedious journey under the
best of conditions). Possessing both a return
train ticket and a pleasant hotel room, I felt
guiltily bourgeois , but I slept well anyway . The
next day I rode back to Dublin, listening to The
Smiths all the way and writing lyrics for a song
about living in the dark ages.
The Huggy Bear show that night was at a
very posh ballroom called the Ierne, which from
the looks of its art-deco trappings dated back to
at least the 1920s or 30s, and hadn't been
changed much since . It was an unusual setting
for a punk show, but Huggy Bear aren't exactly
a conventional punk band, and the crowd didn ' t
even seem too terribly out of place. Which is to
say that nobody spray painted the walls or broke
windows or trashed the toilets . It pleasant. I
kept expecting Bix Beiderbecke or Benny
Goodman to come out on stage. The only downside was that not enough people showed up to
cover the rather high cost of renting the place.
Oops .
Two Pavement imitators opened the show
(for some reason that band is extremely big in
Ireland), and then Huggy Bear were awesome,
making up for the disappointment of the smallerthan-expected crowd with a truly inspiring performance. Afterward they were nearly surrounded by a gaggle of admirers, interviewers, and
hangers-on (oops, I shouldn't say that, because I
guess I was one myself).
Most of them were wonderful, especially
two young kids who were conducting an interview for their fanzine with a sincerity and
earnestness of purpose that it would be pleasant
to see in a few more adults. There was one
exception: two very loud and very drunk girls
who were certain that Huggy Bear would soon
be heading off to some wild rock and roll party,
and were determined not to miss out on it.
A wild rock and roll party was not excactly
what Huggy Bear had in mind , but no hints, subtle or broad, seemed capable of deterring the
girls . They followed us for what seemed like
miles through the chilly and slightly mean streets
of North Dublin . Finally , when we'd very nearly arrived at the flat where we'd be staying, one
of the boys who lived there somehow played the
heavy and sent them packing . It was kind of
sad, but I don't think you ' d want these girls
hanging around your house either. (If I ' m
wrong, I could give them your address ...)
The four Huggies (the fifth member, now
ex-member,
John, never travelled outside
England) and I got to sleep in the living room
(maybe they call it the parlour there), which was
the only room in the house with heat. True, it
was in the form of a peat fire, not the easiest
thing in the world to get started, but once it' s
going, it smells and looks very nice. Plus you
get to really feel like you 're in Ireland.
It also seems to lend itself to the telling of
stories and the eating of cookies . Actually. I
wonder if I should say "cookies ;" most English
people call them "biscuits."
Normally I
wouldn't worry about the language barrier
between America and Britain . but at some point
that night I happened to make some reference to
"pants," thus sending the whole room into hysterics at my expen se. I knew, when I stopped to
think about it, that they wore " trousers," not
"pants ," but I hadn't known until then that

"pants" was the sort of half-silly. half-risque
word, maybe along the line of "pee-pee" or
"poo-poo ," that produces gales of laughter in
children and childlike creatures like the Huggies.
There was not a drop of booze in sight, just
plain old tea, but the merriment flowed far into
the wee hours. In a way it was a rock and roll
party, but unlike any I'd ever attended. Actually
it was more like a preteen slumber party, or at
least how I imagine one would be, never having
attended one myself.
Then it was Saturday, and a long trip lay
ahead, all the way up to the northwestern corner
of Ireland, the town of Letterkenny in County
Donegal.
I ' d been there once before, and
remembered it as an exceedingly remote place .
It wasn't the sort of place I'd go in search of a
Huggy Bear show.
Around noon an enormous white bus pulled
up in front of the flat. It was a luxury tour bus,
well, luxurious compared to any tour bus or van
I'd been on before , even more luxurious than the
Potatomen tour van , but that was still in the
future then, so it didn't count. It came with a
maniacal but good natured driver who reduced
what I thought would be an endle ss crawl over
the primitive Irish highways to a rocking and
reeling high powered jaunt that had us there in
no time at all.
We did stop at one small town because
Chris and either Jo or Nikki got it into their
heads that they needed dog chains (I can't even
remember why any longer; to wear, I guess) and
had to visit the local veterinary care centre . We
had to pass through a large chunk of Northern
Ireland, and though I've crossed that heavily fortified and very paranoid border ma11ytimes now,
it still manages to astound , frighten, and disgust
me.
One checkpoint we passed featured a hundred meters of completely barren land bounded
by gates on either side , and at the centre, a guard
station surrounded by sandbags, out of which
soldiers peered at us through bulletproof glass.
Later, as we passed through a mid-sized town in,
what was it, County Tyrone , I looked out the
window bus and found myself staring down the
muzzle of a machine gun mounted atop an
armoured personnel carrier.
It was a chilly, windblown
night in
Donegal. The moon danced uncertainly between
clouds and mist as we climbed a hill above
Letterkenny en route to a traditional (traditional
for touring bands) vegetarian feast somewhere in
the back streets. On the way up we'd passed an
enormous church facing on an empty parking
lot; on our way back down to town the parkmg
lot was overflowing with pious Catholics just
getting out from Saturday night mas s. Some of
them mu st have been anxious to get back to
town, either to spread their newfound holiness
around, or to drink it off, because they kept nearly running me over with their cars.
That night's gig , in a pub just off of
Letterkenny 's main drag , was the punkest (in the
old fashioned sense of the word) of the Irish
shows. Very noisy, lots of booze . rowdy but not
mean. A significant part of the audience was not
there so much to see Huggy Bear but simply
because it was somewhere to go . Sometimes
that can lead to trouble , when people mainly
interested in partying run into a band like Huggy
Bear, who are not big on providing escapist
entertainment.
But if not everyone understood what Huggy
Bear were on about, they responded to their
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nergy

was truly raw and ferocious
tonight.•. It was cool, too, to see
many older
people at a show, some of whom looked like
they were wearing the same black leather jackets
they'.d worn when the Undertones last played
here in 1979. I keep racking my brains though,
to remember one other thing about that night that
I really wanted to mention, and I just can't
remember, but now I realize why that might be.
It was because through most of the show I
was stuffed into these corner benches, completely surrounded by punks smoking gigantic spliffs
of hashish and marijuana. No, I didn't smoke
any myself, but I didn't need to; obviously my
brain cells were destroyed anyway. by secondhand dope smoke.
I don't know if that was really the case, but
it could serve as my excuse for a multitude of
other missing memories as well. For instance, I
can't remember the names of most of the Irish
people we stayed with and hung out with for
several days, even though I felt like we were old
friends by the time we left. The only one I can
name for sure is Lee, and I'd already met him a
couple times before. This has been driving me
crazy ever since I started writing this story
down, and finally today I tore up my room until I
found the notebook/diary I kept while I was travelling.
At last, I thought. all the details would be
here, people's names, which songs Huggy Bear
had played on which night. what color knickers
they wear, you know, the important stuffthat
people really want to know. But what should I
discover in what turned out to be my boring old
diary? That the whole time I was having these
great adventures and meeting these wonderful
people, I was writing about the same stuff I.
always write about, my own very personal neuroses. I could have written the same stuff sitting
in my room in Berkeley.
Amgh! No time for introspection here;
first we must get back to Dublin. which we did,
thanks to our brilliant driver (no, I don't remember his name either; I think I'm going insane)
sometime before dawn. We slept away much of
Sunday. which is the best thing to do with
Sundays in general, managing to wake in time to
watch East Enders at two o'clock. And what
else?. Somebody went to buy some more peat
for the fire, and I went to buy some cheese, and
the day just sort of swirled away like that.
The show that night was in a tiny place
called the Attic (I think I've got that right),.
upstairs (natch) in some obscure building just a
few doors up an alley from the Liffey (the river
that runs through the heart of Dublin, which of
course you'd know if you'd read your James
Joyce like a .good little intellectual).
The crowd here was not only dead and
embalmed, they had been mummified in the time
of the pharoahs. I had been to a Frank Sinatra
concert where the audience showed more of a
lust for life. No matter; the catatonia of the
twenty and thirty-something would-be consumers of hip culture seemed to inspire the band
to deliver my favorite set yet. I hate to say it, but
they often seem to be at their best when they are
annoyed by a lack of response. Three of us
danced in the narrow aisle right in front of the
stage; the rest of the audience sat like fungi in
the forest, oblivious to all but the glasses of beer
in front of them. Oh, it was a lovely night.
Afterward, I renewed my acquaintance with
David Lacey from Dun Laoghaire (note to
American readers: try and pronounce that one).

so

who had given me a place to stay my first time
in Ireland. He was as bright as ever, but unfortunately he'd grown a beard, which seemed to
slightly impede his reasoning processes, i.e., he
didn't agree with me about some things. But
like many an Irishman, he was willing to disagree - with a wonderfully acerbic joviality, of
course - at great length and in nearly infinite
detail, far into the night. He was still at it when I
woke up the next morning.
It was Monday morning, 9 am, all the
Huggies were tucked fast away in their sleeping
bags, and I had to catch a bus to the airport. It
was time to go home, to London, at least. They
still had another show to play that night, in
Maynooth, but I wouldn't be able to stay. We
made a date to meet a week hence in (I hesitate
to say) London's only Taco Bell. and I headed
out the door, the only person on the street at that
ungodly hour, I'm sure, who wasn't on his way
to work.
I was pretty tired, hadn't changed my
clothes since the day I'd gotten soaked in Cork,
hadn't gotten even slightly undressed the whole
time because it was so blasted cold. and as a
result had only been able to make the most cursory attempts at personal hygiene. The plane
back to Heathrow was filled with - what else rugby fans, and the one sitting next to me was
friendly as all get out until he noticed his mates
staring at him disapprovingly. I guess it suddenly occurred to him: when we were almost ready
to land, that I was a dirty, unkempt, bleachedblond weirdo who for all he knew might be a sex
pervert as well. He suddenly found a magazine
that must have been enormously fascinating,
because he never said another word to me.
It was cold in London too, though it felt
nearly tropical compared with the pervasive
damp and chill of Dublin. As the train crawled
back toward Westbourne Park, I pondered the ,
mystery of central heating, and how its presence
or absence influenced the course of civilization
(there are old goats who even to this day will
swear that the British Empire began its decline
with the introduction of warm houses and hot
and cold running water for the masses).
Perhaps I myself was a victim of this decadence, but it didn't stop me, as I entered the passageway of our deliciously overwarm council
flats, from chanting my newfound winter
mantra: "I love central heating, I love central
heating." A peat fire is picturesque and romantic, but in heaven they have free central heating.
Which means that the only thing separating our
council flat from heaven is that we get billed
semi-annually.
The next week I met the. Huggies. minus
Karen, at Taco Bell in Earl's Court, and realized
all over again how much I loved them. A day or
so later I had to fly back to California, which
made me immensely sad. even though it was
almost spring there and nobody had to worry
about central heating.
March 1994, The Potatomen tour: Yreka Portland - Olympia • Vancouver - Seattle Portland - Corvallis
You'd think that after all these years in and
around the music scene, there wouldn't be many
new experiences I could have. but here was one:
going on tour with my own band. Sure, I've
been on a dozen tours with other bands, but
obviously that's nothing like being on your own.
For one thing, if you're travelling with
another band and things are going lousy. you can
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always bail out, or at least hang around outside
while the band make fools of themselves in front
of an abusive or nonexistent audience. But when
it's your own band. and you're the one that has
to make a fool of yourself. you 're the one who
ultimately has to shoulder the blame if it's a
lousy show, you're the one standing up t11ereon
stage while people yawn or throw beer cans or
sidle toward the exits, well; it puts a whole different cast on t11ings.
I've played of shows where things like that
have happened, but it's quite different when
tliey're one-offs, when you know that as soon as
it's over you can slink back to the comfort of
your own bed and sleep for the rest of the weekend or the week. for tliat matter. On tour. the
only thing you have to look forward is anot11er
town, another night. where for all you know,
things will be worse.
Okay. before I get carried away. let me
acknowledge that what we're talking about here
is not one of those two-month, 60-city tours that
East Bay punk rock bands seem to be forever
setting off on and occasionally surviving. The
Potatomen tour consisted of five dates, one of
which we missed and another which was cancelled. It was conducted in the relative luxury of
a brand new rented van, with real beds to sleep
in every night, with well-attended shows for
which we were well paid.
So. it would seem. we had virtually notlung
to complain about, and since complaints form
the essence of most tour diaries. there's nothing
really to write about. Well. never fear. I'll find
something; I've never been the sort to leave
untouched any silver lining that might somehow
be found to involve a cloud.
In point of fact, and I think the other
Potatomen would back me up on t11is.I was very
bad on this tour. If I hadn't been the singer and
the only one who knew all the words to the
songs. they probably would have kicked me out
of the van somewhere outside of Yreka or
Grant's Pass. and that would have been too kind.
What I really deserved was a one-way ticket to
the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
I'm being too hard on myself, you say?
Well. you weren't there. and be thankful for that.
I don ·1 have any explanation or excuse for my
behavior, except perhaps some subliminal conviction that a band of our stature and a performer
of mine should have been greeted by hundreds.
no. thousands of adoring fans.. that we would
play every song perfectly. that our equipment
would never malfunction. that my voice would
to soar to new heights of expresssion and plumb
new depths of compassion that would leave
audiences flabbergasted, awestruck. awash in
laughter and tears, and with their lives irrevocably changed for the better.
Well. I suppose everyone who sets out on
tour has a bit of that attitude; most people are of
course sensible enough to quickly dismiss II and
be happy if they get through a show without
breaking a guitar string or catching a rotten
tomato. Some of us, however. 111sis1
on set1111g
standards that are, shall we say. just a wee, bit
unrealistic. Has enough time gone by so that I
can afford to laugh about it now? I suppose so;
let's hope some of you see the humor in it as
well.
Not everyone knows this. but the personnel
of the Potatomen (Larry. Chris and Pat) and their
one-person road crew (Utrillo) are identical with
the staff and management of Lookout Records.
meaning that for the first time in four years.
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Lookout was going to be completely closed
down for several days. We shed a brief tear for
all the boys and girls who would have to wait an
extra 72 hours for their Green Day, Screeching
Weasel, or Scherzo CDs, turned on the answering machine, locked the doors, and headed north.
Our tour van, recently arrived ·from another
planet, bore more resemblance to an executive
Lear Jet than the sort of rolling scrap heaps punk
bands are expected to travel in. Fortunately, as
we've taken great pains to point out, we're not a
punk band, so we can travel any way we please.,
Not only did our van have an excellent tape deck
with four speakers and a dashboard wide enough
to accommodate a double bed, it had drink holders galore and individual reading lights like the
kind you'd expect on a transatlantic airliner or at
least a Greyhound bus.
The comfort level was, at any rate, sufficiently high that we had to be relied on to create
our own misery. For the first few hundred miles
we kept it low key, the most onerous burden
being someone's bright idea to listen to the
entire two-CD set of New Order's greatest outtakes, about half of which consisted of a tape
loop of reprocessed electronic drum beats. That
lasted us all the way through the central valley
and up into the foothills around Mt. Shasta,
where I had my first grumpiness attack.
"Could we tum that crap off!" I half pleaded, half snapped (I would have totally snapped if
it had gone on much longer). A monster rain
and hail storm descended, and the scenery grew
more precipitous, dazzling, and terrifying by the
moment. Somewhere in there we passed a road
sign stating that it was still some 300 miles to
Portland. Hmm, a quick calculation revealed
that if we drove the rest of the way without stopping, we'd get there about midnight. Probably a
bit late for that night's show at the X-Ray Cafe.
It seems we'd relied on Chris, who among
us was the most familiar with the Northwest, to
tell us the distance to Oregon. Well, he was off
by two or three hours. Nobody was especially
bothered, since as far as we knew, we weren't
even on the bill at the X-Ray. The Queers, who
we were supposed to meet up witl1 for the tour,
had already bailed on the Portland show because
the X-Ray people had never called back, and the
Potatomen, who'd only been hoping to either
grab the stage in a brief coup d'ètat or set up on
the sidewalk outside as we'd long been doing at
Gilman, figured that there was now no point in
hurrying.
As things turned out, the X-Ray had had
two cancellations, and a large crowd was waiting
for both the Queers and the Potatomen to come
and save the day. But we had no idea, and in our
blithe ignorance resolved to enjoy a leisurely trip
north from then on.
So, you're dying to know, what did we do?
What great adventures did we embark on?
Footloose and fancy free, we could have done
almost anything, but it was unanimously decided
to live our lifelong fantasy of spending an afternoon and evening in the legendary northern
metropolis of Yreka, California.
True, the better-travelled among you might
point out, there is nothing at all remarkable
about Yreka except its weird name and the fact
that while situated very near the middle of
nowhere, it bears a vague resemblance to a real
town. It's a creepy-looking sort of place, mostly
deserted, but with our unerring hipster instincts,
we soon gravitated to the inevitable espresso
cafe. Yes, even in Yreka, but the thing was, it

was already closing for the day when we arrived.
Who, after all, would be wanting to drink strong
coffee after five o'clock in the afternoon?
The woman who ran the place, one of those
intrepid souls who are forever taking it upon
themselves to introduce culture into places
where there's never been any indication that it's
wanted, was kind enough to let us sit around for
a while and drink sodas until we were ready to
set out on foot through the historic streets of
downtown.
An intensive tour of everything there was to
see consumed ten minutes or so, and we spent an

1:30 am. So they really had wanted us to play at
the X-Ray, eh? Drag. Oh well. Doug had made
up comfortable beds for us on the living room
floor, and all would have been groovy except
that he had just broken up with his girlfriend of
about six years, so he wasn't in the greatest of
spirits. Of course if a visit from the Potatomen,
even in the middle of the night, isn't enough to
cheer someone up, they're probably . past all
hope, right?
The lazy Potatomen slept late the next
morning, but I, no doubt kept awake by my
guilty conscience, was up at 7 and joined Doug
down at one of the 37 neighborhood cafes to
watch disgustingly
healthy and cheerful
Portlanders gulp down gallons of caffeine in
preparation for yet another productive day in
which of course the Potatomen had no intention
of taking part. We moseyed on down the road
around noon, did a little lallygagging about
downtown Portland, and then shuffled off to
Olympia.
This was where I really went off the rails,
though I realized my bad mood actually started
back in Portland, for no apparent reason, either,
except maybe getting overcharged at the same
yuppie-oriented pseudo-Mexican restaurant that
had overcharged Geoff and me the summer
equally meaningful amount of time communing before. And why, you might ask, out of all the
with the automatic teller machine at the local restaurants in a huge city like Portland, would I
bank. Then it was off to what everyone agreed go back to the one that I'd already tried and
was the high point of the Yreka scene: Taco found wanting? Creature of habit, I guess.
Bell . Sure enough, the place was packed with Besides, for all I knew, all the others might have
pretty much the town's entire population. I'm been worse; at least I had some conception of
not positive, but one particularly voluble table in just how cheesy this particular one was.
the corner may well have contained the mayor
But for whatever reason, I was not merely
and city council conducting their weekly meet- sullen , I was wallowing in a black hole of
mg.
despair by the time we reached Olympia. This
Rested and well fed, we could easily have was not what I had been expecting; Olympia is
called a halt to our first day of travel then and one of my favorite places, and I had been lookthere, but with renewed energy we pressed
ing forward just to being there, let alone playing
northward into Oregon. Pursued, however, by a show. Instead of wandering about enjoying the
nagging worries that we hadn't yet wasted
gentle and subtly hip ambience of Washington's
enough time, we pulled off the highway again, punk rock capital, I spent most of tl1e day lying
this time to take in the sights of Ashland,
down in the back of the van listening to The
Oregon.
Smiths. And that was the good part; when I venThis was much more familiar ground to us, tured out into tl1e streets, the sun shone in my
full of cafes and natural food joints and people eyes, the wind messed up my hair, and everywith neatly trimmed beards being civil to one where I went , people looked at me. I was glad I
another, so it wasn't nearly as fascinating as hadn't brought my AK-47.
Yreka. Few things are, I suppose. But we
Meanwhile, the Potatomen and their road ·
loaded up on coffee, ice cream, and snooty atti- crew were out doing what touring rock bands are.
tudes before rejoining Interstate 5 for what was supposed to be doing, i.e., getting drunk, making
turning out to be an exceedingly lengthy trip fools of themselves; making uninvited appearacross the broad and empty expanses of central ances in karaoke bars, and generally having a
grand old time . Every time I thought about it I
Oregon.
Somewhere along there we started wonder- got madder. I had already resolved that I wasn't
ing what we were going to do when we got to going to drink anything on this tour, and I had
Portland in the middle of the night, so we began soon extended that resolution to not having any
placing calls to the two people we knew up fun either.
It irked me no end to think that
there, thinking maybe they'd know. For a long someone else might be enjoying themselves.
time nobody was home at either place - because,
Showtime came and went and the band was
of course, they were down al the X-Ray waiting nowhere in sight, but nobody besides me seemed
for us to show up and play - but eventually Doug to care. A large crowd gathered backstage at the
answered. Doug used to be in Shark Fetish and Capitol Theater, the Queers turned up and, as per
Lank when he lived in Arcata, but now he's a usual, adjourned to a neighboring bar and pool
high school teacher in Portland and had to be in hall. Still no Potatomen, and the opening band
bed early so he could get up at 7 the next morn- was already unleashing tl1eir particular brand of
chaos on the audience.
ing.
As one of our old homeboys, he was of
It was the Mukilteo Fairies, and they would
course enthusiastic about the prospect of our have been rad even if Qui tty weren't in them. In
coming to visit, but his enthusiasm noticeably
fact they would have been rad if no one had been
dwindled as our projected arrival time edged in them except singer Josh, who is one of the
later and later into tl1e night. We finally turned most fanatical, devoted, intense and sincere perup at his apartment,
somewhere
in the formers I've seen so far this decade (decade: prelabyrinthine reaches of SE Portland, at about tentious enough for you? sounds like a really
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long time, doesn't it?). The whole time he was
on stage I couldn't help reflecting that this was
the same Josh who'd had dinner with us the
summer before at the Saigon whatever-it-is
Vietnamese restaurant and had seemed so
morose that I worried about whether he'd think
it worth living through the dessert course. Rock
and roll, it appeared, had truly saved his soul.
As the Mukilteo Fairies' set imploded in a
maelstrom of barely contained mayhem (thanks
to Hessian Obsession for that concept), it
occurred to my brooding, tortured soul that it
was now my turn to take to the stage with the
Potatomen. I hadn't seen them all afternoon or
evening, had no idea what songs we were going
to play or if anyone was coherent or conscious
enough to play at all. I decided to cancel the
show and hitchhike to Aberdeen and get a job in
a pulp mill.
I was on my way toward the freeway
when the soggy drunk Potatomen turned up,
singing a Chinese version of "My Way"
they had learned at the karaoke bar, and
though I wanted to say mean things to them,
I soon realized that they were in such a jolly
mood that they would find anything I said
uproariously hilarious.
I'm not dumb,
enough to waste a bad mood on people incapable of appreciating it, so I just picked up
my guitar and headed on stage with the
attention of brazening my way through a
performance before anyone realized I didn't
have the faintest idea what I was doing.
I was totally unprepared for anyone to
like us, but some people genuinely did. It
wasn't an unalloyed triumph, but by the
time we got to "Punk Rock Boy," we had a
small contingent of mohawks and emo-kids,
side by side (no small feat in itself) singing
along with us on the chorus. It was great; 1
wished that we knew a couple more songs ...
The Rickets were next. I'd heard mixed
verdicts on them: they were awful, they were
sweet and sincere ... Well, they may have been a
bit retro, but definitely not awful, and as for
sweet and sincere? In spades. These guys were
as wonderful offstage as on. I'll admit, I was a
little prejudiced against them at first, based on
their looks. A lot of the Bay Area bands who
feature that early-80s look also feature the idiotic
early-80s attitude. But the Rickets hadn't forgotten how to smile; even when they were singing
"Destroy Olympia," it was with a good cheer
that made the apocalypse itself sound no more
threatening than touching up the dye job on your
mohawk.
Needless to say, the Rickets and friends
were in seventy-seventh
heaven when the
Queers took the stage. Joe Queer very nearly
had the night off, as a whole gang of enthusiastic
punk rockers commandeered the microphones
and sang all the lyrics for him. Olympia's major
scenesters, a normally quite sedate group, looked
on with an attitude somewhere between amusement and bemusement as a frenetic pit went
spinning out from center stage; again and again
they remarked how shows in Olympia usually
didn't get like this. After a while, some of them
started joining in.
Sam, formerly of Eureka, now of Portland,
had turned up earlier that evening along with
Doug, our teacher friend. Both of them,
Californian to the core, were at the center of the
pit. Afterward. we got involved in some elaborate expedition to a greasy spoon on the edge of
town, which we had to endure for an hour or two

until we finally got to go to sleep. The next
morning we were to set off on our scary voyage
to the mysterious land of Canada.
True, I slightly overstate the case here for
dramatic effect. In point of fact, I've been to
Canada dozens, if not hundreds of times. My
mother was born there and lived there as a girl.
If it were solely up to me, the United States
would be a lot more like Canada. But for Chris.
Potato, who'd never been outside the USA,
Canada had somehow assumed a threatening and
malignant aura that had almost caused him to
refuse to play north of the border. He fretted
over what language the Canadians would be
speaking, what side of the road we'd be driving
on, if it was _possible to get vegetarian food or if
we'd be reduced to scarfing freshly killed walrus
meat sold by Eskimos in roadside igloos.
Even once Chris' fears had been allayed,

we were still a bit nervous. Many bands have
had trouble crossing the Canadian/American
border; despite the much-ballyhooed Free Trade
Agreement. it seems the governments of both
countries are not enthusiastic about the free flow
of culture. Monsula, for example, had all their
CDs confiscated, and MDC were once threatened with arrest if they dared to play a single
show in Canada.
We solved that problem by pretending not
to be a band (some of you meanies are no doubt
even now saying that it didn't take much pretending, but never mind). Instead, we portrayed
ourselves as typical American yobbos up for
some pseudo-foreign thrills and underage drinking (age limit is 19 in British Columbia). The
border guards seem to have no problem with that
sort of people, as long as they bring money. The
only hitch came when the customs agent, who
obviously fancied himself as a real sharpie. tried
to slip in some trick questions,.like:
"Where were you born?"
"Are you all American citizens?"
" Do you have any heads of iceberg lettuce
in the vehicle?"
"How many thousands of dollars worth of
cocaine are you transporting?"
"Think it' II rain tonight?"
"How many firearms·are you carrying?"
I managed to keep a straight face through
all this until he asked about the firearms, and
then I burst out laughing so hard that I was worried I might have spit in the guy's face, which
would for sure screw up our chances of getting
into Canada. But he seemed to get the joke too,
and waved us on through.
After dropping the suitcase full of heroin

off with our Canadian contact at the first rest
stop, we cruised on up to Vancouver, and even
Chris had to admit that Canada was all right as
countries go . We found our way to the gig,
which was in a squeaky-clean community center
near the outskirts of town. One of the first kids
we met asked us if we could spare a "looney" or
two, and we had to find a translator to figure out
that a "looney" was a Canadian dollar. Why a
looney? I never did find out, though it seemed
to indicate a certain disrespect on the part of
these people for their national currency. So naturally we didn't give them any.
This particular community center was
multi-functional, meaning there was hell of other
stuff going on there at the same time. We started
out by walking into the wrong ballroom, assuming that this must be the place because some kids
were carrying in PA equipment. There were
pink and blue balloons everywhere: a nice
touch, we thought. but were disappointed
to learn that this was in fact a rave party
for the senior class of a local high school.
Oddly enough, the kids putting on the
party didn't look disappointed to learn that
we didn't belong there.
In another part of the building there
was an amateur hockey game, and in the
lobby was a TV blasting out a professional
hockey game from Montreal. In French.
Under Canadian law, every place in the
country has to have both English and
French TV stations, even if, as in
Vancouver, there are hardly any French
people. Foreign languages don't matter to
jocks anyway; a collection of incredible
hulks dressed in their hockey gear and
brandishing their frightening sticks (the
curved ones that they use for gouging out
opponents' eyes) sat transfixed in front of the
TV, making me very nervous about walking in
front of them en route to the men's room to put
on our makeup.
Actually, I think I meant "fix our hair," but
some damage is beyond repair, especially that
caused by Potatomen with access to an unlimited
supply of Dax. the chemical hardening agent
with the tenacity of tar and the texture of cement.
I had steered well clear of the stuff, leaving me
the only normal looking Potatoman, which in
turn of course made me look like a weirdo. In
other words. business as usual.
I can't say enough about how cool all ihe
people were, both those who put on the show
and those who attended it. If any of the usual
punk rock idiots were there, I never noticed
them. People danced; they smiled. they talked,
they sat quietly on the floor and watched. It wa5s
all so civilized. I know many self-styled punks
would find fault with that. but it was such a
pleasant change from so many American shows
I've been to. Of course I don't want to jump to
unjustified conclusions; for all I know, every single nice person in the province of British
Columbia might have been in that room, while
elsewhere a brutal apocalyptic horror reigned.
But I rather doubf it.
The first band - I'll remember their name in
a minute - the Evaporators - were longtime local
favorites, and their leader/mouthpiece/token
insane person was the internationally known
Nardwaar the Human Serviette (serviette is
Canadian for napkin, not tampax, as one rude
person claimed). This guy has the helium voice
of old-style Jello Biafra or actually, Doc Dart.
He harangued and pranced and threw himself
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------------------------about with frightening energy and fanaticism,
and that was nothing compared to what he did
once he got onstage. Although it was a great
honor for the Potatomen to follow such a performance, we were up against it, especially since,
as usual, we hadn't stopped to think about what
we were going to play, and I hadn't stopped to
think about what words I was going to sing to all
the songs I hadn't yet finished writing words for.
But Canadians are too polite to boo or even
talk while you 're playing, so they listened
respectfully, and some of them even danced ballroom style when we did the slow ballad "Sam's
Song" that we don't usually play live, but did
that night because the real Sam who inspired the
song was in the audience, having followed us to
Olympia from Portland and then stowing away
in our van. Actually, the song is not so much
about Sam as about Eureka seen through his
eyes, but it's a real sentimental tearjerker or a
piece of ultrasappy romantic tripe, depending on
your point of view. The story "Satan Lives At
The End Of My Street" which you might have
read in Lookout #38 is the literary equivalent of
"Sam's Song," in case you're curious.
Late that night we ended up in an enormous
seedy hotel down by the waterfront. I couldn't
figure out why nobody seemed to have much if
any energy until I learned that they'd been out to
the supermarket and loaded up on codeine
tablets (which can be legally bought over the
counter in British Columbia). For some reason
this put me in another bad mood, and I slept on
the sofa with my coat and shoes on while the
television blared very loudly. Everyone else was
unconscious, not that I'm saying they were all on
drugs, though I know at least a couple of them
were, not that I'd name any names.
Oh yeah, I forgot to mention the
Smugglers, who played after us and were sensational. You could say that they were Canada's
answer to the Ne'er Do Wells except that
they've been around about ten times longer.
Grant from the Smugglers was instrumental in
putting on the show and is an all-around great
guy. I didn't see the Queers because I was waylaid outside by a bunch of Canadians who wanted to tell me about coffee or high school or
something like that. They also gave me a flag
pin, the Winnipeg (Manitoba) city flag. Now is
that cool or what? How many American cities
do you know that have their own flags? Do you
give pins of them to strangers visiting your country? Didn't think so.
The next morning everyone was hoping to
see as much of Vancouver as could be seen in a
couple hours, which as you might expect didn't
extend to much beyond a nearby restaurant.
Then it was off to Seattle, supposedly for an
afternoon show. I say supposedly, because the
way it turned out, we could have stayed in
Vancouver all day and probably had a better
time.
Seattle was cursed from the start, and I
don't mean for its being the home of grunge or
an upstart rival to San Francisco. But what
would you think if the show you were scheduled
to play got canceled because someone got shot
out in front of the club? We had heard a lot
about the Velvet Elvis and were looking forward
to playing there, but at the same time, I try to
avoid places where people are in the habit of getting shot.
Keyan, who had arranged most of the tour
for us (and done a bang-up job). managed to find
a party for us to play. but on our arrival, the

·venue didn't look too promising. It was a fraternity house, and the last time I voluntarily set foot
inside a frat house was as a paid (minimum
wage) dishwasher. My other main memories of
frat houses were of running for my life from
enraged, drunken jocks who didn't like my hairstyle.
This frat house was "different," we were
told. but I still wasn't looking forward to playing
there . As it turned out, we didn't have to.
Hardly anybody turned up, and the frat boys
decided they didn't want to have a show anyway. The Queers were to play an over-21 show
at a downtown bar that night, but the Potatomen
don't do that sort of thing, so there we were on
the springtime streets of Seattle, wishing we
were still in Vancouver, and with too much time
on our hands. The most exciting thing that happened there was when a couple of the Potatomen
almost got arrested for trying to break into their
own van (I had disappeared with the keys).
The rest of the time I sat in the back of the
van practicing guitar, but I didn't get any better.
That night we went to see The Chase, which had
just opened, and featured music by Rancid.
Utrillo nearly managed to pick a fight with the
ticket seller by asking him "what kind of metal
music" he liked to listen to (the guy had a Seattle
sense of humor, i.e. none). We had the theater
almost to ourselves and whooped it up considerably.
Oh yeah, while we were waiting for the
show to start, we went to a generic donut-land
across the street and while consuming powdered
sugar and cardboard, we were treated to the
spectacle of not one, but two overweight aging
· flower children in purple flowered dresses who
you would have thought were twins or at least
sisters, but ignored each other and focused their
unwelcome attentions on us.
I think there was some sort of Jesus psycho
there too. Why, now that I think of it, are donut
places always lit with such excruciatingly brightness? Has no one ever considered opening
something along the lines of le Petit Donut,
with romantic mood lighting, pink linen, candles
on all the tables, inaybe a string orchestra playing softly in the background? Or are donuts only
considered attractive when consumed under the
crassest of circumstances?
We found a tasteful little Motel 6 somewhere past Tacoma, and after successfully
sneaking everyone into a room meant for one
person, I went and slept in the van. Everybody
got mad at me because they thought I was being
antisocial (I was), but it was the best night's
sleep I got on the whole tour. I listened to the
first Smiths album twice and watched a really
gross couple (he had a mustache and she had a
blond wig) undress in front of each other. I really wanted to go knock on their window and ask
them to pull the shades, but I figured that would
only lead to more problems.
We had several free hours the next day in
Portland, and again I was. in a sour mood, a
mood totally at odds with one of the most beautiful spring days I can recall ever having seen.
The rest of the gang set offin Sam's car to
explore the city; I practiced guitar some more
and still didn't get any better. Then I went off to
the semi -boho district where Geoff and I had
seen the Orson Welles movies the previous summer, drank cappuccino at a sidewalk cafe, and
visited an overpriced thrift store where I bought
a hideous French's mustard colored cardigan. I
was appalled at myself for squandering money in
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this way, but it was to prove a good omen.
Our show that night was in Corvallis, a
small-to-middling university town in the middle
of nowhere (all right, to be fair, that description
could be applied to just about anywhere in
Oregon). I was looking forward to it because
one of the opening bands was Elmer, the brainchild (if I may use the tenn so loosely) of Jirn
MacLean, who along with brother Hal formed
the nucleus of the legendary Sewer Trout, back
in the early days of Gilman Street.
By this time everybody else was getting
grumpy at me; in fact, I wondered about the possibilities of getting dumped on the side of the
road before we reached Corvallis. Ever since I
bought the ugly yellow sweater I'd had a rebirth
of good cheer, which naturally was getting on
everyone else's nerves. I got the feeling that
they wished I would just decide on one mood,
good or bad, and stick with it.
Corvallis is a nice little town, sort of like
Arcata in the way that it has hipsters and liberals
and intellectuals plunked down smack in the
middle of yahoo land. The turnout for the show
wasn't huge, maybe 100 or 150 people, but they
were enthusiastic . It was here that I hit upon a
gimmick for heightening audience participation,
one which I unhesitatingly recommend to other
bands.
Anyone who's played music onstage has
probably had this experience: the show is in a
room much too large for the size of the audience.
Audiences, naturally being shy (that's why
they 're out there watching instead of up on
stage), stick to the back and sides of the room,
leaving the band to play to what looks like a
vast, yawning emptiness. It can be very discouraging.
Having discovered that people have an
almost limitless enthusiasm for free stuff, even
free stuff that's of no earthly use, I announced at
the beginning of the show that since we
· Potatomen were such sensitive types, we
couldn't possibly perform for an audience of
complete strangers. It would make a world of
difference, I assured them, if everyone were
wearing one of our tasteful (and free) Potatomen
buttons, so if they'd just step to the front and collect theirs ...
Well, if we hadn't felt like playing, we
could have used up our entire _allotted time just
handing out buttons . But with my spirits buoyed
by my ugly yellow sweater (my reasoning being
that if I had the temerity to appear in public,
under strong spotlights no less, looking so
ridiculous, then anything else I did was bound to
be an improvement), I charged into the set, and
for once almost everything went right. Well, at
least no one laughed at us.
We even had a few fans who followed us
outside after the show and kept us tied up with
conversation and flattery long enough to miss
most of the next band; Oswald-50. There was no
question of seeing the Queers; we had known
well beforehand that a long drive lay ahead of
us. In fact we were due back in Berkeley the
next morning, and I believe we made it, though I
can't remember who drove or which way we
went or anything that happened along the way.
The next thing I remembered was that there were
about 200 mail orders and about 50 phone messages and a procession of people wanting us ·to
pay attention to their bands instead of our own.
Oh well, we had five days of superstardom; it's
more than most people get.
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F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Beautiful and
Damned, Tender ls the Night, This Side Of
Paradise, various short stories
Well, I've finally done it, finally worked
my way through the voluminous morass of 19th
century literature and into the 20th. It seems
only yesterday that I was plowing through Jane
Austen and Dickens, but in reality the years were
rolling by. So prolific was Balzac that I've probably been through only a tenth of his output, but
at least I got the essential flavor.
Then there was Flaubert. and Zola, and I
began to despair of finding an English writer
who could could combine eloquence and elegance with the earthy humanism and instinctive
understanding of the French. Finally I came
upon Oscar Wilde, anything but earthy, but eloquent and elegant nearly to a' fault. And with
him the 19th century expired, and to a large
extent, England as well.
Lo and behold, though. I found a worthy
successor in, of all places, America. I no longer
have to be ashamed of growing up in an illiterate
country. Fitzgerald stands so far above any
other American writers I've encountered so far
that it's a wonder he wasn't deported. If he were
in a band, it would be The Smiths, if he were a
painter he would be Van Gogh crossed with
Manet, if he were a d_ancer he'd be Nureyev, if
he were a boxer he'd be Cassius Clay (no, not
Muhammad Ali).
Apparently there is not an undergraduate in
existence who hasn't read The Great Gatsby,
and I was no different But very few seem to
have read anything else of Fitgerald's, which
probably goes a long way toward explaining the
benighted state of American culture. You are
strongly encouraged to remedy that situation as
quickly as possible.

Raymond Chandler, The Big Sleep and The
Long Goodbye
A couple times while reading these books,
I've found myself pondering whether they qualify as literature, or are simply very good examples of the crime genre . Which might explain
why I don't always get as much pleasure out of
reading as some people do, since. call them
whatever else you will, both The Big Sleep and
The Long Goodbye are hugely enjoyable, and
only a silly, pedantic person like myself would
bother trying to classify or analyze them.
Or so I tell myself; nonetheless, it is essential to the literary/intellectual pose I wear to so
little effect that I always have al hand the answer
(or at least an answer) to questions nobody was
asking. So in response to the one you're almost
certainly not asking, yes, these books do qualify
as literature. Well, probably.
One of the things that might throw you is
the colloquial jocularity of the language (colloquial jocularity being one of those phrases neither Chandler nor any of his characters is likely
to utter even under penalty of being steamrollered upside the head by a pistol-packing
bimbo with two coats of paint on her and already
in need of a retouch job). Actually, what I mean
is maybe jocular colloquialism. Hey, well, it

succeed in uncovering the first none-too-broad
witticism.
Nonetheless,
if you, like me, can be
reduced to hysterics by the ever-so-subtly
manipulated eyebrows of a seemingly implacable butler, can be sent straight into Chortle City
by the clipped syllables and petrified jawbone of
doesn't read like Shakespeare, put it that way, an atavistic English aristocrat, then Scoop might
and F. Scott Fitzgerald would come off like a be for you. It's meant as a send-up of the newsnancy nellie-boy if he were to come prancing · paper trade, and the fact that it was written more
than 50 years ago hasn't really diminished its
through these pages.
What's at once seductive and distracting
piquancy. Which is surprising; the depths lo
about Chandler's writing is his almost effortless which the English press has sunk of late would
aptitude for the dynamite simile combined with seem to defy any attempts at satire.
It's a fairly thin plot device, too, one you
his ear for the specialized argot of the underworld that is probably authentic, though the fact might expect to encounter in the Marx Brothers,
that I've never hung around with a lot of gang- if not the Three Stooges. One of Britain's leadsters and private detectives in the 1930s makes it ing papers (The Beast; its competitor is known,
kind of hard to say for sure.
with similar subtlety as The Brute), desperate to
He does great things with landscapes and get the scoop on a largely imaginary war in the
settings, too. Real genius is involved if you can largely imaginary African country of Ishmaelia,
make Los Angles and Southern California
sends. through a case of mistaken identity, a
appear this exotic and romantic. Los Angeles mild-mannered and eccentric mama's-boy who
itself becomes as much of a character in the nov- has never been farther from home than London,
els as San Francisco is in Dashiell Hammet's.
and whose sole journalistic experience consists
Two things bothered me, though, both more to of writing a weekly nature column that begins
do with The Big Sleep. For starters, I'd seen the with sentences like "Feather-footed through the
movie, usually a mistake. 'and in this case, more plashy fen passes the questing vole ..."
Naturally our man (William Boot is his
than usual.
Luckily I didn't remember (or possibly
name) not only survives, but comes through with
understand) how it came out, but I found myself flying colors and sets the pesky Ishmaelite crisis
constantly annoyed by having Humphrey Bogart to rights while hardly impinging upon his tea
or Lauren Bacall make sudden guest appear- time, and then of course scurries, like any true
ances. I prefer to draw characters from my own Englishman, back to Home and Garden, disimagination. Also, the, movie version greatly claiming all the proffered foofaraw of effortless
sanitized some aspects of the story, including the fame and fortune. It almost leaves you feeling
gay angle and the pornographic one.
nostalgic for tl1e days of the Empire, though not
Secondly, though I'm usually not too both- really. Warning: if you are one of those who can
ered when books reflect the prevailing mores of not forgive authors or literary characters of a
their times, I found Chandler going a bit over- previous generation for failing to display the
board with his anti-homosexual remarks . I can sensitivity and understanding of our own, you
deal with "faggot" and "fairy" and "nancy boy;" might consider skipping this book. Political
I'm old enough to remember when words like incorrectness abounds; that is to say, people
that were commonly used by people who today speak as they actually spoke in those days, racist
we'd expect to know better. But Chai1dler language and all.
throws in some gratuitous jabs that are not only
irrelevant to the story, but just plain stupid as Jay Mcinerney, Bright Lights, Big City
well. For instance, at one point. we hear
To be honest. the only reason I read this
Marlowe describing a fight he'd won with a rather than Brett Easton Ellis· Less Than Zero
homosexual: "A pansy has no iron in his bones. was that BLBC only cost £1 at the used book
no matter what he looks like."
store, while the Easton Ellis epic was retailing
The
problem
here
is not that for a full four smackeroonies. Probably because
Marlowe/Chandler has impugned the honor of it had pictures of movie stars on tl1e cover (anyall the brave homosexual warriors - I'm sure one remember Andrew McCarthy. by the way?)
some of the muscle-bound lunks who come todIf you're wondering why I was even browsdling out of that gym up on Castro and Market ing in that section of the store. it was because I'd
could set him straight on the iron-in-the-bones just wasted an entire night on a piece of 80s
issue - but rather that Marlowe is supposed to be trash, Euro-division (see Burchill. Julie, No Exit)
cool and smart, and usually is. -Here, for just a and thought perhaps I should redress the cultural
minute, he sounds like a complete dork, and so balance of payments by poring through an
does his creator.
American version of same.
So what, though; don't let that put you off
As it turned out, there was no comparison .
the books. They're great, but take my advice: if Perhaps my expectations were low (Perhaps? I
it's not too late already, don't see the movies figured I'd be doing well to get through the first
first. In fact leave it up to me, I'd say don't see chapter without gagging, something Burchill had
the movies at all. Reading's better for you.
me doing with the first sentence), but I thought it
was a pretty decent book . Well, it wasn't written
Evelyn Waugh, Scoop
by an illiterate, for starters, and it actually posThis is absolutely hilarious, but I'd caution sessed a rudimentary moral sensibility, ,even if
you that the humor is of a particularly British said sensibility hadn't been been developed
sort, and by that I don't mean Benny Hill or even much beyond that of your typical Presbyterian
Monty Python. Much of it is so low-key that minister from suburban Grand Rapids.
But it was an OK story, you found yourself
Americans conditioned to the equivalent of a
murder or a pie in the face per each five minutes almost caring about the protagonist (presumably
of TV viewing might well fall asleep before they Mcinerney himself. though character develop30
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ment tended to be as insubstantial as. the plot),
and the author had the good sense not to clutter
up the book with all sorts of profound thoughts
or Lessons to be Learned. In other words, it was
quite a lot like the 80s themselves, and even
more like a typical 80s love affair: pleasant,
undemanding, short-lived, inconsequential, and
probably better remembered than experienced.
A good book to read on an airplane or while
waiting for a dentist appointment.

Sinclair Lewis, It Can't Happen Here
A good story that would be a lot better if it
weren't so caught up in polemics, It Can't
Happen Here was probably plenty controversial
when it came out in the 1930s. Its premise, that
if or when fascism comes to America it will be
dressed in red, white and blue and munching on
apple pie, is hardly earth-shaking by today's
standards. I can imagine a lot of young people
looking at this book and going, "So?"
One reason it's worth reading, though, is as
a study of why it's so hard to combine good politics with good art. Note that I said "hard," not
"impossible." It's my personal belief that the art
has to come first, that while you have to start
with a well-developed and well-informed political conscience, you don't make artistic compromises for the sake of making a point.
This is where Lewis falls short a few times
too often. One minute his characters are having
conversations or thinking quietly to themselves,
the next they're making speeches obviously
meant to echo down through the generations. At
times Lewis has his heart in the right place, and
at other times his head, but he doesn't always
manage to keep them in sync.
Another problem is that the novel is highly
topical. It was written four years before the outbreak of World War II, when it wasn't yet completely clear which way the United States was
going to tilt (though it can be reasonably argued
that there was never any serious likelihood of the
US coming down on the German side), and at a
time when the Great Depression was still causing Americans to question the viability of their
political and economic system. In the book,
Franklin Roosevelt loses the 1936 election to a
right wing dictator; in reality, of course, FDR
won that election by the largest landslide in
American history.
Even the book's title, which much have
been shocking at the time, and which became
something of a catch phrase in the following
decades (providing, for example, the title and
theme of a song on the first album by Frank
Zappa's Mothers Of Invention), doesn't mean
much today. Anyone who keeps up with the
news knows it very well could happen here, in
fact that we might be lucky if it doesn't.
As entertainment it's reasonably good, in
terms of political education it's . mostly mainstream stuff, and I'm left wishing that someone
would write some popular thrillers driven by a
left-wing ethos and an intelligent esthetic, if only
to help make up for the cornucopia of paranoid
right-fantasies and vapid hagiographies of the
rich that comprise the bulk of our popular literature. Oh well, listen to me natttering on; the next
you know, I'll be trying to reform television or
something.

Some Movies
I've Seen lately
What's Eating Gilbert Grape?
I saw this partly because it was recommended by Greta Christina, the world's greatest
film critic (at present her column can only be
found in the San Francisco-based gay biweekly
Bay Times, but other newspapers called
theTimes, New York and Los Angeles, for
example, would be well advised to add her to
their rosters, for she runs rings around any of
their movie reviewers).
The other reason I thought Gilbert Grape
might be worth looking into was Leonardo
DiCaprio, one of the best young actors around.
He's the kid who played opposite Robert
DeNiro in This Boy's Life, and and forced that
tired hambone into giving the best, i.e., least
schtick-laden, performance he's managed in
years. Even still, DiCaprio ma:de him look like
a cheeseball, but to be fair, DiCaprio has the
looks and unaffected nature of youth to his
advantage with his career off to a blazing start,
he 'II have to work hard to avoid falling into the
same trap that long ago snared DeNiro,
Hoffman, Pacino, and other lesser lights of that
generation: the understandable temptation to
coast on cheap replications of one's past
accomplishments.
A pleasant surprise in Gilbert Grape is
Johnriy Depp in the title role. The guy actually
can act, though like one of his counterparts,
Matt Dillon, seems to have a range limited to
amplifications and variations of his own not
particularly broad-based character. But he does
very well in this role, the only glaring exception coming when he inexplicably slips into
some sort of Brooklyn 'tough guy accent during
what was meant to play as a tender love scene.
Not that Brooklyn tough guys can't have tender
love scenes; just that Gilbert Grape is meant to
be a hick town kid who's never been out of
Iowa.
The most jarring note in the whole production, albeit still a largely pleasant one, is provided by Juliette Lewis as the beautiful, quirky
girl who - a little too prediciably? - turns up in
Bumfuck, Iowa to rescue Gilbert from the
going-nowhere-slowly doldrums of a dead end
job and his near-saintly role in caring for a
retarded little brother and a terminally
depressed 600 pound mother. Lewis is charming, and a bit too saintly herself for us to fully
believe. It's hard to forget that a) she's an
actress, not a real person, and b) even if she
were a real person, she's not the sort of person
most of us can expect to help us out of our
bouts of quiet desperation. Then again, most of
us aren't Johnny Depp, so what can you say?
Minor, or even not so minor quibbles
aside, this is a wonderful movie, and perhaps its
greatest element of wonderfulness is the way it
breathes life and charm into the most mundane
corners of life, while at the same time illuminating with terrifying precision the tedious and
overpowering banality that afflicts so much of
contemporary American life. It's especially
devastating in its worm's-eye critique of what
life in the provinces is like for anyone possessing a shred of sensitivity or ambition. if you
can see the poetry in the back streets of Eureka,
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hear the awful meter of lives being ground to
dust in Manila, Samoa, or McKinleyville,
you 'II know all about Endora, Iowa as soon as
the opening frames of Gilbert Grape begin to
roll. Do see this movie, it's great.

Raining Stones
I'm surprised to see this is even being
shown in the US . Its class analysis and its
sometimes impenetrable Mancunian accents (I
noticed native Londoners screwing up their
foreheads in confusion at some points) might
make it difficult viewing for mainstream
America, where, of course, we have neither
class nor accents.
Or to be more precise, we have virtually
no one who isn't an organizer for one of the
remnants of the CPUSA who will admit to
being a member of the American working class,
the grand old USA being a land where
McDonald's fry cooks are encouraged to think
of themselves as solidly entrenched among the
bourgeoisie. Raining Stones is a firmly working class film that occasionally, but not objectionably, wears its ideology on its poor but honest sleeve.
Set on a shabby Manchester housing estate
(Americans read: housing project) where unemployment is endemic and scamming a way of
life, Raining Stones focuses on a down-but-notquite--0ut local loser who can't seem to get anything right. Desperately in debt, having had his
work van and tools stolen, and with prospects
approximating nil, he's still determined to blow
the equivalent of two weeks' dole money on a
First Communion dress for his precious little
girl.
Even the priest, who's a decent sort of
lefty rather than the bloodsucking parasite preying on the superstions of the unsophisticated
that you might expect, advises him that he's
wasting his money. Nonetheless, our lovable
but muttonheaded hero, egged on by pride and
the insistence that his daughter at least be able
to pretend she's as well off as the other kids,
plows ahead, getting himself very nearly killed,
arrested, and in general run through the
wringer. He succeeds, after a fashion, not that
it matters all that much. The real value of this
film, aside from its blunt and poignant humor,
is the way it points out, gently but undeniably,
that workers are not merely cardboard cutouts
in the ideologue's grand scheme of things. In
illustrating that above all else they 're maddeningly human and too often their own worst enemies, Raining Stones rises far above the level
of typical leftist agitprop. Good film. See it.
Only caveat: if you 're an American unfamilar
with northern English dialects, try and take an
interpreter.
Back Beat
Some of the fussier critics didn't like this
one, but my friend Xandy, one of the world's
great Beatles fans, did, and that's good enough
for me. As you probably know, this purports to
be the story of the Beatles before they got
famous, and while it probably only bears superficial likenesses to What Really Happened, that
shouldn't matter. It's a good story, and fills in
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an important chapter of history (it being my
opinion that historical fact is a contradiction in
terms, historical fiction a redundancy, and any
story, fiction or fact, preferable to a historical
void provided, of course that said story is
interesting or amusing).
Beatles purists (of whom there are no
doubt many, though I have been fortunate in
meeting very few) will find numerous faults
with Back Beat, but don't pay any attention to
them. You don't even have to like the Beatles well, perhaps I should take that back; if you
didn't know that the group up on the screen
were destined to be the biggest pop sensation
since Jesus Christ, you might have a harder
time taking their somewhat predictable travails
and tribulations to heart.
Also the music might be of something less
than overwhelming appeal to those not of my
generation. There are no "Beatles" songs per
se, since they hadn't yet been written during the
time period (1960-61) covered by this film. So
it's all covers of late 50s and early 60s songs,
most of which the Beatles actually did perform
at some point. Though I just realized that one
of the best songs in Back Beat, "Please, Mr.
Postman," was more than slightly anachronistic
itself, since the original version, by Detroit's
Marvellettes, didn't come out till the summer of
1962. But to avoid being one of those tedious
Beatles purists I myself disdained a paragraph
or two ago, I wouldn't make an issue of it.
The main subject of the film is the relationship between John Lennon and the fifth
(and other dead) Beatie, Stuart Sutcliffe.
Which is too bad in a way, because the actor
who played Paul was such a dead ringer for
him (the guy playing Lennon had the accent but
not the look) that I kept hoping we'd be offered
some insights into how the schmaltzy vegetarian sheepherder and husband of Linda went
from being a major part of the greatest pop
group of all time to being a full on wanker in a
relatively brief decade or two. But no matter;
I'm sure even as I speak someone is hard at
work on the Life Of Paul, though he/she may
be first testing waters with definitive studies on
the likes of Barry Manilow and Neil Diamond.
Never mind, before I go too far afield, do I
recommend that you see this movie? Yes.
almost unhesitatingly,
though it probably
wouldn't kill you to wait for the video either.
Bear in mind that any recommendations I make
are probably next to worthless, since I only suffer these bouts of filmgoing .a couple times a
year, and therefore almost anything involving
images moving on a screen is likely to make an
impression on me. Heck, I'm not even offended by MTV, but that I usually only see once a
year, and if you need further disclaimers of my
critical perspective,
I think Beavis and
Bullhead is a work of genius.
Kalifornia
Here's Juliette Lewis again, looking and
sounding like, well, Juliette Lewis, despite the
fact that instead of playing a wide-eyed hipster
as in Gilbert Grape, she's now a wide-eyed
hick. A very convincing one, too, I hasten to
add, though it's worth noting that most hicks
tend more toward the slug or potato-eyed variety (hey, 12 years in Laytonville should have
made me something of an expert).
But if you're at all frightened by hicks, the
real terrorvision here is Brad Pitt, who growls,

drawls, and grimaces his way through a role
that if nothing else will leave you never wanting to set foot in Boomer's on a Saturday, night
again. When playing a character like this,
there's always a danger of going over the top, a
la Jack Nicholson, who at least makes an art
form out of his excess, as opposed to Nicholson
impressionist Christian Slater, who mostly
makes an embarrassment of it.
But for the most part Pitt avoids these
(sorry, can't help it) pitfalls, and creates a persona exuding real menace that becomes all the
more frightening because it is interspersed with
the folksy, good-natured, good 'ol boy cornpone that, thanks to works of art like Hee-Haw
and The Beverly Hillbillies, is now considered a
virtue in American life.
The ending, as is almost always the case
with these action flicks, is gory, drawn-out,
excessive, and cathartic, but not unbearably so.
The hicks die and the yuppie couple survive
and prosper, so you might think it all comes to
a bad end, but it's not really.as depressing as it
sounds. In fact, this is a great movie overall.
Just don't take any strong drugs before seeing
it.

more importantly, they shouid . That is the
overwhelmingly seductive point of this movie.
Like all fiction at its best. it provides us with a
detailed, precise, and accurate view of a world
that doesn't exist, but ought to.

Go Fish
When I went to see this I was anticipating
a lesbian version of Four Weddings and a
and I wasn't
that far off.
Funeral,
Superficially, there weren't many similarities,
and before I forget, I should note that I would
have much preferred to see this in color. It's
almost impossible to shoot a black and white
film these days without at least looking preten,
tious and artsy-fartsy.
And there is a bit of that in Go Fish, as
well as some perhaps too well-worn didacticism, but the movie easily redeems itself
nonetheless on heart alone, though that's far
from being its only quality.
Like Four
Weddings and a Funeral, this is above all a
romantic comedy where love triumphs and a
closely-knit network of brilliant and supportive
friends helps guide the two protagonists
through their respective travails and into each
other's arms.
Four Weddings And A Funeral
Everybody is beautiful. of course, or will
Some of you will be aghast that I would be as soon as they get a haircut and a change of
even go to see this, let alone enjoy it. It's much attitude, and true love is always waiting just
too upbeat, there's no violence or sordidness, around the corner. A wonderful illusion. and
and the class structure of late capitalist society one that had me very nearly ready to run off
is barely even questioned, let alone under- and join the lesbians myself. Speaking of
mined.
which, some people saw this whole film as first
Worse than that, what little message there and foremost a protracted advertisement for lesis in this movie is as simplistic as it is unreal: bianism. I suppose in one way you could say
that, as promised in the theme song, "Love is that. but only in the sense that it portrays lesall around," and we need merely open ourselves bians as strong, self-fulfilled women who take
up to life's limitless possibilities to discover the very good care of each other and themselves.
boy, girl, man, or woman of our dreams.
Actually. that's the part that had me wishing I
In' the world most of us inhabit, it doesn't could be a lesbian; the way the women spent so
work quite so easily. We 'lack the beauty, the much time on energy talking and thinking
wealth, the self-confidence or the blind stupid about each other's real feelings and needs. It's
luck that might make true love or something something you don't find too often among men.
resembling it, a bit more likely It's difficult to hetero or homo.
Yes, I remind myself. it's fiction. a story. a
identify with, let alone sympathize with the
film's central figure, played by recently arrived romance. Still. it's a very nice world to be part
superstar Hugh Grant. He's devastatingly
of for 90 minutes or so. Go see it.
good-looking, seldom at a loss for clever words
(and when he is, his nervous bumbling is pulled Serial Mom
I've been a John Waters fan since l 972.
off with more charm than you or I are likely to
which is when I first saw Pink Flamingos.
muster in our most eloquent moments).
There is no evidence that he ever has to Unfortunately Waters has never quite reached
worry about matters so mundane as working for the heights (or depths) of that landmark of pop
a living or finding a parking space, and he's culture again. Even sadder. the quality of his
surrounded by a warm and loving circle of work has slowly but inexorably deteriorated in
friends who are charming without being cloy- nearly inverse proportion to the size of his buding, eccentric without being tiresome . All of gets and the reputations of his stars.
them sweep through life with the insouciance
That's the bad news. The good news is
and assurance of a privileged class.
that Waters is so brilliant that he could piss
A pleasant fantasy, in other words, or. away half his talent with each new film and still
more precisely, a romantic comedy. A very have more left over than the most mainstream
romantic comedy. It's an art form that filmmakers. Further good news is that Serial
Hollywood brought to a high state of develop- Mom is a considerable improvement over Cry
ment in the 1930s and 40s, and one which is Baby. which I thought was the first real disapoverdue for resuscitation. It might annoy those pointment of Waters· career.
With Serial Mom Waters continues his
of you who insist on art being made tedious by
reality, but for the great majority of us. it's trend toward greater professionalism; there 's no
enormously enjoyable. Uplifting. even.
longer anything even remotely homemadeTrue, I'll probably never know, let alone looking about his films. That's not meant as a
get to hang around with people like this. In real criticism; it's only to be wished that other biglife, such people, such refreshing relationships. bucks Hollywood filmmakers had to work their
such scintillating dialogue, such compassion way up the way Waters has. Starting out with a
and tolerance probably don't exist, at least not homegrown troupe of Baltimore-bred actors of
(Continued on page 461
all in one place and time. But they could. and
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TheStorySoFar
or
HowI Became
A Capitalist
,What was supposed to go in this space was
a dead serious article about the origins and
nature of material wealth, specifically, how
things become valuable, how they're distributed, and whether it's possible for everyone to
become rich.
But while I'll still probably finish that article some day, my heart just wasn't in it at the
moment, and instead I found myself writing
this thing,wwhich is an account of the origins of
my own wealth - relatively speaking, of course;
I just checked the Fortune list of the world's
richest people and I still wasn't on it. But a
considerable transformation has occurred in my
finances since the time I started publishing this
magazine almost ten years ago, and here is the
true, unexpurgated story of how I went from
there to here.
Anybody planning on using my experience
as a blueprint for their own success should be
aware that I didn't plan for things to turn
out this way; it just sort of happened.
And rnore importantly, there are far more
meaningful ways to measure success; as
you'll see at the story's end, there' s sorne
question as to whether I'm really better off
at all, regardless of the increased size of my
bank balance or the increased influence I've
gained over the direction of modem pop culture. Anyway, here's how it all happened:
The summer and fall of 1984 were an
increasingly bleak time for me, made worse by
the fact that I had only the vaguest idea that
things were going terribly wrong. the relationship I'd been in for nearly four years was coming undone in painful and ugly ways, and
simultaneously, my finances were plummeting
rapidly toward zero. My dulled senses interpreted all this as little more than a disquieting
unease, something I thought might be cured by,
oh, say a new hobby.
Like starting a magazine, for example. I'd
always liked writing, and had never been short
of opinions to blather on about. I even had a bit
of history in the self-publishing field, having
started my own satirical newspaper back in sev enth grade, and demonstrated my devotion, in
those pre -xerox days, by printing the entire
thing by hand, with several carbon copies. It
was a wild success among the students and a
source of much consternation among the school
authorities. Though I hardly realized it at the
time, a pattern had been set.
I'd also written for several underground
newspapers in the 1960s, at one time earning
the munificent rate of 25¢ per column inch
from the Berkeley Barb, which, combined with
the income from selling copies of the newspaper on street corners and free meals in Provo
Park, very nearly supported me. But once the
first wave of the underground press faded
away, I was left without an outlet for my writing, and besides, for a while there I had grown
a bit too lazy to be bothered with having opinions.

larger.
hadn't yet mastered the
concept of photo reductions, let alone
computer typesetting, which in a way made it
easier for me, since on a typewriter I could fill
up a whole page in a matter of about twenty
minutes. Also, I wasn't that concerned with a
polished rhetorical style or niceties like subtlety
or taste. Of far greater importance was to outrage, infuriate, or at the very least, gain the
attention of my readers.
Issue #1 was "printed" at the local feed
store, the only place I knew of that had a reasonably priced xerox machine. The total press
run was 50, of which I did 10 at a time, collating them by stacking the finished pages on 10
separate bags of manure. A fitting beginning,
many critics of my journalistic efforts would
later opine.
If I had been seeking controversy, it could
be said that I had mined a rich vein. Within a
few days after the appearance of the first
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Lookout, outrage of varying stripes was rippling up and down the mountains where I lived,
and through the hangouts and gathering_places
of nearby Laytonville. Finally something had
come along to unite the hippies and rednecks:
their universal hatred of moi.
I had anticipated the ire of the local power
brokers and their unwashed sycophants; what
surprised, even shocked me, was the malice
directed at me by the hippies and pot growers,
whose interests I largely supported. Eventually
a delegation of them marched down my driveway, with one of them even threatening to bum
my house down if I persisted in publishing the
Lookout.
By this time I had grown fond of being an
editor, and I was reluctant to give up on my
fledgling magazine, whose press run had
already increased to 150 (largely because some
of the local hippies had taken to destroying any
copies they found) after only three issues .
Although I'd started out by writing mostly
about extremely local topics like the quality of
that year's pot harvest and which landowners
might be getting ready to sell off their trees to
the rape-and -ruin mills, I was flexible enough
to not want my house to get burned down, so I
started casting around for other subjects to
write about.
I had a lot of time on my hands anyway,
because my girlfriend had finally got around
to leaving me, right about the same time I ran
out of money. Oh, I wasn't dead broke or
anything, just broke enough to keep me
from doing most of the things normal people do to get themselves in trouble . In
other words I couldn't afford drugs or
liquor or gambling or loose women (well,
I did meet one ,of the latter about that
time, who wouldn't have cost me anything but self-esteem, but I was coming
up short in that department as well...),
and publishing the Lookout was cheap
by comparison with those other vices.
Anyway , I managed to placate the local
hooligans by shifting my focus farther afield, to
county-wide and national politics, for example,
and, beginning with issue #4; by writing more
and more about punk rock. I had been involved
in the punk scene before, dating back to 1977,
but as it turned more violent and drug-ridden in
the early 80s, I lost interest . Moving to the
mountains in 1982 was meant in part to be my
final rejection of urban punk culture.
That didn't stop me from trying to have a
punk band, which in the grand tradition of most
punk bands , went nowhere for years. But in
1984 and even more in 1985 my interest in the
Bay Area scene began to be rekindled, in large
part because of the Maximum Rocknroll radio
program. Every Tuesday night I'd drive up to
the top of the ridge, elevation 4000 feet, the
only place where you could pick up KPFA,
which broadcast from Berkeley.
The smart-ass, street-comer tough guy attitude that I heard in the voice of Tim Yohannan
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and his fellow maxi-rockers, coupled with the
intense energy of the music they played, gave
me ideas about where my own life could or
should be headed. My own band had suffered a
severe setback when my girlfriend, who'd been
the drummer, moved away. Luckily she had
left behind a set of drums, and I started casting
about for someone to play them.
The mountain was full of musicians, but
most of them thought I was insane. At any rate,
I was looking for someone not burdened by
preconceptions of what music should sound
like. I finally asked the boy next door (next
door in my case being a mile down the road),
who'd never played drums in his life, but was
very energetic and a natural showoff. He was
12 years old, and learned fast - well, fast
enough to keep my with my own limited abilities anyway. His first name was Tre, and I
thought it would be funny to call him Tre Cool.
A few years later he went on to play with Green
Day, and just earned his first gold record.
Our bass player, another local boy, had
been equally inexperienced when he joined the
band. I'd picked him for the simple reason that
he looked like a bass player. We practiced
through the spring, our amps powered by photovoltaic panels (it was miles to the nearest
PG&E pole), and by summer had played a few
mostly disastrous shows. In the fall we went to
Hal Wagenet's home studio in Willits to
record a 26 song demo tape (no sense in
doing things halfway, we figured).
Wagenet. who had his own gold record on
the wall from his days with the hippie band It's
A Beautiful Day, didn't know what to make of
us. To put it mildly, I don't think he had a
great deal of respect for our music. Nor was he
interested in our opinions about how it should
sound; he was the recording engineer from hell
that you often hear punk bands complaining
about: still mired in the esthetics and technology of the 1970s. The one thing I've never been
able to forgive him is that he recorded a number of songs without bothering to tell us that we
were out of tune. "I thought you wanted it that
way," was his explanation later on. Since then
I've worked with perhaps a couple dozen engineers and producers and never encountered that
attitude again.
By the end of 1985 the Lookout''s circulation had climbed to 600 or so, with many of my
new readers coming from outside of
Mendocino County, thanks largely to favorable
mentions in Alexander Cockburn's column in
The Nalion as well as in Maximum Rocknroll.
Perhaps ironically, considering its stridently
leftist character, it was the Cockburn column
that caused me to take my first overt step
toward capitalism: so many people wrote in
requesting to see an issue or wishing to subscribe that I could no longer afford to send
copies out for free as I had been doing. So
while Lookout continued to be free in the
immediate area, I started charging for mail
orders, with the idea that the profit I made on
them could help subsidize the free copies I distributed in the Emerald Triangle. Shortly thereafter I started selling copies of our band's demo
tape with an accompanying lyric booklet.
That winter I took another important step:
for the first time, in four years, I started living
part of the time in the Bay Area. A friend went
away for several months and let me sublet her
room, and I had a chance to rediscover .San

Francisco. I found it very changed, and not
much to my liking. As soon as the weather
started getting warmer, I began spending more
time on the mountain again, but for the next
couple of years I usually .had a room in San
Francisco that I could go to when I wanted. I
also found myself getting more involved in the
Bay Area punk scene, first in attending shows,
and then helping to put them on.
Part of this was sparked by self-interest.
Our own band, the Lookouts, were by now
ready for prime time, we reckoned. Although
we gained little but contempt and even physical
abuse in Mendocino County (a back issue of
Lookout contains an amusing account of my
black eye at the paws of Piano Jimmy, a righteous defender of the blues-based 70s rock
faith), we began to find people in the Bay Area
who genuinely enjoyed us.
One thing lacking was a consistent place to
play. The downward trend of early 80s punk
had resulted in the closing of many of the traditional venues. So even though punk was by
then ten years old, the small group of musicians
and fans we found ourselves assocjated with
often found it necessary to virtually re-invent
the scene.
One good place for shows was a tiny room
down on Third
and

87, the first official Gilman Street show took
place, and although that night's lineup was
nothing special and the turnout kind of lackluster and most people seemed too stressed over
whether things would work out to really enjoy
it, the East Bay punk scene was now well and
fully on its way. But even someone as given to
reflection as I am couldn't have imagined the
full effect it would have on my life and that of
so many others who stood or sat around that
first night visibly wondering if they were having fun yet.
The Lookouts played several times those
first few months that Gilman Street was open.
and at the same time we were in the process of
making a record. It was kind of a dumb idea not so much making a record, but rushing into
it as fast as we did. Because we were doing it
all ourselves, we had ' no one such as a manager
or a record label executive to tell us, "Hey, you
guys suck, why don't you go practice for another year?" In a sense we were making a record
not so much because we were ready, but
because we could. I applied the same principles to record making as I did to magazine publishing, learning in the process that they were
not always the same thing.
A few weeks after the record came out, I
went away for three months. Not. as you might
suspect, out of shame, though if you've heard
the record in question I wouldn't blame you
for thinking so, but because for the first time in
years I had enough money to be able to travel
somewhere. It hadn't occurred to me that when
you've just put out your first album. you might
want to stick around and try to promote it or
even sell a few copies. I guess I figured when l
got back all the records would have sold themselves. and mobs of fans would be waiting to
greet me at the airport.
It didn't happen quite that way. but neither
did we lose enough money .to permanently discourage me from making records. I swore off it
for a while. but while I was away. the Gilman
Street scene had spawned dozens of new bands.
and an energy and enthusiasm that I hadn't seen
since the 60s. Those first few months. the
undisputed kings of the heap were Isocracy.
who. all still in high school at the time, originally got attention for their practice of bringing
huge amounts of garbage to shows and dumping it on the audience. Although some said that
their music followed similar principles, they
gradually learned to play their instruments. the
only difference being that while most bands did
so in the garage or basement. these guys did it
on stage in front of hundreds of fans.
All four members of Isocracy went on to
be in other bands that became better known,
one to Green Day. two to Samiam. and one to
Filth. but at that time no one was thinking of
the future; Gilman Street had its own little
superstars. While I was away. another new
band had burst out of what seemed to be
nowhere, though in reality the bassist and guitarist had been playing together for years in
various bands. This new group was called
Operation Ivy. which, ironically. had been the
original name oflsocracy. Although he's never
carried through on it. Isocracy drummer Al
Sobrante has a number of times threatened to
advertise one of his own musical projects as
"featuring original members of Operation Ivy."
I'd been an Isocracy fan ever since the
aforementioned Mr. Sobrante. still a remark-

Lookout
RECORDS

Twenty-Second Streets near Hunter's Point in
San Francisco. It was in such an obscure and
not especially desirable part of the city that the
cops seldom bothered about it and we could
pretty much carry on as we wanted. The maxim um capacity was about 100, though there
were few shows that drew that many.
But to me the real historical turning point
was a show in May of 1986 at Own's Pizza
Parlor on Adeline in South Berkeley. It featured five then unknown bands: No Means No,
Victim's Family, Mr. T Experience, The
Lookouts, and Complete Disorder. About 150
people showed up, the evening went off with
barely a hitch, but most importantly, there was
a feeling of community beginning to re-emerge.
Some of the same people involved with the
Own's Pizza shows went on later that year to
help get Gilman Street off the ground.
The fact that Gilman Street is still going
strong seven and a half years after it opened,
despite hewing closely to the utopian and seemingly quixotic philosophy of remaining completely nonprofit and volunteer-run, might seem
remarkable to those who weren't a part of it.
But few enterprises have been so carefully
thought about and debated and planned long
before they even opened their doors. For six
sometimes exasperating months, there were
general meetings and committee and subcommittee meetings, and at times there was a feeling that everyone would die of exhaustion
before a show could ever be put on.
But finally, on New Year's Eve of 198634
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ably soft-spoken (remarkable in terms of the,
how shall we say, forceful way he came to
express himself in later years) eleventh grader,
called me up to ask my advice about how to get
shows for his punk band. I told him to come
down to the Lookouts' next show at the Club
Foot and that we would share our set with
them. If memory serves me right, they came on
BART, carrying what instruments they could,
and once they got on stage were petrified with
fear. At any moment I thought Jason Beeboubt,
their singer, was going to duck for cover behind
a bass amp.
I also became an instant fan of Operation
Ivy, as did almost everyone else who saw them
(though for a few hardcore punks, Op Ivy were
already committing the cardinal sin of becoming "popular"). By the fall of 1987, the recordmaking bug had bitten me again, and I started
talking to Isocracy and Operation Ivy about
recording them. Simultaneously, a friend and
fellow resident of the infamous San Francisco
Rathouse, David Hayes, told me that he wanted
to put out a 7" EP of Corrupted Morals, another
of the bands who'd been playing regularly at
Gilman.
David, a major bicycle enthusiast, was
planning to call his record label Sprocket
Records, and I had already decided on Lookout
Records. (In case you 're wondering where the
whole "Lookout" theme comes from, it originated with the fire lookout tower that sits atop
Iron Peak, the highest mountain in my
Mendocino neighborhood.) When I proposed
to David that we pool our efforts for greater
effectiveness, it was also agreed that we should
settle on one name for our combined label, and
it turned out to be Lookout, owing primarily to
the fact that the name "Lookout" already had a
certain visibility. It was to prove to be one of
several fateful decisions.
David oversaw most of the actual recording sessions, and also did much of the original
artwork and the design for the now-famous
smiley Lookout Records logo. I did more of
the chores associated with being a hard-nosed
businessman, including the all-important one of
annoying people. One of the things that made
it possible for us to start the label was my
knack for scamming: in the course of printing
Lookout magazine, I.'d found a copy shop
where the manager was charging me next to
nothing simply because he thought it was so
funny. So we started doing record covers there,
too, rarely paying more than a penny apiece,
and often nothing at all.
The day the records went on sale, we were
still folding covers and stuffing them at the
back tables at Gilman. We were surrounded by
a mob of people buying them as fast as we
could put them into plastic bags. It was an
exhilarating feeling, but still we knew that we
couldn't expect to sell more than a few hundred
that way, and we had ordered 1000 copies of
each of four records (I hate to say that
Crimpshrine was ad.ded as an afterthought, but
in a way they were; they already had a tape
recorded, it was quite good, and it was a simple
matter to press it into a record as well). Pretty
much all the money I had was tied up in 7"
records, and if we didn't make at least a good
part of it back, I might have to do something
really drastic like... oh, like get a job or something.
Many bands and would-be independent

labels have learned to their dismay that it's the
easiest thing in the world to make a record; all
it takes is a moderate amount of cash coupled
with the willingness to make a fool of yourself.
Because, as it happens, the real trick is not
recording and manufacturing records, it's getting them into stores where people might buy
them.
At the very beginning, I went to see Ruth
Schwartz of Mordam Records, which was far
and away the most honest and effective independent distributor, but she wasn't prepared to
take a chance on our largely unknown bands
and our seemingly (not just seemingly!) haphazard way of doing business. So David and I
took to making the rounds of stores and calling
up distributors like Caroline (who at that time
were still independently owned, but enjoyed at
best a sketchy reputation). Some stores were
very helpful and honest; others, like Reckless
on Haight Street in San Francisco, blatantly
ripped us off and did everything but laugh at us
when we attempted to get paid for the records
of ours that they'd sold.
And the same was true of distributors:
Systematic, considered a truly punk outfit, went
out of business owing everyone, including us,
money. Rough Trade sat on our records for
months or years and returned them unsold.
Caroline, on the other hand, sold all of the
records we'd sent them, paid for them immediately, and ordered a whole bunch more.
Meanwhile, mail orders were flooding in.
Something about the bands, or the label, or the
attitude of clever irreverence expressed in
David's ads, had struck a chord with a Jot of
kids across the country.
"Kids" is the operative word here, too.
Most of the older punk
rockers (and by older I
mean edging into their
20s) didn't take us at all
seriously. Our bands
were "Gilman geeks," a
bunch of nerdy suburban
kids who didn't understand that to be truly
punk you had to dress in
black and scowl a Jot.
Our bands actually had
fun on stage, even were
able to make fun of
themselves. And everywhere, it seemed, there
were other geeky, nerdy,
14 and 16 year-olds who
identified with that kind
of energy.
It was only a few months later that I got a
message, via Maximum Rocknroll's Tim
Yohannan, that Ruth from Mordam had
changed her mind, that she would be interested
in distributing our records after all. Although
there were to be other major turning points in
the future, that was probably the single biggest
one. Within a week or two, all the records we
had delivered to Mordam were gone and they
were asking us for more. Even more important,
Mordam paid us, like clockwork, for everything
of ours that they sold, and in those beginning
months, even advanced us money to help keep
things in print. At the end of that first year,
we'd sold $38,000 worth of records, which
seemed like an awful lot, considering that it
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was about twice as much as anybody we knew
earned in a year.
Already we'd made some new records,
including an album by Stikky, and EPs by Plaid
Retina, Sewer Trout, and the Yeastie Girlz.
They did all right, especially the Y eastie Girlz,
but the next major turning point had really
come one night when we were sitting on the
sidewalk in front of Hey Juan Burritos in
Arcata, CA (a whole bunch of us were there for
a show that night, featuring lsocracy).
David and I were talking with the members
of Operation Ivy, and the subject of doing
another record came up. We were thinking
about another 7" EP, but the band said quite
firmly that they wanted to do an album. It
seemed kind of premature - at the time they
hadn't even been together a year - but they
were so sure of themselves that we more or Jess
just said okay. It was to turn into a tortuous
year-long project, complete with a few damaged egos and broken hearts, but that album, as
much as any single factor, was to be the making
of Lookout Records as people know it today.
Did we have any idea that it would go on
to sell nearly 100,000 copies? Not hardly.
Sure, I'd like to brag that I could see it all coming, but while I knew that Operation Ivy was
something unique and very special, 100,000
records was something quite beyond my comprehension.
But that was all in the future; in point of
fact, the Operation Ivy album wasn't released
until May of 1989, and the band broke up
before it came out; what had been planned as
the record release party turned out to be the last
Operation Ivy show, a massive, almost scary

double capacity crowd at Gilman Street that
someone (maybe me) described as feeling like
a New York City subway car at rush hour.
Another thing it reminded me of was
Woodstock: all these people that you didn't
recognize yet felt some sort of kinship with,
and all with the same glazed expression on their
faces, one that seemed to say, "Where the hell
did all these people come from?"
Your most popular band breaking up on
the eve of its album release might be a bad
sign, but the East Bay had not quite run out of
talent yet. One of the opening bands at the last
Operation Ivy show was a still relatively
unknown band called Green Day. They consisted of two 16 year olds from the far East Bay
suburbs, and Al Sobrante, from the now-bro-
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ken-up Isocracy. I'd first seen them the previous winter, when they'd driven over 150 miles
into the mountains to play a fiasco of a show - a
party, actually - that had been organized by the
Lookouts' drummer, Tre Cool.
Because the weather was so lousy and the
party so far from town, almost nobody, not
even the people whose house the party was supposed to be at, bothered to show up. We had to
more or less break into the house and fire up a
generator before the band could play. But play
they did; for an audience of five, three of whom
had to leave before the show was over because
it was a school pight, Green Day played their
hearts out. Right then I knew I wanted to make
a record with them. And since, a couple years
later, Tre would replace Al Sobrante when he
left to go to college, what seemed to be an utter
failure of a party resulted in Green Day getting
their first record and their second drummer.
The second year we sold more than twice
as many records than the year before, and
everything seemed to be going along swimmingly. Except for one very imporuint thing:
my partner David was growing increasingly
unhappy with the direction the label was taking.
He felt it was turning into too much of a business, and therefore becoming too much like a
job. I could see some validity to what he was
saying, but at the same time, I needed a job,
and if it wasn't in the record business, it was
likely to be something a lot worse. Ironically,
at this time I still hadn't ever taken any money
for my work with Lookout, because I still had
my •social security checks, whereas David was
regularly taking a percentage of the profits,
when there were any. But he wasn't happy
about it.
As time went by, he talked more and more
frequently about quitting. At one point, he
actually did quit, and then agreed to come back,
partly to do "The Thing That Ate Floyd," a
double LP compilation of mostly Bay Area
bands (it had started out as a single LP called
"Floyd," but he realized he didn't have the
money to do it all himself, and when I pointed
out that I was doing a compilation too, and that
we might as well work together, it became
"The Thing That Ate Floyd" and the pattnership was preserved for another year).
But by the summer and fall of 1989 nothing could persuade David to stay. He wanted to
have his own label, specializing it more diverse
and obscure styles of punk rock; I said, sure, do
it, just remain as titular head of Lookout, and
help out with the graphics and organization.
He was adamant; he wanted to sever all connections. I was scared; I really doubted my
ability to run the whole show myself. There
were so many aspects to the label that I had
barely any knowledge of. But he wouldn't
change his mind, and as of New Year's Day,
1990, he was gone and I was on my own.
One of the scariest aspects of running
Lookout by myself was that it would mean giving up my social security benefits and hoping
that somehow I would be able to make a living
from the record label. I was collecting social
security on the basis of being mentally disabled, resulting from a misguided attempt to
bum my school down when I'd been younger.
While you could make a case for many successful businessmen being completely insane, the
government doesn't tend to see it that way, so I
figured I had about a year or so I got cut off,

meaning that I had a similar amount of time to
make a go of Lookout or possibly end up washing dishes or picking up trash on the side of the
highway.
I seriously considered closing down
Lookout then and there, but something
wouldn't let me. It had become too amazing and invigorating of an institution.
At the same time, I knew so little
about some of the skills needed
to run a record label that I
went very nearly berserk in
an entirely new way. I
remember very little of the
early part of that year,
because I threw myself
into my work with such
abandon (often fueled by
panic) that most important
events went whizzing by in
a haze.
I put out an astounding
number of records that year,
how I don't know, and one o
them was to have a major longterm effect: the first Green Day
album. Another thing that happened that
year was that Chris Appelgren;, my co-host on a
radio show at KMUD in Garberville, had started helping out with some of the menial and notso-men ial work. Still in high school, he
couldn't draw very well yet, but that wasn't the
sort of thing that ever stood in the way of somebody doing something at Lookout. Now 21,
he's still with us and has drawn literally dozens
of album covers, ads, posters, and t-shirt
designs; his work is sought after throughout the
alternative and music publishing world, and in
his spare time he manages much of day-to-day
business of the label.
But that was still to come; in spite of the
progress Lookout seemed to be making in
1990, I still didn't see how I would ever earn a
living from it. By midyear I had reached the
doleful conclusion that I still would probably
have to get a job. The least objectionable thing
I could think of was teaching, and since I had
only been two or three semesters away from
graduation when I had dropped out of college
years earlier, I decided, flying in the face of all
common sense, to re-enroll at Berkeley.
Anyone who's ever attended a major. university knows it's a fulltime job, and without
my noticing it, Lookout had become one too.
Still, it was an exciting feeling to move into
town, to actually be able to have a telephone
(for the previous year and a half, I'd had only
an answering machine located somewhere in
San Francisco that I would check every few
days for messages; it didn't exactly contribute
to the professional image of the company).
Somewhere in there, between the fall of
1990 and the spring of 1992 (when I graduated)
was when everything changed. A single room
served as both the record company office and
my living quarters, so I had some sense that
things were growing at a rapid pace. We now
had two full-time employees, the second being
Patrick Hynes, a UC student, computer genius,
and brilliant artist and musician who I'd met at
a KALXorientation meeting . Morning after
morning Chris and Pat would show up for work
to find me sprawled out on the floor after a
night of studying or term paper writing. I wondered why I was always tired, until one day I
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calculated that between school and Lookout,
my average work day ranged from 16 to 20
hours.
But as my graduation approached and
other students talked worriedly about looking
for jobs, it began to dawn on me that I already
had one. The final crucial turning point
guaranteeing Lookout's success, or
the final nail in the coffin of my
career as a bum, depending
how you look at it, came
when, almost as an afterthought, I arranged to rerelease some of our most
popular records on CD.
When the company
had begun, we did vinyl
records only, and then
later expanded into cassettes. CDs were still considered a luxury item then,
for the likes of Beethoven
and the Rolling Stones.
There was hardly more than a
handful of punk CDs; in fact
there was a widespread suspicion of
the new technology, and somewhat of a
consensus to the effect that CDs themselves
weren't "punk."
It's not as though Lookout would have
gone out of business if it had stuck to vinyl and
cassettes, but it would have remained decidedly
underground. But beginning with the Mr. T
Experience's first full-length LP for us, we
tried releasing the album in CD format as well,
and were surprised that before long it was outselling the vinyl version. As more and more
stores stopped carrying vinyl altogether, I started trying to convince Green Day and Operation
Ivy to reissue their albums on CD. It took a
long time, especially in the case of Operation
Ivy, who, long after they'd broken up. still
insisted on reaching a consensus on any decision involving the band. a condition made all
the more difficult by the fact that some members of the band were barely speaking.
When the CDs finally came out in the
spring of 1991. I feared I was being reckless by
pressing 3000 copies of each (after all. one
album had been out for two years already, and
the other for one full year), I soon got an urgent
phone call from Mordam telling me that 3000
wouldn't be nearly enough. The Operation Ivy
LP sold 15000 copies that year. four times
more than the previous years, and Green Day
7200, more then double the year before . Each
year since then, sales of both records have continued to increase. Even riow, five years after it
came out, Operation Ivy's Energy is having its
biggest year ever.
By the summer of 1991. though, I was
beginning to burn out on the entire enterprise. I
was still living in the office. where the phone
could and would ring at any hour of the day or
night with someone wanting to discuss some
abstruse detail of a future recording session or
to tell me about their band's brilliant demo
tape. Gradually I started letting the answermg
machine screen many such calls, but that in
turn had the effect of cutting me off from
friends. Coincidentally. I was noticing an
uncomfortable blurring of the line between
friend and business associate. and I didn t like
that at all.
Still, I managed a few accomplishments I
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was quite proud of, most notably getting
Screeching Weasel onto Lookout. Screeching
Weasel had been banging away on the punk
scene for several years,. They made one so-so
record and one truly great one, neither of which
was very well distributed, before breaking up.
Their leader, Ben Weasel, had grown both bitter and cynical about the viability of being in a
punk band or the likelihood of not getting
ripped off by unscrupulous record companies. I
was able to convince him to give Lookout a
chance, and the first result was My Brain Hurts,
which remains one of my favorite
Lookout releases of all, made a
significant amount of money for
the band, and gave Screeching
Weasel a new lease on life that
produced four (counting their
Ramones tribute on Selfless)
more albums and a number of
singles.
Later that year Green Day
went into the studio to record
Kerplunk, which came out in
January 1992 and sold out its
entire initial pressing of
10,000 on the day it was
released. Meanwhile, I'd finished all my university course
work and had started on my
thesis, which tended to
absorb most of my attention.
Luckily, by now Chris and
Pat were reasonably capable of
running the whole show on their own (eventually, by, say 1994, they were to know more
about it than me).
By the time I'd finished my thesis and startled myself with the fact that, nearly 27 years
after I'd first entered a college classroom, I was
officially a graduate of the University of
California, I was feeling pretty ragged. After a
couple weeks of rest, I was back to work toting
up many of the figures that I'd tended to overlook for a while. Not that it was my idea of
fun, but the US government, in the form of the
Internal Revenue Service, was anxiously waiting to hear from me.
I don't want to make it sound as though I
were completely shocked, since I'd always had
a general idea of how things were going, but
seeing the numbers on paper brought it home to
me in a way that I hadn't fully grasped before.
We were now selling hundreds of thousands of
dollars worth of records, and nearly doubling in
size every year. Even though everything
around us still looked very much the same:
shabby office, my bed rolled up in a corner,
chaotic, pointless piles of paper and fanzines
and demo tapes breeding like rats in the corners, and a general atmosphere of good-natured
but irreparable chaos, there was no longer any
denying that what we were engaged in was now
Big Business.
It wasn't what I'd intended, but it had happened anyway. There was no getting around
the fact that I was now a full-blooded capitalist,
the same sort of character that I'd spent many
of my years railing against. But what to do
about it?
One possibility would be just to close

down and go back to being poor, or, as a not ·of time chasing our tails around the tiny bedquite so extreme alternative, to scale things room that still serves as our office, but the
down by lowering prices, giving away lots of records keep coming out, our bills get paid, and
money or records, eliminating CDs and only I think we've earned the respect of most people
pressing vinyl, or only putting out records by we've had occasion to work with.
lousy or unpopular bands. But what would be
Not to mention the fact that there are now
the point? Going out of business has a certain something like a few hundred musicians countsort of heroic logic to it, but running a half- ing on us to keep their records in print, and in
assed or marginal business doesn't appeal to the case of those bands who are making a profit, to make sure that they get paid for their
me at all.
I think it's necessary to make a distinction work. Punk rock music has become a viable
here: some people start record labels for the part of the East Bay economy, with other entersheer love of the medium itself. The records, prises like Cinder Block and Punks With
Presses deriving a significant part of their
ing, the who le
process of turning income doing work for local record labels and
music into a tangi- bands. With bands like Green Day and Rancid
ble object is at· now bringing national attention to the East Bay,
least as important we're liable to see a situation where many peoto them as the ple will be partially or fully earning a living
music itself.
I from what they once did for fun.
could see where
Is this a good thing? I couldn't answer that
people like that with a simple yes or no. When the music or art
could be happy for you love becomes your job, undoubtedly somethe rest of their lives thing is lost, and yet could anyone seriously
just putting out argue that it's preferable to earn a living doing
records that more or what you hate? Perhaps the worst thing is how
less paid their own what was once spontaneous and effortless can
way but not much become routine and tedious, but the same
more. In fact I've observation could be made about most aspects
known people who of life: marriage, for example.
willingly work long
I'd worry about myself if I thought the suchours at a menial job cess of Lookout Records marked an end in
to subsidize their itself. In reality it's almost a byproduct; the
hobby of running a point is to do things that you care about and
small
independent
that excite you. That should be sufficient
reward, but once in a while it pays off in practilabel.
But that never had much to do with why I cal terms as well. What I don't want is to settle
got involved in the record business. To me the into the semi-comfortable niche of being "the
true art form was the process of getting the Lookout Records dude," or to confuse earning
music from the people who created it to the an honest living with living a meaningful life.
people who needed or wanted to hear it. I
The economic and creative freedom that
didn't care whether it was via 7" vinyl, cassette, Lookout has given me is valuable only if I put
CD, or, as it no doubt will be sometime in the it to use to do still better things. None of them
future, on a microchip or downloaded over may earn the kind of money or gain the kind of
phone lines, The important thing was the dis- recognition Lookout has, but fortunately I don't
semination of information and culture through have to worry about that. This whole business
independent channels. It's why I started this came about mainly because I felt I had somemagazine, it's why I started the record label, thing to say and couldn't be persuaded to shut
and it will probably be a major factor behind up. My own music and writing remain my
anything else I do in the future.
most important goals, and nowadays more of
So I'm remarkably unsentimental about my work is going in that direction.
this creature that's grown up at least partially at
But back to business . for a minute: one of
my behest, this creature called Lookout
the satisfactions of and compensations for
Records. It's handed me a new set of responsi- being a successful capitalist is my ability to
bilities at the same time it's given me a degree speak with greater authority on behalf of socialof freedom that many people might envy. One ism. Lookout is employee-owned, and in the
freedom I don't feel I have, though, is to walk case of both musicians and the people who
away from the whole mess.
work in the office, profits are divided among
It's not really a mess anyway. Considering the people who earned them, i.e., the workers.
that we 're four guys with virtually no business When other businesspeople gripe about their
experience and completely lacking the killer taxes going to support welfare or education, I
instinct that's supposed to be necessary to suc- can tell them that I pay plenty of taxes and
ceed, and that after only six years we're now would be willing to pay more if I could be sure
dealing with sales in excess of a million dollars they were going to welfare and education. It
a year, that it all happened with minimal hype, was, after all, such programs that helped me to
very few compromises, and against all odds and get to where I am, and I'd be awfully greedy
(Continued on page 46)
maybe even logic, I'd say things are going pretty smoothly. We may be legendary for some of
our screwups like misspelling a band's name or
the title of their record on 5000 LP jackets, we
may appear to spend disproportionate amounts
37
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Goodbyeto all that...
I always expected that the East Bay punk
scene would unravel and turn into a travesty of
itself once the mass media finally got around to
discovering it. But I never in my wildest imaginings thought it would happen so fast, or that it
would be so ugly.
Not everyone will agree with me, I know.
In many people's eyes things have never been
better. There are almost more shows than it's
possible for one person to attend, bands and
fanzines and record labels keep coming out of
the woodwork, and kids keep turning up from all
over the country in search of some East Bay
punk rock fantasy.
But the signs of decay are everywhere. The
brutal and inexcusable beating of Jello Biafra is
merely one of the more visible symbols of a
bankrupt counterculture beginning to devour
itself. What's even more depressing and frightening act is the social climate that tolerates, even
encourages and glorifies pointless· violence. I
was flabbergasted at the number of self-proclaimed punks who shrugged off the attack on
Biafra on the grounds that they hadn't liked his
most recent record. I heard a similar, even more
vocal chorus of idiocy from those who thought
Kurt Cobain deserved to die in the awful way he
did because Nirvana had signed to a major label.
For years I unhesitatingly advised bright
and creative young people that the punk rock
scene provided not only the best opportunities to
develop and express their talents, but also to
meet others like themselves. I don't think that's
true any longer. I've seen too many positively
brilliant kids arrive in the East Bay with heads
full of dreams and hearts full of passion, only to
be turned in a matter of months into embittered,
cynical drunks, junkies, or thugs.
No, it doesn't happen to all, not by a Jong
shot. In recent years I've had the pleasure and
honor of working with and knowing dozens of
musicians, artists, writers, and all around great
people who've been doing things or preparing to
do things that will shape our culture for decades
to come. The punk scene, with its subterranean
but effective infrastructure, was what enabled
many of them to break out of lonely obscurity
and reach thousands of like-minded souls. That
infrastructure is still in place today, and stronger
than ever, but it's time for some serious consideration of what purpose it's going to serve, what
sort of information and values it's going to transmit.
I've been trying, unsuccessfully, I admit, to
kill off the word "punk" for years. Fortunately, I
don't have to worry about it anymore; MTV is
sure to succeed where I've failed. Within a couple of years "punk" will be so mainstream and so

ubiquitous that it will be making any reasonably
sensible person sick. What's beginning to happen to punk right now is very much like what
happened to the hippie counterculture at the end
of the 60s and beginning of the 70s: It choked
on its own success.
As the masses began to grow their hair out
and squeeze into day-glo bell bottoms, the original hippies went running, sometimes literally, for
the hills. Those who weren't ready to give up on
the hippie and/or new left dream altogether had
to find new ways of being more far out or more
radical. They splintered into factions, each trying to outdo the other to show that they were the
ones carrying on the true spirit of the 60s.
Some of what resulted was vitally important; for instance, the women's and gay liberation movements took the cultural revolution several essential steps beyond what it had accomplished in its male-dominated early years. But
some of it was not so constructive; people were
also blowing themselves and others up with
bombs, wasting away and overdosing on drugs,
joining religious cults and neo-fascist political
movements. All of them, no matter how widely
varied their behavior might appear, would swear
that what they were doing was a logical outgrowth of the Woodstock Nation.
Meanwhile, even cops and politicians
sprouted moustaches and let their hair creep
down around their ears. Your landlord might
call you "brother" when he came to evict you.
By the mid-70s, American society looked as
though it were being run by a grotesque coterie
of waterbed salesmen and cocaine dealers. It
was no wonder that the early punks turned their
greatest fury on the mutant bastard offsprirtg of
the hippie generation; read the lyrics to the original version of "California Ober Alles" for a
graphic illustration.
And though, as I always like to say, history
doesn't repeat, it rhymes, we have come around
once again to a very similar situation. Within a
couple years you will not be able to turn on your
radio or your MTV without being confronted
with a host of bands that you once thought were
the exclusive property of your little subculture.
What's more, your little subculture will no
longer be your property either; it will be used to
sell you every consumer product and every retrograde political attitude under the sun. Hardcore
bands will be advising you to be all you can be
in the Army.
If you 're a younger person, as I was when
the hippie dream hit the wall, all this will seem
extraordinarily discouraging. Some of you will
use it as excuse for wrecking yourself on drugs,
dropping out of the scene altogether, or completely reversing your beliefs. The reason I'm
taking the trouble to write this is to encourage
you not to let it bother you, but instead to wel39

come the change. If I hadn't been ready to walk
away from hipppiedom when it began to go rancid, I would have never been able to enjoy the
far more meaningful experiences I've had as part
of the punk scene. Those of you who keep your
eyes and your options wide open will soon find
ways of plotting against and overturning the
dominant punk paradigm, and the culture you
create will be radder still. It's always more fun
to be the underdog who comes out on top in-the
long run.
A lot of you will say I am being premature
in trying to bury punk. Even though it's starting
to catch on in a big way, it's still had nowhere
near the impact on mainstream society that hippiedom had by the end of the 60s, when most
four year-olds had heard of love beads and rock
festivals. And you could be right; although I'm
comparing the current state of the punk scene to
what was going on around 1969-70, you could
argue that it's more like 1966-67, when the mass
media first uncovered the spontaneous, grassroots hippie culture that had been developing
under their noses for years already. To millions
of kids out there in mid-America, me for example, the whole hippie revolution was just beginning; to the original hippies, it was as good as
dead. They even held a mock funeral procession
down Haight Street to mourn its passing.
But it doesn't really matter which analogy
or chronology you choose; either way you look
at it you lose (sorry, I was just flashing back to
1968 and The GraduaJeand "Mrs. Robinson) if
you 're expecting punk rock as we've known it to
continue to have the kind of vibrancy or relevance it's had in the past. A hint, however, for
those of you hoping to move on to bigger and
better things, or actually, smaller and more
obscure things: the best gardens usually grow
out of the compost heap. Realizing that punk is
past its prime and starting to stink up the place
doesn't mean that you throw all the old stuff out.
Many of the early punks, including Mr.
Maximum Rocknroll himself, Tim Yohannan,
were hippies who were flexible enough to make
the transition. It Will work the same way with
the next counterculture: it will be a combination
of older punks ready for change, and younger
artists who refuse to wear the social and stylistic
straitjacket that punk has become.
If you wonder why I seem so militant on
this subject, why I appear so eager to shovel dirt
into the grave of punk while the corpse is still
warm and twitching, well, it should be obvious.
In addition to my normal concern for the growth
and flow of culture, I feel a special responsibility
because I'm one of the people who helped turn
punk rock into a mass movement. Would the
world be a different place today if I hadn't been
so sure that everybody needed to hear Operation
Ivy and Green Day and Crimpshrine records?
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Not qualitatively, perhaps, but quantitatively,
yes. The same things would have happened
eventually, just not quite so fast.
But because I know there are many people
who are now attempting to live their lives
according to the ideas and ideals that we here in
the East Bay have been broadcasting these past
few years, I think it's especially important to let
them know that none of it is fixed in stone, that
no matter how important a song or a vision or a
dream might be at a particular point in time, it's
only a snapshot; everything moves on, and if you
don't mcve with it you'll either get run over or
become your parents.
Personally, I will still be listening to punk
rock records, and probably making some too, for
the rest of my life. But then I still listen to some
hippie records, and prog rock from the 70s, and
Hank Williams from the 1940s and Cole Porter
and Gershwin from the 30s, and I try to incorporate all of those and more into my own music.
With any luck I'll be able to put aside some of
my legendary narrow-mindedness and open
myself up to a variety of musical and other art
forms that I haven't yet been able to appreciate.
I'll keep working to develop my insight and ability as a writer.
None of that is aimed at planting the s.eeds
of a new counterculture, merely at living a more
satisfying and productive· life. I've done my bit
in the realm of mass movements, had my fill of
being either spokesperson or whipping boy.
Some of you will have to take over now, and I'm
sure you'll find it every bit as exhilarating and
maddening and frustrating and rewarding as I
have. Hint: take notes and photos as you go
along, it'll be a great help when you decide to
write a book about it, and if nothing else, they
might be the only thing able to convince you that
it all really happened, that it wasn't just some
wild rollercoaster dream.

Spike Anarkie:
The "Brains"Behind Lefty Hooligan?
I was sitting in the corner of my least
favorite cafe trying to work on this column for
Punk Planet. The theme was supposed to be
education, and as former president of the Smart
Punx Club (now disbanded for lack of members), I was racking my brain trying to think of
something constructive to say. All around me
were loud-mouthed University of California students who seemed more interested in slamming
multiple cups of coffee and gossiping about that
weekend's parties than in studying or talking
about the great philosophical questions of the
ages.
Suddenly a dark shadow fell across the
blank page I was trying in vain to fill. Standing
over me was my old friend Spike Anarkie.
"Why Spike!" I exclaimed, "What a pleasant surprise it is to see you.- I thought you and
Felix von Havoc had been permanently frozen

into some sort of art piece out in Minneapolis."
"Can the petty bourgeois politeness crap,
Livermore," he scowled. "It's just a tool that the
man uses to keep us conforming to our oppressive social roles."
"Excuse me, Spike?" I said, completely
bewildered. "Did I just hear you using words of
more than one syllable?"
"Oh man, Livermore, you're killing me
with your sarcasm. Well, I got news for you,
I'm an intellectual now."
Now over the many years I've known him,
Spike has pulled many stunts on me, but I had to
admit this was a new one. I had never realized
that he could pronounce the word "intellectual,"
let alone call himself one.
"What happened, Spike?" I asked. "Did
you finally get tired of being unwashed, illiterate, and useless? No, wait, don't tell me you
finally went back to school and finished tenth
grade?"
"School is for losers and that rhymes with
posers," he sneered. "I don't need to go to
school, I got street knowledge."
I breathed a sigh of relief. That sounded
more like the Spike I knew. "So what brings
you back to California?" I asked.
"Dude, I'm writing a column for Maximum
Rocknrollnow."
What Spike was saying didn't completely
register at first. As far as I knew, he had never
written anything more complicated than grafitti,
and besides, he had always made a point of saying how much he hated MRR.
I asked him about this, and he told me,
"Yeah, MRR used to realiy suck, but they're
way better now that they're getting rid of all the
stuff that's not punk and kicking out all the
posers that used to write for it." He looked
meaningfully at me.
"Wait a minute, Spike," I protested. "I may
not write for MRR anymore, but I still read it,
and I've never seen any columns by you.
Besides, you'd break out in hives at the sight of .
a correctly spelled word. If you don't mind me
saying so, you 're too dumb to write for MRR."
"Shows how much you know, Livennore,"
he retorted. "Nobody's too dumb to write for
MRR now that it's turning into a real punk
zine."
"Now just a minute, Spike,'' I said. "I have
my disagreements with MRR, but there are some.
very intelligent people who still write for it. At
any rate, there's certainly no one there as dumb
as you."
"Don't give me that elitist crap,
Livermore," he barked. "You can't oppress me
with your patriarchal pseudo-liberal wimpy
poser values about what's smart and stupid anymore. The only thing that matters is if you 're
part of the problem or part of the solution. You
were part of the problem, and now you're history. I'm part of the solution, and that's how come
I got to take your place at MRR."
"They gave my column to you?"
"Dude, I'm replacing you and Jeff Bale.
And Ben Weasel too, if he quits."
"Uh, Spike, I haven't ever seen a column
by you in MRR."
"Of course you have dimwit, I'm just writing under a pseudo... a pseudo.. a fake name."
"Oh really? And what might that name
be?"
"Dude, I write the Lefty Hooligan column."
"Give me a break, Spike. Everyone knows
40

that Lefty Hooligan is really a mild-mannered
accountant named George who works in the
office at Mordam Records."
"That's just a front. He got booted for not
being radical enough. I'm the real Lefty
Hooligan. I'm the one that really lives the chaos
and carries forth the struggle."
"Spike, Spike, I admit that the Lefty
Hooligan column is sometimes almost as dumb
as you, but he uses big words and real sentences
with correct grammar and everything . You
couldn't write like that in a million years, not
even if you went back and finished 11th and
12th grade too."
"Shows how much you know, Livermore,"
Spike beamed in triumph. "Yohannan got this
new computer
program,
it's
called
RetroRadspeak or something, and you can just
type in any old thing like 'Fuck the pigs' or 'The
man is harshing my scene' and it automatically
turns it into some fancy-pantsy big-word RCP
kind of writing. Hey, I even learned some big
words myself that way."
"Well, I know Tim Yohannan likes to keep
up with all the modern computer programs, but I
really don't think there's such a thing as the one
you 're talking about."
"Dude, you're out of touch. OK. so I don't
understand all this computer junk either, but
Yohannan explained it to me. He said like
sometimes it's better to let computers do things
because you can count on them to always stay
the same, they're not always changing the way
people do. And the best thing is that computers
don't need money, so they'll never sell out the
scene the way you did."
"Yes, now that you mention it, I do need to
be getting back to my mansion for a relaxing
afternoon of counting my money. But before I
go, would you mind telling me again just .so I'm
sure: are you saying that computers are punk
now?"
"Dude, only some computers! Computers
are just like people, some are punk and some are
fucked! Yohannan says it's like this thing.
what's he call it, PIPO, it stands for Punk In,
Punk Out. The MRR computer is all programmed so if you put anything into it that's not
punk it either turns it into punk or erases it."
"Uh, Spike, Tim Yohannan is a very intelligent man. I'm sure he wouldn't tell you any
nonsense like that. It's obvious that you don't
have the first idea about how computers work.
They don't have brains of their own. They can
only do what people tell them to do."
"Hey, don't be dissing the MRR shitworkers, man," Spike glowered.
"I didn't say anything about the MRR shitworkers, Spike. Could you try paying attention?
I was talking about computers."
"Yeah, well some of the MRR shitworkers
are computers, shows how much you know."
··spike, don't be ridiculous. I personally
know a lot of the people who work for MRR. I
may not like all of their hairstyles or tastes in
music, but they're definitely human. Some of
them are really wonderful people."
"Yeah, some of them are people, but a lot
of them are getting replaced by computers.
That's what Yohannan said would happen to me
too if I screwed up."
"How many times do I have to tell you,
Spike, you can't replace a human with a computer. All right, maybe you can if it's just for
adding up numbers, but computers can't write
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columns and articles on their own."
"Yeah, they can, it's easy dude. It works
like this: every time somebody writes something
for MRR, it goes into their file in the big computer downstairs.
Once there's about ten
columns or reviews or whatever stored up, then
the computer can just mix up a bunch of words
.and sentences from the old stuff, and a whole
new article comes out that sounds even more
like the person than that person could write
themselves. All Yohannan has to do is type in a
couple words to say what the article should be
about, like 'Japanese Punk' or 'Military Punks'
or 'Purple Onion."'
"Purple Onion?"
"That 's where the new punk scene is happening these days."
"Spike, the Purple Onion is a bar where
people in their 20s and 30s go to listen to retro
music. You 're not even old enough to get in."
"Yeah, but I'm geting a fake ID pretty
soon. Besides, Yohannan says most people
under 'about 26 don't really know what punk is
about , and seeing how I'm only 19, I guess I
have to take his word for it."
"Spike, I'm beginning to think you've been
replaced by a computer. You used to hate Tim
Yohannan and Maximum Rocknroll . Now you
sound like you 're in a cult and he's your guru."
"Hey, getting replaced by a computer ' s not
that bad. You get to be famous for being in
Maximum Rocknroll and meet chicks and everything and you don't even have to do any work!"
"I see. So you 're saying I was going about
it all wrong during those years I worked for
MRR? You mean I didn't need to go to the trouble of actually writing my column? I mean it
sure never made me popular or anything."
"Finally starting to get smart, Livermore?
Fuckin' right, who wants to hang out with some
dweeb who sits around in his house all the time
trying to think of things to say. You should have
just let the computer do it for you while you
went down to Epicenter and scoped out the punk
babes."
"Uh , Spike, I prefer not to view my brothers and sisters in the punk scene as mere sexual
commodities . Besides, Epicenter is a community cultural center, not some sort of swinging singles scene for dysfunctional punks like yourself."
At this point Spike started to sing the Beck
"Loser" song very loudly while dancing around
my table and pointing at me. Everyone in the
cafe was staring at us.
"Get on the new punk tip, dude!" Spike
jeered . "Look at you wasting away in the comer
while the real punks are out having fun and getting laid! Nobody writes anymore, computers
can do it better!"
"Spike , this is quite a change from when
you were singing with the Fucken Shitz. How
did that song of yours go:
I'm gonna smash and trash your death machine ,
Put my punk brick through your computer
screen.
Don't tell me Tim Yohannan has brainwashed
you into thinking computers are punk now ."
"Tim Yohannan has done a lot for the
scene, man."
Something about this guy was making me
nervous. Not only was he saying things that I
never thought I'd hear coming out of the mouth
of Spike Anarkie, but I kept thinking I saw these
weird flashing lights behind his eyes.

"You could still come back to MRR, you the way here from Council Bluffs, Iowa because
know," Spike was saying. "They've got all your I heard the first Crimpshrine 7" when I was 13
old columns stored in the computer . Press a but- and it changed my life."
"And you're ready to work hard and give
ton and a new one comes out every month like
clockwork, you get the glory and the machine unstintingly of yourself to keep the true spirit of
does all the work. Come on! We can go to the East Bay punk rock alive?"
"Oh yes, of course, punk rock is all that
Purple Onion! The Rip Offs are playing! And
matters to me," she said, looking at me as though
the Count Backwards!"
Count backwards ... Count backwards ... I were a messenger from God :
"Great!" I said. "Welcome to the scene!
What was it about those words that sounded so
spooky? Omigod! Now I remembered . It was Do you know how to type?"
And sure enough she did, in fact she'd won
this really scary movie I saw once, about Satan
talking this young writer into selling his soul for an award for being the best typist in her graduatfame and fortune. And just when he was about ing class. So I brought her over to the house and
to get dragged off to hell, the writer found out kicked back on a pillow in the corner while I told
that you could break Satan's power by counting her the story of running into Spike at the Cafe
backwards . There was this really cool scene at Hell while she typed it up into a column.
the end, where the devil just shrivelled up into a
When she was finished I told her to sign it
puddle on the floor. Actually, I remember think- "by Larry Livermore" and send it off to Punk
ing at the time that it was kind of ripped off from
The Wizardof Oz, but whatever .
Wait a minute! Could it be that this wasn't
Spike Anarkie at all? Had *Satan* cleverly disguised himself as the ultimate punk so as to better seduce me into selling my own soul? The
more I thought about it, the more it made sense,
until I remembered that I didn't believe in the
devil. There had to be a more scientific explanation.
Science! That's what it had to be. Spike
was a hologram! I reached out to see if I could
put my hand through him, but he quickly stepped
pack . Of course that might have been because
Molly and Jonelle from the Tourettesrelax
he thought I was going to hit him.
with a cold beer otter their exhausting US
But then I saw it. A tiny beam of light,
tour. Phew!
aimed right at the base of Spike's spine. It was a
laser, and it was coming straight from the West
Bay, straight from the high-tech headquarters of
Maximum Rocknroll. I'd nearly fallen for a
cheap electronic trick.
Planet, and she asked if there was anything else
When Spike wasn't looking, I stuck my
she could do for the scene. I told her to stick
hand out and blocked the laser. Immediately
around, I'd let her know if anything came up,
Spike started to fade from sight. "Livermore!"
and then I took a long nap, thinking as I drifted
he shrieked, "leave my beam alone!"
· But I knew what was to be done now. I off to dreamland that no matter what Tim
grabbed a mirror out of the hands of a girl who Yohannan or Spike Anarkie said, people were
was putting on makeup at the next table, and still better than computers in some ways . Even
stuck in smack in front of the West Bay Spike if they were always changing.
Ray. Just like that it short-circuited, and Spike
OK, now we can get down to the real goop
went up in a paroxysm of sparks and flashes . A
that
you
all love and hate so much, the part
few heads turned to see what all the bright lights
were about, but just as quickly the lights were where you get to see your own names and those
gone, and so was Spike, or his hologram, or of your friends in BOLD FACED PRINT.
whatever it had been . Nobody stared for long, I'm sometimes embarrassed to realize that this
because this is Berkeley, and it's very uncool to essentially trivial column seems to be the single
most popular feature in the lookout, which is
be amazed by anything.
And there I was, still stuck in the corner of why it's always at the back of the magazine.
Cafe Hell, surrounded by trendy fun-lovers who Think of it our equivalent of the sports section
didn't know or care that in front of me was the or the comics . Which of course is the first
same blank page that had been rudely staring me place most people look in the newspaper. The
in the face for the last half hour. Maybe Spike hell with all that Bosnia and homeless and ghetwas right. Why did I put myself through this? I to warfare stuff, how are the GIANTS doing
searched through my pockets until I found a cou- and what's up with CALVINAND HOBBES?
ple of dimes, and went to the pay phone to call And with us music types, well, admit it, if
Tim Yohannan and ask if he'd at least let me you're from around here, I bet that when you
make a copy of his column-writing software .
pick up the Express, the first thing you look at,
But the line was busy, and I was about to no matter how much you swear you hate her, is
give up and go slit my wrists or something, until GINA ARNOLD'scolumn.
I saw this starry-eyed kid sitting on the sidewalk .
Speaking of the Great Satan herself, I
She had a pierced ear and a pierced nose, and her guess my own rising status in the music biz has
jacket had the names of every East Bay pop- finally begun to have its fringe benefits; after
punk band there ever was written on it.
years of fulminating against her to no visible
"Hi," I said. "Did you come here to join effect, I finally had the opportunity to have a
the scene?"
lengthy conversation with Gina earlier this
"Yes," she said fervently. "I hitchhiked all spring . It was a pleasant surprise to find that
41
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she was so nice, even friendly, despite all the way, not anymore, since they signed with
mean things I've written about her. On the ATLANTICRECORDSin a deal that still has
other hand, in the article she wrote later, she some people scratching their heads. What was
gave little indication of having heard much of the point of leaving the biggest independent
anything I'd said; perhaps she's been reading label in the country, especially when you, or at
my writing with similar
least part of your band, own it?
And even more so, when that indeattentiveness.
ndent label is getting so big that it
It was mildly human wield the same sort of clout as a
bling, of course, to realize
major? Of course the Bad Religion
that while I had to settle ..
deal happened last year; at the time
merely for the honor of
they probably couldn't have fore having a three-hour con-of.
versation with one of the
seen what was about to happen with
leading spokespersons of
Epitaph.
Probably the next Epitaph
the alternative
music
band to go massive (they're already
scene, she was actually
big) will be the East Bay's own
getting paid to talk to me.
Having long been in the
RANCID. I have begun to be able
to tell about these things, and I keep
habit of dishing out my
own particular words of
hearing people complain that they
the Potatomen really
wisdom for free, I continheard Rancid on their local cheesy
like Hank Williams
modern rock station (never once do
ued to be humbled in the
weeks and months that
these people to explain why they
followed; suddenly, it seemed, all sorts of paid were listening to that station if it's so awful).
purveyors of pop culture were calling me and The new Rancid album (Let's Go) is masterfulfinding everything I had to say simply fascinat- ly produced, full of catchy tunes and dizzying
ing. Reporters from Rolling Stone, Spin, even bass runs. It may be the one that finally makes
Details, fer chrissake. Well, I suppose you're people forget that MATT and LINT were once
saying, it must feel good to finally be appreciat- in another band called .. . DOWNFALL.
ed, to be recognized for your seminal role in Somebody told me the other day that Downfall
shaping modern culture ...
actually played only about three shows during
Well, actually, none of the aforementioned their brief existence. l don't know if that's
pundits were necessarily interested in my daz- true, but when I think back, I can only rememzling insights, blinding witticisms, or pan-cul- ber for sure seeing themionce, and that was at
tural analysis. What they really wanted to their very first show at the Berkeley Square.
know was how I went about "discovering" the This was only a few months after OPERAlatest overnight sensations GREEN DAY, who TION IVY had broken up, so expectations
were suddenly a Very Important Band. Of were high and the place was nearly packed,
course the reason they were now so Important pretty unusual for a show that featured not one,
did not have so much to do with the fact that but two bands playing for the first time ever.
Green Day had been writing and playing great Anyway.
pop-punk songs for the last six years, but that the point (or
you
they had just sold, against all odds and expecta - did
wonder if
tions, something like a million records.
is
Actually, it was more like 750,000 the last there
time I checked, but things are moving so fast one?) is that
the
lost
for the onetime Gilman geeks that they'll
almost surely have cracked the platinum barrier Downfall
by the time most of you read this. Which in tapes will
turn has half of you screaming "sellouts" and finally be )
the other half bragging to anyone who will listen, "Did you know BILLIE JOE used to let
me polish his guitar picks when he was still in

BLOODRAGE?"
Well, there are other things happening
besides Green Day. In some ways perhaps
even more impressive has been the feat accomplished by the OFFSPRING,who may be the
first band ever to earn a gold record (sales of
half a million) on an independent label. The
Offspring, who've seemingly been around
almost forever (I may be wrong, but I think
they were playing Gilman all the way back in
1987) just sort of languished in obscurity for
years, not really getting anywhere until their
first LP for EPITAPH. But even that was no
huge deal compared to what happened this
year, when suddenly, just as with Green Day,
MTV and the other mass media "discovered"
them. For most of its years Epitaph has been
thought of as the BAD RELIGIONlabel, but it
looks as though the Offspring may have left BR
almost in the dust.
Bad Re1igion aren't really on Epitaph any-

they were planning on "selling out." I remember that we here at Lookout got harshed on a bit
for putting out the first Samiam single because
of that.
Whatever. As the years rolled by Samiam
acquired a reputation among the sharpertongued folks in town as the band that wanted
to sell out but couldn't find anyone who was
buying. But call it a sellout or a sharp career
move, they finally did sign with Atlantic
Records (which at the rate Atlantic Prez
DANNY GOLDBERG is going, should soon
have the entire punk scene bought and paid for,
and it will certainly be a load off our minds to
let him worry about it for a while). The first
Samiam major label release is due out in
August; we haven't heard it yet.
Not still more Samiam news: original
bassist MARTIN BROHM left the band just
before they made their hopeful leap for the big
time. And in the middle of their recording sessions for the album, they fired their drummer
because, depending on who you believe, he
wasn't good enough, or Atlantic ' Records said
they had to. Or possibly both. It doesn't sound
pleasant either way. And lastly : a reliable
source (well. I see this person nearly every day
at CAFE FIRENZE. how much more reliable
do you want) tells us that under terms of one of
their endorsement contracts, Samiam have to
wear CONVERSE™ sneakers 40% of the
time. The real question is, who follows them
around to keep track of things like this?
Of course not everybody in the East Bay is
gelling rich and famous these days. For
instance, you might be relieved to learn that
THE POTATOMEN have not signed to a
major label, will not be singing in that
Budweiser commercial, and are noi going to be
featured on the cover of Rolling Stone or
Maximum Rocknroll. They do have
a record coming out, though. a 7" EP
and CD EP called On The A venue,
which features a song based on a
story that appears in this very issue
of this very magazine. And they'll
have an album in the January, supposedly.
if their space cadet
singer/songwriter ever gets around to
making up lyrics for the rest of the
songs.
But that's the end of the
Potatomen good news for right now,
because drummer/dreamboat/designCHRIS
er/image
consultant
·APPELCORE has left the band to
up
with
seek stardom via another vehicle.
.....
that being the PEE CHEES, a new
band that includes his own special
settes have
sweetheart MOLLY, formerly of
BRAT.MOBILE (they decided to
something
to look forbreak up after a big but Jess than
ward to.
thrilling show in New York this
Walnut Creek showcases its talent
T h e
June) and still of the FRUMPIES.
other band
Pee Chees are on tour the last week
playing for the first time at that Downfall show of August and first of September, and have a 7"
was SAMIAM. They generated a lot of inter- coming out on KILL ROCK STARS. Oh,1and
est too, since they featured members from in a happy ending for the Potatomen, Chrisser
ISOCRACY, SOCIAL UNREST, and (remember when everyone used to call him
SWEET BABY JESUS. Even then, before that? and mean it?) has been replaced as
they'd played a note, some people were grum- Potatomen drummer by the equally dreamy
bling that Samiam were too "commercial."
UTRILLO, formerly of MY NAME IS
Apparently this was based on some members of CHRIS, THE PANIC. and AMIGAS BURthe band saying, whether jokingly or not, that RITOS.

badly duped
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Also on the Olympia lip, everybody and
her brother, all except me, of course, was up
there for the YO-YO-A-GO-GO festival,
which was a sort of bigger and less underground version of the INTERNATIONAL
POP UNDERGROUNDthingie a couple summers back that first put Olympia on the official
punk rock map. Among the highlights, according lo our reports, were the MUKILTEO
FAIRIES. who by the time you read this supposedly will be broken up for some reason or
another, and the RICKETS. Well, actually
nobody told me that about the
Rickels, but I just know
must have been. After
aren't they the ones who once
persuaded CALVIN JOHNSON to duel in drag with
them on "Destroy Olympia "?
Calvin, of course, has a
new band called the HALO
BENDERS. who recently
came lo Frisco lo play at the
increasingly trendy BOT-

TOM

OF

THE

cate for years.
Lance's sometime buddies JAWBREAKER have been doing all right for themselves
too. Just the other week they headlined al
SLIM'S in Frisco, over JAWBOX (note:
Jawbreaker: indie, Jawbox: major; signing on
the dotted line doesn't always work the way
you expect) and completely sold the place out,
leaving people on the sidewalks trying lo scam
their way in, which we hear has been happening a lot on the current Green Day tour as well,
the opening act of which has been kicking up
some fuss
.
mid-

HILL

(throwing
the crowd of
thrillseekers a curve by performing an angst-ridden, LED
ZEPPELIN-tinged cover of
the SMITHS classic, "Death
of A Disco Dancer").
The
·
Gimme the got, Chris
BOTH even went all-ages for
I'm about to smoke his ass
the Saturday afternoon event
that also featured
GO
SAILOR, the band PAUL (ex-POULTRY DIVISION. And though you'd think the large
MAGIC,
ex-CRIMPSHRINE,
ex- adolescent and testosterone factor in the Green
DELIGHTFUL LITTLE NOTHINGS) Day audience wouldn't mix well with the inCURRAN has formed with ROSE from the your-face homopop of Pansy Division, things
went amazingly well. Luckily singer/guitarist
tragically defunct TIGER TRAP.
Speaking of which. one of last year 's sad- JON GINOLI and bassist CHRIS FREEdest sights was Tiger Trap's final. anticlimactic MAN are enormously adept at handling and
show, also al the Bottom of the Hill. I've heard defusing hostile energy, often by way of
stories about how various members weren't humor, but just as often by being so blatantly,
getting along for whatever reasons, and it so unrepentantly queer that it's impossible for
looked painfully clear that a couple of them anybody to stay mad al them.
Speaking of queer, the QUEERS aren't,
were barely speaking to each other. Add lo that
a typically dull and lethargic Frisco ·audience which has led to a little confusion and even
and the whole night was just so much cold some annoyance among the growing homocore
mush. Hardly even worth remarking on except scene ("Queer is our word; they can't just come
that Tiger Trap were such a great band, with so along and appropriate it!" one activist fumed).
much promise still ahead of them. Oh well, get But of course the Queers have been the Queers
since the dawn of the 80s, and their persistence
their records and play them often.
We hear rumors that JEN is now playing is finally beginning to pay off, thanks al least in
in something called 5'10" with, of all people, part to the favorable mentions in the BEN
KEVIN SECONDS(who's also in the process WEASELand JEFF BALE columns in MRR
of reuniting and/or reforming 7 SECONDSyet that originally rescued them from obscurity.
again. and that HEATHER, one of the worJd's Now the Queers are all over the place, touring
greatest drummers, had taken off for the Pacific two or three times a year and putting out more
Northwest, where at last word she was playing records than I can keep track of. Their latest,
with LOIS. By the way. did anyone else catch Beat Off, and produced by Ben Weasel, just hit
MARY LOU LORD doing a sidewalk busker the streets. The alternative title for this one was
act with the East Bay's own LINT in front of Move Back Home, as in the RAMONESLeave
the Capitol Theater during the Yo-Yo rigama- Home.
When he's not producing records or
role-o?
He's here, he's there , and now he's got assembling compilations (Punk USA) for other
LANCEHAH:",playing guitar for him! We're bands, Mr. Weasel is busy with his own, or was
talking of course about waif-like white-boy hip- until recently, anyway, as SCREECHING
hop heartthrob BECK. who by most accounts WEASEL recorded their last album (How to
Make Enemies and Irritate People, out in
turned in a disappointing performance al Yo
Yo but who didn't let it prevent him from sell- September), and then broke up. Ben is already
ing millions of records anyway and recording hard al work with a new as yet unnamed band,
something for most of the indie labels on the and is also writing a book.
About what, you ask? Well about being
west coast. A feat his new guitarist. occasionally of J CHURCH, has been trying to repli- Ben Weasel, of course. More specifically. it's
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about being a teenage Ben Weasel (/ Was a
Teenage Weasel?) in a drug rehab center in
Maine. Maine, by the way, is also where a new
(but kind of old-fashioned) hardcore band
called the SHOTDOWNShails from. Ben is a
big booster of theirs, thinks that they're one of
the bands keeping the true punk spirit alive and
in the face of all the poseurs and wimps.
No poseurs and wimps in RAOOUL,who
are now split forever (we're pretty sure) with
PHYLLIS and MOLLY joining JANELLE
BLARG and HOLLIE to form the
TOURETTES,who just finished a west coast
tour with BIKINI KILL and released their first
7". One of the two Raooul screechers, I mean
singers, MELISSA, also landed a prestigious
gig as the female lead in the SCHLONGmasterpiece Punk Side Story (male lead :
ANDREWASP, once of NUISANCE).
Nonetheless, the Raooulies stuck together
long enough to record one last work of genius,
a split LP with SKINNED TEEN, an English
band made up of three girls of similar ages and
attitudes. One of them, LAYLA,was supposed
to visit the West Coast this summer, but I
haven't seen her. She seemed lo be everywhere
I went in London during May and June though,
even in the obscure little falafel shop under the
flyover in Portobello Road where I thought
nobody but me ever went. Layla's mom, by .the
way. called up WlllJA RECORDS mogul
GARRYWALKERto ask if her dear little girl
would be "safe" at the Yo-Yo in the mean
streets of Olympia . Hey, she's English, she
thought Olympia was in Seattle. What's funny,
though, is that it never occurred to her lo ask
about Berkeley, which is probably more dangerous than Olympia and Seattle combined .
Garry Wl llJA was in seventh heaven
when his heroes the BEASTIE BOYS came to
town an'd agreed to do a free show (for the ultimate, ultimate hipsters and sceneslers, of which
I of course continue to not be one) in the basement of ROUGH TRADE's Covent Garden
shop, a space roughly equivalent is size and
comfort lo the men's bathroom at GILMAN
STREET. Shaking and bopping in the front
row were JO and NIKKI of BUGGY BEAR,
who when I left England were still in the earlylo-middle stages of recording a new album at
FRED'S SHED in London's garden borough
of HACKNEY.
The Huggies recently parted company
with their long-time guitarist JOHN, who for
personal reasons found it impossible lo ever
lour outside of England, and are continuing (for
a little while longer only) as a four-piece. They
hope to be in America this fall after the record
comes out, and then ... well, that will be all,
except at least three of them will be continuing
in some other band and as a record label as
well.
I kept seeing AMELIA, the girl with the
world's most beautiful voice (listen lo HEAVENLY and you'll see what I mean) everywhere, but she didn' l offer lo sing for me.
Well, I didn't ask, either, but as I was leaving
for the airport, I found out Heavenly was playing two days later at the LAURELTREE, the
same place where they have the mod club disco
type thing where a couple of swinging
Huggygirls have on occasion been spotted
dancing well past the dawn. And everybody
turned out. of course, for MAMBOTAXI, who
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celebrated their new album by undertaking a
four week "residency" (I ask you, what punk
rock band ever had one of those before?) at the
RUSSELL ARMS in Mornington Crescent.
On the last of the four Fridays they were joined
by guitarist DELIA's idols, the HEADCOATS
and HEADCOATEES, but frankly, Mambo
Taxi are tons better.
Of course nothing and no one compares to
WAT TYLER, who've been suspiciously quiet
of late, probably in protracted mourning over
England's failure to qualify for the WORLD
CUP, and following fast on the heels of that
humiliation, being soundly defeated by the
American team in an exhibition. ("Losing the
colonies, fine, losing the whole bloody empire,
I can bear, but this ... " sobbed the normally
jocund and rotund drummer SEAN into a picture of warmed over Guinness.) You see, Wat
Tyler had been planning for years (the World
Cup only happens every four years) to organize
a US tour so that they could follow the English
team on its way to the title - hard luck, boys.
Still in the works for the downcast prole-punks:
a US single called/ Wanna Be Billie Joe.
JOEY FAT, hailing from the greenish
Tory bowers of TUNBRIDGE WELLS, have
been kicking around England for a while to
insufficient visible effect, but it looked as
though their luck was finally turning when their
friends in Green Day got them a spot on the bill
at LA2, and even more so when it turned out
that the event was being filmed by MTV for its
popular "alternative" program, 120 Minutes.
Or so it seemed, but it soon turned out that
MTV had different ideas, being under the
impression that Joey Fat were not sparkly and
shiny enough to market to the kids of America.
Thus they were summarily dumped off the bill,
to be replaced by cutie-pie nonentities SHED 7,
who took the opportunity to bore the capacity
crowd to sleep.
Joey Fat at least got to open the gig in
LEEDS the following night, and by all
accounts (including all three members of Green
Day) were completely raging. And as even
greater compensation, guitarist AIDAN got to
appear as a guest on my show (that's the
uniquely and originally titled Lawrence
tivermore Show on KMUD in cosmopolitan
GARBERVILLE,where we played Joey Fat's
debut single The Day I Realized 1 Was God,
and talked about Aidan's dad, a vicar in the
Church ofEngland.
Other news from the Greater Garberville
region: it appears that LA YTONVILLE,
heretofore known only as the birthplace of
LOOKOUT RECORDS and BAILEY'S
CHAINSAW SUPPLY, now has its second
punk rock band and its first since the tragic
dissolution of the LOOKOUTSfour years ago.
They're called the NYMPHO GERBILS, and
while I haven't yet had an opportunity to witness their live performance, I understand
they've wowed the goombahs down at the
CROSSROADSa couple of times. Next stop
BOOMER'S???? The Gerbs are advised to
keep a sharp eye for PIANO JIMMY, who
blackened mine when our band last band
attempted to play its non-music within his tender earshot.
Down the road a piece, in the sprawling
but warm-hearted slurb of SANTA ROSA, legendary and sensitive
scenester GABE

MELINE was finally captured on vinyl, along recorded a live album at MRR hangout the
with his equally legendary and sensitive combo PURPLE ONION, which fits nicely into the
GROUND ROUND, featuring the frenetic news that MRR bigshots
SUZANNE
hammering beats of the diminutive drummer BARTCHYand RAMSEY KANAAN tied the
ADAM ("CLIPCLOP'')LABELLE. Having knot in what, if MRR had a society column,
been the targets of abuse for a couple years, it
was a pleasant surprise for Ground Round to
suddenly find a positive reception for their
KIRBDOG single ("Jawbreaker
meets
Crimpshrine," gushed more than one sycophantic reviewer). But of course the proverbial fly
in the ointment was not long in crawling out of
the jar and biting Gabe on the butt.

would have been billed as the social event of
the year. Dude, you know it had to be; the
reception took place at the CHAMELEON,
which is like the punk equivalent of the
Fairmont Hotel's TONGA ROOM. They tried
unsuccessfully to get Screeching Weasel or the
Queers to provide the entertainment, but ended
up with Jawbreaker, not too shabby as wedding
bands go. You didn't know it was punk to get
married? Well, I wasn't that sure myself, but I
looked it up in my handbook, and it said it was
OK.

Cyrus (Black Fork) didn't want
us to print a picture of him

You see, Gabe has long been a near-worshipful fan of the East Bay band TILT, who
were last year 's Big New Thing, and still stand
a reasonable chance of being next year's as
well. And when Rock God PETE RYPINS
abruptly left Tilt (for reasons as yet unknown.
but rumored to have something to do with
CAPTAIN AHAB and the MELVILLE novel
Moby Dick). the band asked Gabe to replace
him. What a dilemma! North Bay or East
Bay? Your own band, or the band of your
dreams? The last we heard Gabe was attempting to do both bands, and let's hope at least one
of them survives.
Neat tie-in here: another of Gabe's ambitions had been . to have Tilt vocalist CINDER
BLOCK harmonize with Green Day's Billie
Joe at his (Gabe's) wedding to ANGELA IN
THE CORNER. Well, that wedding never
happened, but a few others did, including. just
last month, that of Billie Joe himself, to his
Minnesota sweetheart ADRIANE, the one
immortalized in 80 and, if I'm not mistaken,
2000 Light Years A way as well.
Not to be undone, original Green Day (and
ISOCRACY drummer AL SOBRANTE
announced his engagement to zinester and filmmaker GRETA MUDFLAP, with that major
merger scheduled for early August, hopefully
leaving time for Al to get back on the roads
with his NE'ER DO WELLS. who recently
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Other bits and pieces around the bay ,
nation, and planet: since the last time this magazine appeared a great band rose to superheated
prominence and all too quickly fell to earth. I
refer of course to JOHN HENRY WEST, of
which ex-FUEL guitarist MIKE KIRSCH was
perhaps the most notable member. Fortunately,
another band emerged, if not locally, to carry
on in a slightly similar style: UNIVERSAL
ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON, itself an offshoot of the now forever-defunct
BORN
AGAINST,who annoyed some of their diehard
fanatic fans by not only releasing a split EP
with pop-punk traitors Screeching Weasel, but
doing it on pop-punk sellout label Lookout
Records. Nonetheless, the record, for which
SAM McPHEETERSwrote political lyrics for
Screeching Weasel, and Ben Weasel wrote love
songs for Born Against, was a "smash hit," as
we say in the biz.
As long as we're on the hardcore/emo tip.
which is where much of the local (i.e.
California) avant-garde appears to be poised
these days. let me make this almost guaranteedto-be-true prediction: hottest label and scene in
the next year or two besides Kill Rock Stars
will be GRAVITY and SAN DIEGO.
Personally I find San Diego itself fairly repulsive as a city (don't know what it is about me,
but I just have never been able to get too excited about Marines, racists, rightwingers, and
Governor PETE WILSON. the former San
Diego mayor who· s been busily turning
California into a fasc.ist moronic hellhole these
past eight years.
All right, that's hardly the fault of Gravity
Records, nor of the many amazing bands it has
been bringing us of late. Not all of them are
meeting with overwhelming approval. it's true;
just when they appeared to be streaking toward
unmitigated success. a backlash has set in
against ANTIOCH ARROW. Even ultimate
emo/HC maven KENT McCLARD has been
questioning their validity. suggesting that the
greater part of their charm is simply the way
that they "go off."
But here we get into more esoteric matters.
which I feel unqualified to discuss . You are
referred to Kent's new magazine HeartAttaCk,
which came into being largely as a response to
TIM YOHANNA:\"s decision that most
emo/HC no longer qualified as "punk" and
couldn't therefore be written about in MRR.
Another nationally oriented zine. Punk Planet,
also started up in the wake of the MRRturmoil.
and is taking a more general approach in its
coverage. more along the lines of what MRR.
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used to do, while HeartAttaCk tends to focus
pretty closely on hardcore.
In the sense that it's helped to spawn some
diverse publications
and opinions, the
Kulturputsch at MRR, otherwise known as
Tim's "Great Leap Backward," in honor of a
similar cultural revolution led by former
Chinese dictator of the proletariat MAO TSETUNG, has accomplished
some good.
Chairman Mao, by the way, used to like to refer
to himself in publicity handouts as "The Great
Helmsman." JELLO BIAFRA, who's found

himself on the opposite side of the fence from being blacklisted by Tim. To this day, it is forTim on several issues lately, has a different bidden for any writer or columnist to mention
take: "Tim has become his own JOHN Crawford's name in the pages of MRR.
CRAWFORD,"he opined recently, referring Needless to say, Biafra's dig at his old pal Tim
to the cartoonist-social commentator who creat- might have been a low blow, but not necessaried BABOON DOOLEY, and who spent the ly an undeserved one. Crawford, on the other
first half of the 80s making Tim and other hand, not one to be overcome by cheap sentiMRRstaffers miserable by viciously lampoon- ment or a forgiving spirit, has been ridiculing
ing them in his nationally circulated comic both Yohannan and Biafra in his recent strips.
No. matter where you look these days, it seems
strips.
Crawford is not nearly as well known there's always more than enough abuse to go
today as he might have been, as a result of around.

(Letters from page 16)
I assumed that MRR was Tim's magazine
from the time I moved up here and started to
volunteer. I had no illusions that MRR was run
democratically, or that it was the property of
the scene. You might consider MRR to be just
like any other institution in this capitalist society, except that wage slavery and the need to
make my rent, pay my bills, and buy my groceries has nothing to do with why I volunteer
my time for the magazine. I do MRR shitwork
because, in general, I ·1ike the mag and what it
does. I put in my time above and beyond my
wage slave day job. As such, MRRis not quite
in the category of a capitalist enterprise, but for
the sake of argument, let's suppose it is.
So what did you ask of us at the meeting,
Lawrence? Did you issue a call for us to seize
the means of production and run things ourselves? Did you offer a plan for expropriating
Tim, dividing up his work on the mag, and running things collectively? Hardly! What I got
from you was: "Well, I don't like what Tim's
doing with the magazine, but I really don't
think collectives work, so let's all get together
and slap Tim on the wrist and work out a fairer
way of doing things around here." I don't
believe it's possible to have "socialism in one
fanzine," but by the same token I don't believe
in expending militant action toward a goal of
incremental reform. That in a nutshell is my
problem with liberalism. I'm not interested in
putting out the energy for piecemeal changes. I
believe in going (or broke; in asking for everything. I don't want a bigger piece of the pie, I
want the whole damn pie shop. I think that, in
the process of demanding the impossible, you
often do get reforms. Often you get more and
better reforms than if you just went for just the
reforms in the first place. And occasionally,
you do get everything. That's called revolution.
In case you haven't noticed, Lawrence,
I'm calling you a liberal. And to paraphrase
Malcolm X, I'd rather deal with a redneck reactionary that I would a liberal. because in the
case of a reactionary, I know exactly where
they're coming from and what to expect from
them. With a liberal, I'm never quite sure
where they stand, and I suspect they're opportunistically waiting to stab me in the back.
There were other things besides your liberalism that bothered me at that meeting,
Lawrence. You didn't do your basic political
legwork before the meeting. You never went to
the base, to the MRR shitworkers, to try to persuade us into supporting you beforehand.
Instead, you seemed to expect us to be so total-

Iy overwhelmed by the golden words issuing
from your mouth that we would naturally fall
into ranks behind your self-evident, ever-socorrect position. Lawrence, a Lenin you 're not,
nor are you a Karl Marx. You ain't even a
Groucho Marx. More like Zeppo's second
cousin, twice removed. In brief, you were
about as inspiring as a wet dish rag. What's
more, you demonstrated a profound arrogance
in coming to that meeting expecting people to
support you on nothing more than the bullshit
you spouted.
Your arrogance deserves further elaboration. From your claims that y·ou were one of
the best writers at MRR, through your assertion
that people read MRR only because of your
scintillating prose, to your petulant outburst
that we were all sheep for not siding with you,
you demonstrated a basic disdairt for the MRR
shitworkers you presumably wished to rally to
your cause. Despite what you seem to think
Lawrence, the sun does not rise and set in your
asshole. Had I agreed 100% with what you
wanted to do and what you had to say at that
meeting, I would have slammed your position
on the basis of your insufferable arrogance
alone. You 're not "God's gift" to MRR, and on
that basis I vote that you quit doing columns for
MRR. We can get along without you,
Lawrence.
MRR shitworker, and damn proud of it,
George "Impulse" aka "Lefty Hooligan"
You don't want a bigger piece of the pie,
you want the whole damn pie shop?!? My
goodness, four legs good, two legs baaaaaad!
And didn' I you forget to remind us that we
can't make an omelet without breaking some
eggs?
With regard to my leaving MRR, you got
your way, Mr. Hooligan, not because I had to
bow to the inexorableforce and majesty of your
rhetoric (I've read RCP pamphlets before), but
because 1 have no desire to be par/ of a magazine that takes seriously the hodgepodge of
cliches and superannuated dogma that you
apparently believe constitutes genuine political
"thinking."
I've been an MRR reader for 12 years and
a contributor for more than 7; for much of that
time I considered MRRto be an excellent forum
for intelligent and progressive viewpoints.
More recently, though, I have reluctantly noted
an unmistakable decline in the intellectual abilities of both MRR readers and contributors.
Now that an ideologue of your stripe has been
enshrined as the magazine's principal political
theorist, I will readily admit that I no longer
feel welcome or at home there.
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I freely and proudly admit to being a liberal, and also a social democrat or a democratic
socialist, depending on which side of bed I get
up on on a given day. You (like many bigots)
may toss around terms like "redneck reactionary," but in reality it's you who are the
worst sort of reactionary. Think about what
that term implies: someone who reacts instead
of thinking. Sound familiar? It should.
Anyway, no. I wasn't under the illusion
that MRR was "run democratically." I worked
on the magazine too long to think that. Nor did
I believe it possible lo reform or restructure the
magazine; I knew from experience that Tim
would never allow any such thing. I am, however, rather astounded that someone so ostensibly left-wing as yourself would buy into the
notion that it is "Tim's magazine."
All wealth is created and should be owned
by the workers, and though Tim works incredibly hard, he can't write, can't draw, can't take
photographs, and in fact does very Ii/Ile of the
actual creative work that makes MRR what it
is. He's an editor and a publisher, and while
those tasks are vital, they alone -can't produce a
magazine. His talent is the ability to mobilize
and organize people, and, so to speak, "shepherd" their efforts. MRR is "not quite in the
category of a capitalist enterprise," you say?
Correct; capitalist enterprises at least pay their
workers minimum wage.
Speaking of "wage slavery ," as you do,
I'm insulted by your referring to your job at
Mordam Records in this way. Mordam is an
outs/anding institution that is largely workerrun. Most people would be ecstatic at the
opportunity to work in such an environment.
For you to call such a job "slavery" reflects a
fundamental contempt for language as a vehicle of truth. If you are prepared lo engage in
such reckless hyperbole, why should we lake
seriously anything you say?
You also lied when you said that I claimed
to be one of the best writers al MRR. I said no
such thing. My exact words were. "The columnists (which presumably could have been
stretched io include even you) are the only people at this magazine who know how to write." I
said it in response to Tim's suggestion that the
columnists ( again naming no names) were a
bunch of "elitist assholes." It was a bit of an
exaggeration, true; some of the reviewers are
good writers as well. My point was that the
columns were one of the magazine's most popular features (a fact borne out by reader surveys), and that without them, MRR would be a
very thin read.
But if it makes you happy, I will say it
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right now: I was one of MRR's best writers,
maybe the best. If thaJ sticks in your pseudoegalitarian craw, so be it. Not everyone is of
equal talent or ability. I can't play guitar very
well, I can't fix a car to save my life, nor can I
paint a picture or program a computer. But I
can write; it's my particular gift. I' II leave the
phony modesty to people like you, who, in the
words of Oscar Wilde, have so very much to be

modest about.
One of the sure death knells for any movement, cultural or political, is the enshrining of
mediocrity as a virtue. As long ago as the
1830s De Tccqueville warned that this might be
the undoing of American democracy. The cultural and political purges at MRR are accomplishing precisely the same thing that the corporate media are managing on a society-wide

level: the winnowing out of all unusual tlwughl
and talent, in favor of a lowest-commondenominator variety of expression. In mass culture that trans/ales as Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Ross Perot; in MRR-style punk it means a
zillion generic hardcore and retro bands, and
you.

(Movies from page 32)
whom too many, including Divine, the most
instantly recognizable and acclaimed, are now
dead, Waters graduated to using way over-thehill Hollywood actors like Tab Hunter. Now
he's able to get only-slightly-over-the-hill
actors like Kathleen Turner.
I'm probably not the first to remark that
Serial Mom is like Leave It To Beaver on bad
acid, and Turner plays a genuinely cleaverwielding June. The running joke and solitary
plot device involves Turner brutally murdering
anyone who gets on her nerves or violates her
somewhat convoluted sense of morality. It's a
fantasy I'm sure most of us have at one time or
another; I nearly cheered out loud when she
iced the moron who chewed his gum too loudly.
There's a sort of subtext (in Waters films,
subtext refers to points made without benefit of
flashing neon lights) about America's obsession with fame and the media, but in light of
recent real-life developments like the O.J.
Simpson case, it's pretty tame. Funny, sure,
but you have to wonder if it's worth paying
Patricia Hearst the kind of money she probably
got when almost nobody remembers who the
hell she is anymore. Enough criticism already.
See the movie. An afternoon matinee would be
best, though; that way you 'II be able to feel like
you've already accomplished something (even
if you don't remember exactly what it was) and
still have the best part of the day ahead of you.

and the hall-of-mirrors
existence
that
omnipresent media seem to have created for us.
Intellectual content is minimal.
Henry Rollins plays himself playing a selfimportant Newport Beach cop, and is brilliant.
Longtime readers will know I've never been an
HR fan,'but he's gone -a long way toward
redeeming himself with this film. In fact I'll
probably go out of my way to see him in his
next movie, provided I can be assured it doesn't
contain any of his "poetry." (Newport Beach
cops not being known for their literary efforts,
The Chase is 100% poetry-free.)
Punk rock fans inight also be attracted by
the movie's soundtrack. The opening scene
kicks off with 'the familiar "Let's Go" of Lint
and Rancid and other musical contributions
come from the Offspring, Bad Religion, and No
FX. The most sedate song, and the only nonEpitaph one, in fact, comes from London's
androgynous glam rockers Suede.
I saw this in Seattle the week it opened,
then again on the airplane flying back from
London. By the time you read this it'll be
either on HBO or home video, if not both.
Worth a look.

My academy award nomination for most
gratuitous histrionics in a completely superfluous context goes to Hanks for taking what
seems like 20 minutes to explain just why
grand opera is so important to him while Maria
Callas or someone of that ilk screeches away in
the background. Nothing against opera per se,
though I'm no particular fan of the genre, but I
imagine true opera lovers would find it even
more offensive to hear this overwrought man
attempting to explain what the music should be
permitted to do for itself.
That's followed by an even stranger scene
where Hanks' attorney. Danny Glover, beset by
some sort of domestic trouble, resolves it by
playing the same Callas aria. The scene finally
closes with Glover and his wife in bed together
looking as though they had attained the peace
that passeth all understanding, while. incongruously. Callas emotes at a glass-shattering volume.
So, you're saying. the movie would be all
right if they just lost the opera bits? It would
help. but not enough. There are some good
scenes, but they don't do enough to make up
for the overall tone. which has the realism quotient of a daytime American soap opera. The
dying man has an extensi-ve. supportive network of friends and family. who also somehow
manage to represent just about every cultural
stereotype except for the poor. the unfriendly,
and those abandoned to die on the streets.
which would be a considerably more accurate a
portrayal of AIDS victims than Hanks' whitebread. yupscale. monogamous professional
man.
Oh well, if it results in even ·a little more
enlightenment among the proles vis-a-vis their
attitudes toward AJ.DS and homosexuality, I
suppose it will be worth it. And I guess 'this
turned out to be considerably more than a capsule review. Sorry about that. At least I didn't
go off on Schindler' s list.

The Chase
Not too many people saw this one, but if
you had, you wouldn't have had to sit glued to
your TV during the OJ. Simpson guided tour
of the L.A. freeway system, since The Chase
functioned as a rough treatment for the OJ.
epic.
It's a silly movie, full of humor that ranges
from the hamhanded
to the hilarious.
Presumably it's intended as a sendup of the
American obsession with celebrity, violence,

(Capitalist from page 37)
and self-centered to deny others the same
chance.
I guess if there's a moral to be drawn from
all this, it's that people are most likely to end
up where they need to be by stubbornly following the dictates of their heart and instincts, even
when they might seem to lead in implausible or
irrational directions. Virtually none of what I
was doing during most of the past ten years
made much sense in itself, and has to be looked
at in retrospect to see where it was all leading.
And the final caveat, one I'm sure you've
heard before: though I now have more money
than I've ever had before, it honestly doesn't
make that huge a difference in my life. True.
I'm able to travel more, and have more freedom
to set my own schedule, but apart from that I

Philadelphia
A capsule review here, since I couldn't be
bothered watching the whole thing (it was
shown on a recent airplane ride): S tinko ! ! !
Yeah, sure, go rent it if you 're a good squishy
liberal in need of affirmation or if you 're the
type to use up a box of kleenex on one of those
TV illness of the week movies.
OK, AIDS is more like ~he illness of the
decade or the generation, the politics of this
movie are spot-on, and Tom Hanks and the
other actors-producers-directors are to be commended for bringing this important issue to the
attention of a mainstream audience. End of
positive story. So much of this film is simply
unbearable to watch, and no. I'm not referring
to the horrid lesions erupting on Hanks· body
or the predictably maudlin qeath scene.
live much as I always have. I eat rice and bean
burritos most days. drive a car with way more
than 100,00 miles on it, walk or take public
transportation most places when I'm in the city.
when in Berkeley live in a room that's large
enough for a bed, desk and not much else. and
very rarely go out.
I could afford more now. it's true. but
why? I can't come up with any non-cliched
way of saying that money in itself doesn't bring
happiness, but that's how it is. Beyond a certain obvious point of having enough to cover
your needs, money is not going to make that
huge a difference. If you ·re sacrificing any significant part of your life with the idea that once
you're rich everything will be great, stop now;
you '11never get the better of that deal.
By the same token, don ·1 be ashamed, as
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many artists seem to be. to use your talents to
make a Jiving. Most of us are lucky to have
more than one or two skills that are deemed
useful by our fellow human beings. If we
throw or give them away and then moan
because we 're condemned to a life of demeaning. meaningless labor. well, we shouldn't
expect much sympathy.
Well. that's the Lookout Records story as
of July 1994. Who knows. I may be broke by
the next issue and have a whole new tale of
woe to recount. but I sort of doubt it.
Hopefully you now have a little better understanding of what I've been up to these past few
years. Hopefully I'll have a little better understanding of where I'm going from here.
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(Avenue con't from page 5)
obtaining any. Furthermore, I suffered from
some of the same drawbacks as he did, though
not nearly to such extremes. Specifically, my
dress and mannerisms were not presentable in
polite society, and my social skills were negligible. She on the other hand, excelled in these
areas, and was constantly sent about town as
his representative. I was not allowed to know
the exact nature of what she did, and I was only
infrequently invited (the word "summoned"
comes more naturally to mind) to visit them
and their accumulating stores of goods.
I should mention, though I'm not sure it's
germane, that as far as I know, there was nothing at all of a romantic nature between those
two, and she loudly dismissed the possibility
that any such thing could ever happen. Indeed,
she regularly brought her boyfriends to her
downstairs quarters, though they were no
longer, strictly speaking, boyfriends. In fact,
they tended more toward the fringed-suede
jacketed, mustached and shag-haired lounge
lizards who congregated around Marin and
Frisco watering holes in the hungry-eyed
expectation of something com ing along that
would put money in their pockets and cocaine
up their noses in perpetuity without any visible
effort on their part. But to each her own,
I figured.
I mostly saw her when she'd turn up in
Berkeley, usually in a semi-new BMW or
Mercedes which she was always getting ready
to trade in on something else. Her visits were
always full of mystery and intrigue, even if she
was only getting her nails done or picking up
some crinkly variety of lettuce for that
evening's salad. She started pick ing at me
then, like why didn 't I show some respect for
myself and get some nicer clothes and move to
a better neighborhood and stop hanging around
with those losers I mistakenly thought of as my
friends?
What she said didn't seem quite right, but
her opinions still carried some weight with me
because of everything we ' d been through
together. I wasn't yet used to the idea that for
some people youthful friendship is an investment in, rather than a foundation for the future.
Eventually I did become more bourgeois, but
that earned more contempt from her than my
carefully cultivated underclass status had previously. It was the first time I saw illustrated in
action the theory that the upper and lower classes closely resemble each other, minus the social
lubricant of money, of course, and that the middle class stands apart as a flagrant, though
prevalent aberration from natural human values.
So we drifted farther and farther apart. My

clothes were never expensive enough, my
behavior never uninhibited enough, my arrogance never assiduous enough; I was neither
ruthless nor glamorous enough to follow her
into her world, and at any rate, that world was
becoming steadily less attractive to me. I had
problems of my own, but they were not related
to my failure to get sufficiently rich or to be
invited to the right parties and be talked about
by the right people. Maudlin as it might seem,
I was far more concerned about being lonely,
about having no purpose in life, about having
nothing of true value to show for my years
spent on the planet. Things like that I could not
say to her; they would elicit only that loud
braying laugh that caused heads to turn
throughout the room, producing in its wake a
secondary ripple of amazement that such untoward sounds could have emerged from such an
elegant and bejewelled throat.
So there we were, years after the fact, having one of our occasional lunches on Telegraph,
swapping memories and insults, remembering
only in the briefest of intervals what had once
brought us so close together and now so drastically divided us. The last time we'd met, she'd
asked me to move to Marin and take up some
unspecified but supposedly highly profitable
role in her business.. I'd declined, preferring to
remain in Berkeley, and we'd quarreled bitterly. I hadn't really expected to see her again,
but when she pulled up alongside me at the corner of Haste in her latest BMW, it was as if
nothing had changed.
Something had, however, though she
wouldn't admit it. I sensed that things were not
going well for her, financially or otherwise. I
did get out of her the news that she and her
partner had moved to a much smaller house in a
far less prestigious part of "the county," as the
hipsters commonly called it. And though she
wouldn't let me pay for her lunch, I could see
she . was toying with the notion . After she'd
gone, I amused myself with the idea, no doubt
spurious, that her lessened fortunes were the
direct result of my declining her offer to go into
business. I was not, regardless of what you
might think, taking pleasure in her diminished
circumstances, but rather flattering myself with
an exaggerated sense of my own importance.
After that I didn't see her for what seemed
like the longest time. I got caught up in series
of mostly failed but nonetheless spectacular
endeavors of my own, and no longer felt the
need,of her approval, nor of most other people,
to validate my existence. I even acquired a
noticeable streak of arrogance based on little
more than the fact that I had survived the years
reasonably intact while so many of my friends
had not. It was in such a frame of mind that I

came strolling out of the Caffe Med one late
summer afternoon, feeling quite smug and
utterly unprepared for encounters with ghosts.
She was hobbling down the street with the
aid of a cane. Her features were still delicately
sculpted and her skin still as translucent as the
finest rose petals, but she had run to fat, drastically so, and despite her elegant accoutrements,
carried with her the air of an embittered suburban matron.
Her voice was tired as she told me, all matter-of-fact, how she'd taken a bullet in the leg
during a drug deal gone bad at one of those
cheesy motels that line Highway 101 in downtown San Rafael. She talked a lot tougher now,
her midwestern accent showing signs of creeping back, her Mae West jocularity giving way
to the hard-boiled dameness of one of Cagney's
gangster molls.
She let me buy her coffee, and cadged a
dollar for the bridge toll back to Marin. I never
saw her again, or at least I don't think I did.
There was a time, last August I think it was,
when I saw one of those tacky white stretch
limos double parked in front of the Med, and a
hefty society lady-type climbing into the back.
I had just come out of Shakespeare's, down at
the corner of Dwight Way, and I caught a
glimpse of her before she disappeared behind
the smoked glass. Something seemed unalterably familiar about the way she moved or the
way she arched her neck.
The limo was gone by the time I got down
to the Med, but a couple of kids that I knew
were hanging around, and I asked if they knew
what was up. One guy thought she was a
movie star, another said she was a TV reporter
doing a "Where are they now?" story on the old
Telegraph Avenue hippie scene.
Me, I rolled my eyes and shrugged my
shoulders. I don't like seeing limos on the
Avenue anyway, but I knew full weH that if I
were ever to see her again, it would most likely
be either that way or in a hearse . The sun
edged behind the Moe's Books tower, and on
cue a stinging breeze sent the day's detritus
swirling in the gutters. For an instant it was if
the neon died and the windows were full of
candlelight, and plaintive guitar melodies tinkled and all yesterday's maidens brushed their
waist-length tresses in front of pearl-rimmed
mirrors.
Then there was a screeching of tires and a
revving of engines, and a hollow-eyed desperado was tugging at my sleeve asking for money.
My hands thrust deep in my pockets, l pulled
my jacket tighter around me and decided that it
was late, that I really ought to be getting home.
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I

Planetof The Apes

I Hate Your Guts On Sunday
Jonny R U Weird?
Time Bomb
If I Was You
Nobody LikesYou
Degenerate
Surf Goddess
Kathy Isn't Right
Kathy's On The Roof
I Wrote Holden Caulfield

Here it is, the hot new album from Chicago's punk rock greots. So go get it, Tiger! While you're at it, check these other fine Screeching
Weasel records available from Lookout Recordings and available at finer shops everywhere.
Lookout 50

My Brain Hurts

LPCS CD

Lookout 75

You Broke My Fucking Heart

7 inch EP

Lookout 62

Boogadoboogadaboogodo

LPCS CD

Lookout 76

Anthem For A New Tomorrow

LPCS CD

Lookout 63

Wiggle

LPCS CD

Lookout 86

Suzanne Is Gettin Married

7 inch EP

Lookout 73

Split w/Born Against

7" & CDEP

Lookout 97

How To Make Enemies...

LPCS CD

Or try our special Lookout mail order service. Write for a free catalog today, and if you enclose a dollar or two, we'll send you cool
freebies, like buttons and posters.
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